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ABSTRACT
During the 1980s, the South Pacific was characterised by bitter
intemal conlliiS in several countries, a new assertiveness by island
country leaderships, and increased interest in the region by external
powers. Economic problems worsened in several island countries and
the South Pacific was affected by trends in the broader Asia/Pacific
region. The implications of these developments for regional security
provide the subiect of this Canberra Paper.
Topics discussed include trends and prospects in the broader
Asia/Pacific security environmenU the South Pacific security and
defence environment; economic characteristics and prospects of the
South Pacific island states (with particular reference to the role of
regional cooperation); foreign and dcfence policies of the South Pacific
island states; the part played by Australia and New Zealand in the

region; aims and activities of extcrnal powcrs; and the
associated with the French presence.

issues

Canbena Papets on Shategy anil Defenee are a series of monograph
publications which arise out of the work of the Strategic and Defence
Shrdies Centre, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian
National University. Previous Canbqra Paps have covered topics such as
the relationship of the superpowers, arrns control at both the supelpower
and South+ast Asian regional level, regional shategic relationships and
mapr aspects of Aushalian defence policy. For a list of those still available
refer to the last pages of this volume.
Unless otherwise stated, publications of the Centre are presented
without endorsement as contributions to the public record and debate.
Authors are responsible for their own analysis and conclusions.
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PREFACE
From the end of the Second World War until recent years, the
south Pacific was mostly regarded as a placid backwater. But this
picture postcard image was tarnished during the 1980s by the coups in
Fiji, conflict in New Caledonia, the rift in the ANZUS treaty be.caule of
New Zealand's opposition to nuclear ship visits, Libyan interest in the
region, and the secessionist revolt in the North Solomons
(Bougainville) province of Papua New Guinea. Meanwhile the island
states of the region displayed a new assertiveness and independenceof-mind, despite their economic weakness and small size, and external
powers with no traditional links with the region showed heightened
interest.

This Canberra Papcr offers background and pcrspectives on
these changes and sets out to help place thcm into context. Desmond
Ball opens the discussion by reviewing the trends and prospects in the
broader Asia/Pacific setting within which the south Pacific is situated
(Chapter One). He points out that thcre is no reason to expcct that the
recent dramatic changes in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe will
conhibute positively to Asia/Pacific security. In addition, economic
trends - and especially the economic dynamism of Northcast Asia - are

combining with environmental changes and rapid tcchnological
developments to help make the Asia/Pacific security environment
increasingly complex and volatile. As part of an analysis of current
security developments, he emphasiscs the nced for a much broadcr
and multi-dimensional concepfualisation of the notion of securitlr, and
underlines the necessity for new policies and institutional machinery
capable of managing the complex and disparate devclopments in the
Asia/Pacific so as to enhance regional security.
In Chapter Two the focus shifts to thc security and dcfcnce
environment of the South Pacific. Stcphcn Henningham rcvicws the
diversity of the South Pacific, but also points to cultural and historical
connections and shared interests. Comparcd with most other regions,
the South Pacific has been generally peaccful in the post-Second
World War era, and the use or threatened use of armed force to help
shape relations between states has been infrequcnt. Noncthclcss
significant conflicts and tcnsions do exist and, although these are
mainly internal, they can have implications for rclations betwecn the
countries of the region.

xx

In the

of external military threats, and given their
economic vulnerability and development problems, the island
counhies of the South Pacific have naturally tended to regard
economic welfare and progress as forming an integral part of their
security. In Chapter Three Rodney Cole discusses the economic
characteristics and prospects of the South Pacific island staEs, and
reviews their efforts to attain mutual benefits through regional
absence

economic cooperation. He argues that the disappointing economic
circumstances of most island countries results in large part from the
inllated growth of their public sectors and from policies emphasising
stability and self-sufficiency. As an alternative strategy, he urges the
adoption of outward-looking, growth-oriented policies, calls for an
increased emphasis on private sector activity, and recommends the
cultivation of entrepreneurial and managerial skills in the island
countries.
Next, against the background provided by Chapters Two and
Three, Chapter Four examines the foreign and defence policies of the
states of the South Pacific region. Stephen Henningham points out
that overall the island countries have emphasised economic, resources
and environmental issues in their external relations. He also argues,
however, that generalisations about the region as a whole must be
informed by an understanding of the different policy perspectives
both of particular sub-regions - notably Melanesia and Polynesia - and
of individual nation-states. In addition, he emphasises the important
if at times ambiguous role played in the South Pacific by the 'regional
powers', namcly Australia and New Zealand.
The foreign and defcnce policies of the South Pacific countries
are of course shaped in part in response to the aims and activities in

the region of external powers. In Chapter Five David Hegarty
discusses thcse powers. He highlights the increased
'internationalisation' of the region, resulting both from greater interest
by external powers and from a growing tendency on the part of island
countries to diversify their foreign relations - in part because they
pcrceive prospective aid and economic benefits from this
diversification.

Within the South Pacific region, many observers regard France
as an external power, which insists on retaining the Pacific remnants

of its colonial empire and on conducting nuclear tests in defiance of

)od

regional opinion. The usual French view, in contrast, is that France
has a legitimate presence and role based on long historical association,
important national interests, substantial aid spending, and the
rnaprity support in each of the three French territories for the
maintenance of French sovereignty. In Chapter Six Yves Pimont
rcviews the issues and implications associated with the French
presence in the South Pacific. He argues that France should express a
clear and firm resolve to stay in the South Pacific, and should support
this resolve with consistent long-term policies and with mutually
advantageous cooperative agreements with the French territories and
the island counbies.
Earlier versions of the chapters in this bmk were presented at
in a conference on
'C,eopolitics and Geostrategy in the Southern Hemisphere'held at the
French University of the Indian Ocean in R6union on 29-31 May 1990.
The editors are grateful to the convenor of the conference, Professor
Pierre Maurice, for permission to publish this material as a Canberra

the panel discussion on the South Pacific

Paper.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE CHANGING ASIA/PACIFIC SECURITY
ENVIRONMENT AND THE SOUTH PACIFIC
Desmond Ball

A

distinctive characteristic of our age is the rapidly
of change. The political and economic changes
wNch General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev has unleashed within the
Soviet Union were unimaginable half a decade ago. The political
developments which occurred in Eastern Europe in 1989 could not
have been predicted even a year bcfore. While these developments
should be earnestly welcomed and supported, it is important to
recognise that the consequences will not nccessarily be invariably
benign. A central Europe of half a dozen indepcndent states, each
with serious economic, ethnic and nationality problems, does not
augur well for European stability. The years immediately preceding
the Second World War, and perhaps even more those preceding the
accelerating pace

First World War, warrant careful re-examination.

Moreover, there

is no

reason

to

expect

that

these

developments in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe will contribute

positively to regional security. There is likely to be a reduction in
economic assistance to both the desperatcly poor and the newly
indushialising countries as the focus of the US, Wcstcrn Europe and
major international aid and development organisations turns to the
economic reconstruction of Eastern Europe. The diminution of US and
Soviet political and military prcsence and intcrest in the more distant
reaches of the globe could well unleash local sources of conflict and
lead to regional arrns races. There is likely to be a transfer of large
quantities of conventional arms to, as well as increascd indigenous
arms production in, many parts of Africa, the Middle East and Asia including a proliferation of chemical weapons and other extremely
destructive advanced munitions. The number and destructiveness of
conflicts in many parts of the world is increasing rather than
decreasing.

Change in the Asia/Pacific rcgion is no lcss dynamic.
Northeast Asia has bccome the main source of dvnamism in
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international economic activity. The shift in the world's economic
centre of gravity to this region has significant geopolitical and
geoshategic implications. The role of the superpowers in the region is
declining in relative terms. Bipolarity is now history. Other Powers,
such as |apan, China and India, will be increasingly active in the
region. Security is becoming more multidimensional, with the
military dimension decreasing in significance relative to economic and
environmental concerns.

We are now witnessing momentous global environmental
changes - pollution, desertification, acid rain, ozone depletion and the
'greenhouse'effect - which will affect our future well-being directly as
well as provide further cause for international disputation.
Terhnological development has also become more dynamic
and fecund. In the United States, government and industry now spend
an estimated $(US)132 billion a year on technological research and
development (about $40 billion of which is for military R & D). IaPan
now spends about $(US)60 billion a year. In the military field, there
are more efficient engines, propellants and power plants, increasing
both the range and capability of delivery systems; there are new
guidance and navigation systems, increasing the accuracy and lethality
of modern weapons systems; there are new warhead developments,

such as fuel air explosives and cluster munitions; and there are
important developmcnts in surveillance, command and control, and
communications systems. These are having a significant impact on the
nature and intensity of conventional conflict, affecting strategy as well
as tactics. In addition, of course, new technology has become the key
to compctitiveness in international markets and to economic growth.
As such, it is a fundamental ingredient of national and international

securi$.
For those concerned with the changing security environment
in the Asia/Pacific region, there are two fundamental issues. The first
is conceptual and concerns the need to develop concepts and analytical
techniques for coherently addressing the myriad of disparate factors
and trends which constitute this emerging new environment. I believe
that the currcnt sccurity developments can best be analysed under
three progressive heads - change, complexity, and uncertainty. The
second issue concerns policy making - how can policies and
institutional machinery be dcsigned and constructed to manage these

The clwnging AsialPacific security Enaironment anil the south pacific 3

disparate and complex developments in order to enhance regional
security?

Thc Dynamics of Change
The most important change is economic. Economic strength
has become the single most important index of national power,
eclipsing over the long haul even the possession of significant
quantities of nuclear weapons. During the 1970s, the Soviet Union
achieved strategic nuclear parity with the United States - indeed, the
Reagan Administration was concerned in the early 1980s that the
Soviet Union had achieved strategic superiority - but it was the
inability of the soviet economy to maintain real growth and to support
technological modernisation in the 1980s that dictated the soviet
withdrawal from the superpower competition. It is the ability of
national economies to sustain high levels of real growth, to generate
and capitalise on advanced technological products and processes, and
to engage competitively and energetically in the international
marketplace that will determine rankings in the national power lists at
the turn of the century.

Over recent decades, the Northeast Asian economies have
grown more rapidly for longer than any others in world economic
history. As a result, there has been an historic shift in the ccntre of
gravity of economic production and power towards Northeast Asia.
Northeast Asia's share of world production is now about 25 per cent,
about equal with that of each of North America and Western Europe;
the region's real purchasing power now exceeds that of each of North
America and Western Europe. Northeast Asia has become the main
source of dynamism in international trade, and the largest source of
sulplus savings for intemational investment.
However, this economic dynamism is somewhat fragile. It is
dependent upon energy resources and raw materials from outside the
region. Sea lines of communication (SLOCs) are very long and quite
vulnerable.
The most obvious geostrategic change is the relative decline of
the presence and influence of the two supcrpowers and the transition
from bipolarity to some as yet undefined form of multipolarity.

4
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The Soviet Union is quite clearly receding northward. About
half of the military capabilities which it has maintained in Vietnam
over the past decade have been removed in the past few years - the
MiG-23 fighters; about half the Tu-16 Badger bombers, Tu-142 Bear
long-range maritime surveillance and anti-submarine aircrafb and
about half the naval surface combatants and submarines. The Soviet
Union could even be seriously considering a complete withdrawal
from Cam Ranh Bay - apart, perhaps, from its communications and
signal intelligence (SIGINT) facilities. Soviet naval shipdays
throughout the Pacific have been reduced markedly.

however, that the caPabilities of the
Soviet Pacific Fleet have not been reduced, although the fleet is
increasingly bound to home waters. Indeed, in terms of ship tonnages,
quality, and nuclear arrnaments, the strength of the fleet has increased
in the past few years.

It should be stressed,

The future of the US presence in the region is somewhat
uncertain. Much depends on the outcome of the negotiations over the
US bases in the Philippines. It is most likely that the US will remove
some of its bases and facilities from the Philippines, if it is not forced to
remove all of them, by the mid-1990s. Some of these will be
redistributed elsewhere in Southeast Asia and the Pacific, but some
will be withdrawn from the region entirely. Whatever the outcome of
the Philippines bases negotiations, the US capabilities will suffer some
reductions - at a minimum, a decline of some 10 per cent over the next
few years. The reduction in capabilities in the Pacific will almost

certainly include one aircraft carrier and possibly two, several
squadrons of aircraft, and several tens of thousands of Army personnel
from |apan and South Korea.

There will be an increasing number of actors in the region.
is
fapan already involved in maritime operations out to 1,000 nautical
miles, which takes it down almost to the Philippines. In regional
terms, |apan already has a substantial and very modern naval force,
including some 120 maritime aircraft, 56 major surface combatants (39
destroyers and 17 frigates) and 14 submarines. It is planning to
acquire tanker aircraft to extend the range of its air coverage' and is
considering the acquisition of 'defensive' aircraft carriers. There will
be increasing fapanese presence in Southeast Asia and the South
Pacific through the 1990s.

The Changing AsialPacific Security Enaironment and the South Pacific 5

The Chinese Navy is growing, as is its presence in the South
China Sea. It is improving the amphibious capabilities of its South Sea
Fleet, constructing an airbase in the Paracels, and acquiring an air-toair refuelling capability for its naval air forces. Chinese interest in the
South Pacific is also increasing.

India's naval expansion will also reach into Southeast Asia and
the South Pacific. India plans to acquire another aircraft carrier, more

surface combatants, more Dornier-288 long-range maritime patrol
aircraft, and a modern conventional and nuclear-powered submarine
fleet. It is also gradually developing its naval and air facilities on the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands - which are only 80 nautical miles from
the north coast of Sumatra. In the South Pacific, India has followed
recent developments in Fiji closely, and has expressed strong concern
about the welfare and rights of the Indo-Fijians.

Within the Southeast Asian region itsclf, the most important
geopolitical change concerns the role of Vietnam. Since the 1950s,
Vietnam has been the focus of conflict and war in the region. The
withdrawal of Vietnamese forces from Cambodia, the possibility of a
settlement of the conflict in Cambodia, and the prospect of

normalisation

of

diplomatic relations

with Hanoi, augur

a

fundamental transformation in this situation.
These developments are having a maior impact on ASEAN.
Already, the perceived reduction of the US presence in the region is
raising the profile of differences between the ASEAN countries. The
normalisation of relations with Vietnam will greatly exacerbate this
trend. The fundamental rationale, albeit implicit, of ASEAN has been
the common determination to resist communism and particularly the
perceived threat of Vietnamese political and military expansion. This
basic rationale is in the process of being removed. It is not implausible
that the differences in strategic perspectives and reactions to these
developments could lead to the collapse of the association.

Most of the ASEAN countries are currently engaged in major
arrns acquisition programs, involving the modernisation and
enhancement of air and maritime capabilities. There are perceived
security requirements. The remarkable economic growth of the region
permits an increasing allocation of resources to defence programs.
There is prestige attendant on the acquisition of modcrn technology.
There is the perceived draw-down of the US presence in the region

6
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and the perceived need to compensate for this. And the acquisition of
advanced weapons systems is an important means of keeping abreast
of new technological developments.

All the ASEAN countries (with the exception of the
Philippines) are transforming their naval capabilities from essentially
surface-warfare-oriented patrol boat/coastal forces to navies with
greater range and a broader spread of capabilities. For example, they
ane now all (again, except for the Philippines) equipped with Harpoon
and/or Exocet anti-ship missiles. They are also acquiring modern
(albeit limited) fighter aircraft, which can be used in maritime attack
roles. Indonesia, for example, has recently bought six Harpooncapable Van Speijk-class frigates and is acquiring F-16 aircraft.
Singapore has fitted six of its 24 fast attack craft with Harpoons and is
also acquiring F-16s.
The changing strategic situation represents a mixed picture.
There is much to be welcomed, including the relaxation of superpower
tensions, the withdrawal of Soviet forces to home territory and the
general economic growth in the Asia/Pacific region.

However, conflict and military competition in the region is not
going to go away. Indo-China has a history of invasiory involving
both outside powers (e.g. China, France and more recently the US
intervention) and countries within the region (e.9. the Thai and
Vietnamese invasions of Cambodia). There are numerous other areas
of current or potential conflict, such as the North Solomons
(Bougainville) in Papua New Guinea; New Caledonia; the Irian
Jaya/Papua New Guinea border; the Spratly and Paracel (Xisha)
Islands in the South China Sea; and disputed island and continental
shelf claims in the Gulf of Thailand. Instability in the Philippines and
the Southwest Pacific is also likelv to increase.

The Increasing Complexity of Security

Security developments are also becoming much more
complex. In part, this arises from the increasing number of actors
involved in the region. Security issues in the 1990s will involve a
dozen actors - the ASEAN countries, Vietnam, China, fapan, India, the
United States, the Soviet Union, and Australia. The primary interests
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of many of these actors are extra-regional; for these the stability of the
rcgion is a secondary concern.

A more profound source of complexity, however, is the
broadening of the concept of security itself. security is becoming more
multidimensional. Military concerns will of course remain - the
sbength of insurgent and separatist forces in Burma, Cambodia, the
Philippines, Papua New Guinea, etc.; the steady expansion of the naval
and counter-maritime capabilities of Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore
and Thailand; and the increasing power projection capabiliEes of
|apan, China and India. However, these military concerns will be
increasingly supplemented by issues of economic and environmental
security.
Economic security at the broadest level involves the
maintenance of economic growth and of the dynamism of the
economic power centres of Northeast Asia and increasingly also of
ASEAN. There is a multiplicity of contentious issues ielating to
economic security - such as the protection of trade links; protection of
sea lines of communication (SLOCs); rights of transit through sbaits
and internal waterways; competing claims to offshore islands, reefs,
and seabed and ocean areas; and the protection and exploitation of
marine resourc€s. The Indonesian 'restrictions' in 1988 on passage
thro'rgh the Lombok and sunda straits illustrates the potential for
significant disruption of merchant shipping through the region. In the
South Pacific, the island states rank military threats far below the
destruction of fish stocks through drift-net fishing as threats to their
future well-being and security.
Environmental security issues are also becoming more salient.

Global pollution, desertification, deforestation, and the greenhouse
effect, with the attendant issue of rising sea levels, are all reil problems
in this region. large scale oil spills in the Malacca Straits or the South
China Sea could do irreparable damage to marine life and other
offshore resources. Bangladesh faces a loss of the topsoils on which its
subsistence agriculture depends. Deforestation in Malaysia and
Kalimantan is already portending adverse environmental effects in
Southeast Asia. Rapid industrialisation is causing a dramatic increase
in carbon dioxide emissions. In the South Pacifig one island (Nauru)
has had its interior devastated by the mining of its phosphate deposits.
On others, wastes have dangerously contaminated the water supplies.
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Global warming threatens the physical survival of several south
Pacific island sAtes. The highest points in the Marshall Islands,
South Pacift

Tokelau and Tuvalu are only four metres above sea level. tt is possible
that a 2o C increase in average temperatures would cause a 4 m rise in
sea level and hence cause these islands to simply disappear. In many

other islands, although the maximum altitudes are hundreds of
metres, the prinrary ec6nomic activity occuni on the cpastal lowlands
which could wel 6e drowned. In other cases, the greenhouse effect
will alter rainfall Patterns - to the extent that desertification of rrnst of
Papua New Guinea, for example, is a possibility. In the rylth Pacific,
these environmental issues represent the real security problems of the
next couple of decades.

In addition, environmental issues will become an increasing
source of international disputation. Environmental degradation is not

confined to the national borders of the countries in which noxious
activities are generated; external costs are frequently_borne by those
who receive no benefit from the activities. The South Pacific states, for
example, are essentially innocent victims of the uuild-1P of carbon
dioxide produced by industrialisation elsewhere. The south Pacific
countriei are also concerned about the disposal of chemical weaPons
at Iohnston Atoll. The portended loss of topsoil in Bangladesh is
primarily due to unconholled deforestation in NePal. Conflicts will
increasingly occur over athibution of responsibility. for offshore
pollution-and damage to marine resources, desertification, acid rain,
rising sea levels, and 'environmental refugees'.
The military, economic and environmental asPects of security
are not easy to reconcile. The military requirements of counterinsurgency operations in the Philippines, for- example, exacerbate the
aifficiltiei oi economic reform and development. The adverse
environmental costs of deforestation are now widely recognised but,
nevertheless, Malaysia, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea, remain
heavily dependent on timber resources for employment and foreign
exchange.

The increasing complexity of the emerging regional security
environment demandl a multi-dimensional approach to regional
security management, in which the military factor will have to be
closely complehented by economic, diplomatic and environmental
considerations. This is an extremely challenging task, and we should
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not be complacent about the possibility of the region successfully
meeting the challenge.

Uncertainty
Uncertainty is endemic in the international system. It is an
inevitable product of sovereignty as the defining characteristic of
nation states. As the extent and rapidity of change increases, and the
complexity of regional security developments also increases, then so
tm will the essential uncertainty and unpredictability of the regional
security environment.
Several current developments contribute more particularly to
this uncertainty. The U$Soviet global relationship is in transition,
with consequences for regional security which remain unforeseen. The
improvement in that relationship is leading to reductions in US and
Soviet arsenals; a npvement to naval arms control and disarmament in
the Pacific is a distinct possibility. On the other hand, major weapons
acquisition programs are already underway within the region, and
power proiertion into the region from elsewhere in Northeast and
South Asia will increase further.

Uncertainty has also been introduced by the breakdown of
ANZUS. It is possible to make too much of this development, since
the New Zealand element of the alliance was always the least
important. In a very real sense, ANZUS has been less a tripartite
arrangement than two bilateral arrangements, structured around
Washington{anberra and Canberra-Wellington axes; these axes have,
on balance, been strengthened in recent years. Nevertheless, many of
the South Pacific states have undoubtedly become more aPPrehensive
about the protective umbrella which they believe ANZUS has
historically provided.

The future

of ASEAN stands out as a

central question.

Although invariably underplayed as a regional security arrangement,
ASEAN has in fact been an extremely successful such arrangement. It
represents an example of successful confidence-building in its own
right. The mechanisms for dialogue which have been instihrted under
the umbrella of the association are, as a whole, far more advanced and
functional than those extant elsewhere in Asia.
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It is cleat however, that ASEAN will not long remain in its
curent configuration. One possibility is that the curent and
prospective economic growth, together with the national selfionfidence being generated by the acquisition of advanced militrary
technologies, will produce an association willing and able to manage
regional security developments in a positive and coherent fashion. On
the other hand, it is also possible that with the reduction of the US
presence in the regiory and most particularly a US withdrawal from its
bases and facilities in the Philippines, ASEAN will become less
cohesive. It will be a more diffusive security environment, with the
potential for the ASEAN member states to each pull in different
directions. There is a real possibility of the demise of ASEAN as an
institutionalised regional entity. In contrast, despite inner tensions, the
South Pacific Forum seems likely to continue and to expand its role in
the South Pacific.

CHAPTER TWO

THE SECURITY AND DEFENCE
ET{VIRONMENT
Stephen Henningham
This chapter examines the general features and security
characteristics of the South Pacific region. The term'South PacifiC has
been given varying applications. Here it mainly referc to the states
and entities and the intervening ocean in the area bounded by, but
also including, Australia and Papua New Guinea to the west, French
Polynesia to the east, New Zealand to the south, and Nauru and
Kiribati to the north (Map 1). However the chapter also discusses the
various entities of American Micronesia, which lie north of Papua
New Guinea, Nauru and Kiribati. Tables 2:1 to 2:5 provide basic data
on the states and other entities of the region.

Background: Diversity but Common Interests
The South Pacific is overwhelmingly maritime. Leaving aside

the land masses of Australia and New Zealand, only a small
percentage of the vast area it includes is land. This land is in turn
fragmented into thousands of islands, many of them widely separated.
These islands are of varying types. The range in size is from
Australia, an island continent, to Kiribati and Tuvalu, countries which
consist exclusively of atolls. In between are the substantial continental

islands which comprise the main islands

of Papua New Guinea,

Solomon Islands, and New Caledonia; the high volcanic islands (for
example Tahiti); and the elevated rercf islands (for example Nauru and
the Loyalty Islands in New Caledonia).

Nauru and Niue are unusual as single (elevated reef) islands
comprising a political entity. The other countries consist of several
islands, often of different types. The Cook Islands, for example,
includes volcanic islands, elevated reef islands and atolls, while the
Solomon Islands includes a continental island as well as the other
three types.
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The islands and groups of islands vary greatly in size (Tables
2:2 and 2:4). In population size and are4 Australia dwarfs the rcst.

While small relative to Australia, New Zealand and Papua New
Guinea are giants in relation to the other state and entities. Most of
the island states are very small. Leaving aside the four most populous
states of Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Fiji, their
average population is iust under 100,000, while their average land area
is sorne 4J00 square kilometres.

Political systems also vary. Representative democracy and the
rule of law are present in most of the island states and entities,
although they are qualified by the interaction of local traditions with
western institutions and ideals. But the region also includes the neo-

traditional monarchy of Tonga, the post<oups, miliAry*upported
interim government of Fiji, and the Indonesian provincial govemment
of Irian faya. There are also great variations in the exercise of
sovereignty. As well as eleven sovereign states, the region includes
three quasi-sovereign/sclf-governing entities, and twelve dependent
entities 0able 2:1).
Table 2:1: South Pacific States and Entities
Sovereign stat€s:

Australia, New Zeg,lanil Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands, Vanuatq Fiii, Western
Samoa, Tonga, Tuvalq Kiriba'ti, Nauru

Quasi-sovereiffr,

Cook Islan&, Federated States of Micronesia,
Marshall Islands

seU-governing enti ties:
Dependent entitics:
a) posscssing a distinct

-

iegional iilcntity

Amcrican Samoa, Palau (Belau),
Guam, Northern Marianag Frendr Polynesia,
Ncw Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna, Tokelau"

Niue
b) lacking any distinct

regional identity

Torres Strait islands, Irian faya, Pitcaim

Among the thrc'e quasi-sovereign, self-governing countries, a
distinction should be drawn bctwcen the Cook Islands and the two
American Micronesian entities, namely the Republic of the Marshall
Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia. The Cook Islands can
proceed to full independence from New Zealand at any time by
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passing an Act of Parliament. In contrast the two Micronesian
countries, under their Compacts of Free Association with the United
States, have surrendered their rights over their own defence policies
on a long-term basis.l

This limitation, as well as uncertainties over the process
whereby the United Nations Trust Territory of Micronesia has been
terminated, places constraints on the international recognition of their
sovereignty. The level of sovereignty exercised by the Cook Islands
has also been questioned. ln 7979, and again in 1989, because of
doubts about its sovereignty, the Cook Islands was refused
membership of the group of developing countries in Africa, the
Caribbean and the Pacific subject to the Lom6 Convention.2
Yet despite these international reservations, all three entities
are self-governing countries with a distinct regional identity and
substantial control over their external affairs within the region.
Accordingly they have been accepted as members of the South Pacific
Forum.

Unlike the quasi-sovereign/self-governing countries, the
in no way possess sovereignty, which continues to
reside in their administering powers. For general data on the
dependencies see Tables 2:4 and 2:5. The tiny entity of Niue
dependencies

(population:2,9O0; area:259 sq km) is a special case. Like the Cook
Islands, it has a relationship of 'free association' with New Zealand,
and is fully self-governing. But, unlike the Cook Islands, it has not
opted to assume control over its foreign policy, and so is considered
here with the dependencies.

Although the dependcncies lack sovcreignty, some of them
have a modest profile in regional affairs. Except for the Torres Strait
islands, Irian faya, and Pitcairn, they are all members in their own
right of the South Pacific Commission, which is an international
organisation concerned with the economic development and welfare
of the developing states and entities of the region (Map 4). The
Commission has no political mandate, but some of its activities and

and Independence in the
Contemporary PacifiC, The Contemporary Pacit'ic, (Vol. 1, Nos 1
and 2), Spring and Fall 1989,pp.78-9.
rud.
Stewart Firth, 'Sovereignty
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programs inevitably have political implications. One example was the
condemnation of drift-net fishing by the 1989 annual conference of the

Commission. In addition, its meetings provide occasions for inforrnal
exchanges of views on political questions.

The constitutional arrangements applying to the French
territories of New Caledonia and French Polynesia permit the
goverrunents of these territories to play some role in international
affairs within the region, in consultation with and under the direction
of France, and consistent with the areas covered in their limited
exercise of self-government.

The political and constitutional variety

of the region is

complemented by ethnic divcrsity. Following successive waves of
settlement over several centuries, four main ethno-cultural groups are
present (Map 2):

r

descent, who comprise the large
mairrity in Australia and New Zealand and, at 34 Per
cent, the second-largest group in New Caledonia;

o

the Melanesians, who inhabit lrian faya, Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, the Torres Strait islands,
and Vanuatu, and who comprise 45 per cent of the
New Caledonian population;

o

those

of European

the Polynesians of American Samoa, the Cook Islands,

French Polynesia, Niue, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu,
Wallis and Futuna, and Western Samoa, who also
comprise 12 pcr cent of the New Zealand population;
and

o

the Micronesians of Nauru and Kiribati and of the
various entities of American Micronesia, namely the
Commonwealth of the Northern Marianat Guam, the
Fcdcrated States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands,
and Palau (Belau).

Fiii, although oftcn grouped with Melanesia, is a special case. Its
indigenous population has come under strong Polynesian inlluences,
particularly in the eastern part of the island group. Its non-indigenous
population, which makes up half of the total, is of mainly Indian
descent.
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As well as overlaps between these broad ethnic groupings,
there are important differences within them. Before the Eurbpean era,
and except for parts of Polynesia, linguistic and political units were
very small. In Melanesia, great linguistic and associated local political
diversity exists. In the archipelago of Vanuatu, for example, some 100
languages were spoken, of which about 80 are still in use. Throughout
the island states and entities, people identify strongly with their kin
group and their native island or valley. Their commitment to the
overarching political unit within which they find themselves is often
weak.

In addition to the ethno-cultural and political/constitutional
variations within the region, the economies of the region also vary,
reflecting differences in scale, resource base and historical
background. The modern market erconomies of Australia and New
Zealand contrast with the Third World economies of the island states
and entities. Of course, the subsistence sectors of the island country
economies generally can provide adequate to good standards of
nourishment and shelter. And absolute poverty is rare, although it is
increasing because of urbanisation and the decay of communal
traditions. But all the island countries rcmain aid-dependent for the
provision of modern infrastructure and services, and for measures
designed to modernize their economies (see Chapter Three).
There are significant differences between the economies of the
island countries. The relatively large, populous, and resource.rich
countries of Melanesia and Fiji have the potential to become
economically self-reliant, whereas the Polynesian and Micronesian
counbies seem destined to remain aid-dcpendcnt for modern services
and infrastructure. The exception to this generalisation is the
phosphate'rich Micronesian state of Nauru, which has a high per
capita income, and receives no aid. But its phosphate will run out in
the 1990s, leaving an ecologically devastated island, and the
continuing prosperity of the Nauruans will depend on the wisdom
with which phosphate profits have been invested.
Despite the diversity of the island countries and entities, there
are important interconnections between them, and their peoples
display an awareness of common characteristics and interests. Some
of the interconnections date to the pre-colonial era, while others are
more recent. In culture and ways of life, there are important
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similarities between the island peoples of the region. In additiory with
the exception of the British Protectorate of Tonga, aU of the fuUysovereign island states were formerly colonies of Britain, Australia or
New Zlahnd, which has left similarities in institutions and 6lite
aftitudes.

Anglican, Protestant and to a lesser extent Roman Catholic
missionarid had a mapr influence in the islands, converting much of
the population. The churches continue to play an impo_rtant part. The
Ctites 6f the region are nalrow, and links between them have generally
been shengthined through similar backgrounds oJ education in
church schJob followed by higtrer education at the university of the
South Pacific, the Universily of Papua New Guinea, or in Ausg.dia or
New Zealand. Their outlook has also been shaped by interaction and
cooperation in the south Pacific commission, the south Pacific Forum,
the Pacific Islands Development Program and other regional
organisations.
Apart from the controversial case of the incorporation of Irian
Jaya into Indonesia in 1961, decolonisation did not cornmence until
1962, *hut Western Samoa became independent, and it continued
until Vanuaru attained independence in 1980. With the excePtion of
Vanuatu, the transition to independence was mostly amicable. The
former administering Powers generally continue as maior aid donors
and important commeicial partners, so sharp breaks with the colonial
past have bc'en averted.

Defence and Security Issues

During the Cold War era, and in the wake of the cmshing
allied victory over fapan, the region became Part of the US and
Westem sphbre of influence. Compared with the situation most other
regions of tte world during the post-war era, in the South Pacific the
,rse or the threatened use of armed force to help shape relations
between states has been infrequent.

Apart from the land bordcr between Papua New-Guinea and
Irian faya (discussed below), all the international boundaries in the
region ire maritime (Map 3). The islands of the region are scattered
ouier u wide area, with considerable distances between the various
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island groups, compared with, for example, insular Southeast Asia or
the Caribbean. With one exception, differences and uncertainties over

maritime iurisdictions have been resolved amicably through
negotiation.

The exception is the dispute between France and Vanuatu
over the ownership of the tiny, banen and uninhabited islands of
Matthew and Hunter, which lie between New Caledonia and Vanuatu
(Map 3). Although of no value in themselves, their possession permits
a claim to an expanded Exclusive Economic Zone. A Vanuatu vessel
visited the islands in March 1983, leaving a plaque claiming
possession. France responded by despatching a military detachment,
which removed the plaque. Since then a small French force has been
stationed on Matthew Island, and France has also begun some
scientific research on the islands.3 But this dispute is only a minor
irritant to Franco-Vanuatu relations. While unlikely to be resolved
quickly, it is even more unlikely to lead to a clash of arms. Neither side
wishes to resort to armed force and, in addition, Vanuatu evidently
lacks the capability. There is no prospective parallcl to the Falklands
war here.

In the absence of maritime or land border disputes, and with
the countries of the region enjoying good relations with one another,
force has mainly been used within states to contain or suppress
internal unrest or, in the instance of Fiji, to overthrow a reformist,
Indian-supported government in a reassertion of indigenous Fiiian
rights. Of course these domestic developments have on occasion
the use or potential use of force
from another regional country. In 1980 the government of the new
Republic of Vanuatu was assisted by Papua New Guinean troops,
with Australian logistics and communications support, in quelling the
Santo secession bid. At the time of the first Fiji coup, in April 1987,
elements of the Australian and New Zealand defence forces readied
themselves to intervene should their nationals resident or on holidav
in Fiji be threatened.
created circumstances conducive to

More recently, the Bougainville secessionist conflict has had
some potential to spark differences between the governments of
See Elise

Huffer, Politique Ext€rieure Blong Vanuafu, Rapports

Sciences Humaines, No. 1, (ORSTOM, Noum ea, 7989), p.27

.
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Papua New Guinea and the solomon Islands. Bo_ugainville and the

other srnaller islands which comprise the North Solomons province
are closer, and have sbonger historical and ethno-cultural links, to the
western islands of the solomon Islands than to the rest of Papua New
Guinea. But the solomon Islands goverrrment has so far avoided
involvement, and shows no inclination to change this stance'

In addition to the absence of the threat of armed conflict

between the states of the region, foreseeable Potential military threats
to the island countries from outside the region are also lacking. The
partial exception to this Seneralisation arises from intermittent Papua

irlew Guinea/Indonesiai border difficulties. The border itself

is
Indonesia
and
Guinea
New
Papua
undisputed, but relations between
are aifected by the low-level but continuing resistance by some
Irianese to the incorporation of Irian faya into Indonesia. opponents of
Indonesian rule hav-e supported the organisasi Papua Merdeka (oPM)

or Free Papua Movement. The oPM is a loose, factionalised

nationalist movement which sets out to represent a variety of dissident
individuals, groups and local communities. oPM militants and their
supporters have sought sanctuary across the border in Papua New
Guinea, prompting cross-border raids by Indonesian patrols' Papul
New Guinean andlndonesian patrols have exchanged shots on several
occasions, but with no casualties as yet.

But despite these incidents, and although much sympa-thy
exists in Papua New Guinea for the OPM, successive Papua New
Guinea governments have wished to maintain good relations with
Indonesia. So they have declined to support the OTM1 and have
sought to resolve difficulties through negotiations. Indeed in 1987 the
Wingti Government concluded a 'Treaty oJ Mutual Respect,
frieidship and Cooperation' with Indonesia designed to put the
relationship on a new and cordial footing. There is no evidence that
the curreni Indonesian regime is expansionist or has designs on Papla
New Guinea. Except in the contingency of changes in -Indonesia
bringing about the establishment of an expansionist_and bellicose
regiire,"which seems unlikely, border tensions between Indonesia and
Pipua New Guinea are likely to remain low level and containable.
Accordingly, thcy are unlikely to pose a wider threat to regional
security and stability.
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In the absence of military threats, and because of their
economic weakness, the island states have spent little on defence.
pnty Papua New Guinea, Fiji and ronga have armed forces (Table
2:6). All three forces are orientated to internar security, and lack the
capability to mount operations beyond their home terriiories. Indeed,
in the event of a major internal crisis, their effectiveness would be
constrained by equipment, logistics and communications weaknesses,
as the Bougainville conflict in papua New Guinea has demonshated.
The island states do not form part of any overarching security
pact, but tend to assume that Australia or New Zealand woirld co-L
to their aid in a crisis. Reactions to the unravelling of ANzus, due to

New zealand government policy on visits by nuclear-armed or
nuclear-powered ships, were varied. Some ltates, especially in

Melanesia, were impressed by what they saw as New Zealind's show
of independence. But the more conservative polynesian states were
concerned about frictions within an arrangemcnt which they assumed
also provided them with some informal seiurity g,rutat t"es.
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Table 2:2: Sovereign and Quasi-sovereign Countsies: Populations
and Areas
Area

Population

Land Area

16,6,ffi

7ffi.N

6,900,0m

33m,m0

258,m0

1,200,0m

3,&9,W

452243

nF56

3,120,m0
1"340,0m

lil,591

11"880

580,000

715,375

18,272

1290,m0

178,M5

2gSs

120,000

99,620

8,475

699
26

7m,000
900,m0

6,61

Sea

(sqkn)

(sqkm)

SOVEREIGN STATES:
(year of independmce)
Australia (1901)

New Zealand (19O7)
Melanesia:
Papua New Guinea (1975)
Solomon Islands (1978)
Vanuatu (1980)

312i%

Fiii (1e70)
Polynesia:
We*tem Samoa (l!b2)
Tonea (British Protectorate
untir1970)
Tuvalu (1978)
Micronegia:

Kiribati (199)
Nauru (1!)58)

oo

3J50,mo

8,4m

2l

320,0m

17'95

240

1,830,000

Il6,W4

70r

2,y78,W

6,110

181

2,131,m0

8,47s,74

29,(F9,0m

M6,914

43,787

1579,9r7

99,W

4,493

u54,900

QUASI-SOVEREIGN ENTITIES:
(associated with /since)

Cmk Islands NZ

1965)

Federated States of Micronesia

1982)

(USA
Marshall Islands (USA

1984

25,131,565

Averaqes (exduding Australia and

New

2baland) -

Averaqes (exdudin g Australia,

New 26aland, Papu-a
New Guinea andliii)

Sources: for populations of Pacific island countrie, John C. Dorrane, Tlu Pacific Islanils

DC, foiqhcoming), Talle l; f1r lgnd-and sea
Prc$.r Eooilnntc
Pacific island couhhies, south Pacific c.ommission,
tSeZ ioi-hustritia and New Zealand (all fiSures), Austrelien
"i,-g,
New Ttalmd Off icial Year Book 1987-88.
Yearbook 1989, and

fNit-ii,"ii O"I"-i* Uh-i**iiv, wishington
ireas

of

lititia-{i^

wtI
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Table 23: sovereign and Quasi-sovereign countries: Economic Data
GDP(US$MO)

PerCapita cDPin US$
(yeai of GDP figure)

23En,W

(1987-E8) 13,595

%,790,W

(1987-86) 11,149

Sovereim Stetes:
(year ofindependence)
Austsalia (1901)
New Zealand(l9OD
Papua New Guinea (1975)

2,s4m

Solomon Islands (198)
Vanuahr (1980)

Fiii(190)

(1986) 380

E4,000

(1986) 580

102,0m

Tonga (British hotectorate

58,783

until 190)

729

115,0m

1,r6tm0

Western Samoa (1%2)

(r9K)

(19E7)

l,ffi

(1986) s20

oeEs)

623

Tuvalu (1978)

2,79

(198s) 32s

Kiribati (lYl9)

21,nl

(1985) 333

160,m0

(GNP 1984) 200m

2r,mo

(1986) 7,170

106,Sm

(1985) 1,249

(cNP)

Nauru (1968)
Quasi-Sovereim Entitie*

(associa ted

with,/since)

C-ook Islands

(NZ 1965)

Federated States of Micronesia

(usA

19E7)

Marshall Islands (USA 1981)

37,W

(1983)

1,121

Sources for Pacific island countries, fohn C. Dorrane, The Pacific lslazds (National Defense
pgyersily. Washington DC, forthoiring), Table II; ior AGdaii; ;;d Nli"-Z"it"na, nJ
Military fuIote, 7 I 8E -90.
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Table 2:4: Dependencies - Populations and Areas

(USA)
Guam
AmericanSamoa
Palau'(Belau)
Northern Marianas (USA)
(France)
Frmch Polynesia

Iand Area

rn,575

541

37,4W

197

390,m

13,500
20,000

191
1

1,823,m

New Zealand)
Tokelau

0ndonesia)
Irian faya

'Palau's evolution to

629m

E5

LT40,'0m

r4,254
2,9W

3m,0m

259

390,000

Ln3

10

290,m0

62

5

E00,m

6m0

N.A.

N.A.

1377,m

421,gEr

N.A.

(Australia)
Torres Shait islands

218,0m

5(80,m0

(Great Britain)

Pitcairn

ftm2)

3266

re2N

Niue

Sea

(tm4

19,103

790,939

New Caledonia
Wallis and Fuhma

Area

Population

Associated State status has been blocked

by

consdhrtional

aifficulU-"u U""r"se of the conflict between its'nudear-fred constitution-and the defence
pr6"iii"* riih;;Co;d.i;aFree Arsociation'which it has been offered by the United
States.

Sourcea: For populations of Pacific island entities, John C. Dorrangg,'I7rc Prcific lshruls

Ctt"tir.it-O.t"r'* U"i""oiiv, Washington DC,-forthcomin-g),
lablq L dnd Nen'
Crf"a""i* *nsus 1989; for tii'd and sea"areas (for all except liian Jaya), South Pacific
c;;i""i";;-iii*--Fiin- E-ioii" sitbttcat'sunnury, 9' 1987itor lrian laya (all
figures), Statistik Indotrcsil 7988.
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Table

25: Dependencies - Economic Data

(USA)
Guam
American Samoa

Palau'(Balau)
Northern Marianas (USA)

GDP(US$ 000)

per caplta GDP
'in US$ (years)

1,V29,@l

(7986) 8,781

lV,084
3r,580

N.A.

0985) 4,988
(1983' 2,il7
N.A.

(France)

Frendr Polynela
New C-aledonia
Wallis and Fuhma

2,055,814

789,434
8,697

(1et36) 71,674

Q984) 5,320

098s)

627

(New Zealand)

Niue
Tokelau

3,825
1,000

0984)

1,319

(1983)

670

(Great Britain)

Pitcairn

N.A.

N.A.

(Australia)
Tones Strait Islands

N.A.

N.A.

(lndonesia)
Irian Jaya

740,340

0986)

540

Sourceg: for Pacific island entities, Iohn C. Dorrance, Ttu paciftc Islands (National
Defe.nce_University, Washington DC, forthcoming), Table ll; for lrian Jaya (aU figure),
S lat btik lrulorcsie 7 9 88.
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Table 2:5: Securit5r Forces
Armed

Para-

Forces

military

Police

Foroe

Proirtion

CapabiltV
Australia
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Fr|r

S<ilomon lslands

Vanuatu
Western Samoa
Tonga

69,ffi

n,m

33sO

'T
350

Tuvalu
Kiribati
Nauru
Cook lslands
Federated States of Micronesia

2m

?6f,42
5,2@
4824
L7m
45
2fl
1!0
282
U
?g
57
6?
@

modest
modegt

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

Note: Figures for armed service do not indude reserv€s.

Source* Tlu Mililarv fulane, 798L90; David Hegarty and Peter Polomka (eds), 7lz
fuuriy of Occrnie in'tlu 199ft, Vol.l, Viaus hom tdRcibn,C-anberra Papers on Shategy
and Defi:nce No.60 (Strateeic and Defehce Studie Cmue Austialian National
University, Canberra, 1989),"p.8; Australian Yeqfuk, 1989; and Natt Zaloul fficial
Yeartuk,1987-88.

CHAPTER THREE

ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS AND

PROSPECTS IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC
ISLAND STATES: THE ROLE OF REGIONAL

COOPERATION
Rodney Cole

Economic welfare and progress form an integral part of the
security, in the broader sense of this term, of the South Pacific island
states. In addition, the states' economic problems limit the allocation
of resources to defence. This chapter reviews the economic constraints
and prospects of these states, discusses the contribution of regional
cooperation to their welfare and stability, and highlights the need for
the redirection of resources to productive activity and for the
development of entrepreneurial skills among island country nationals.

Introduction
In political and economic terms, change was slow in coming to
the island states by comparison with most of the rest of the world.
Now, however, and not least because of shrinking distances thanks to
the communications revolution of the late 20th century, the people of
the region are subject to new pressurcrs and perceive new options,
other than the Pacific way of life.

Traditional valucs and customs are being challenged

as

economies emerge from a subsistence to a monctised basis. The extent
to which island leaders are able to manoeuvre within the constraints of
their countries' natural resource bases to meet the growing aspirations
of their peoples is, with few exceptions, extremely limited. It is
therefore critical for the people of the island countries to have access to
the good will and cooperation of developed countries that can

underwrite, in technical, human and monetary terms, island country
aspirations for social and economic development.
As well as the constraints imposed by a narrow resource base,

there is a wide range

of negativc charactcristics which beset island
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leaders and their peoples in their quest for a way of life different from

that of their forbears. These include:

.
r
.

high rates of population growth and low skill levels;

low production bases and a limited range of exports;

snnll, fragnented domestic markeb coupled with
high production and transport costs; and

.

economies that are vulnerable to internal and external
shocks over which they have little or no control.

In their economic planning, the island states of the South
Pacific have generally adopted policies which shessed stability and
self-sufficiency, rather than growth through an export and servicesdevelopment orientation. But over the period since these states

became independent, the result of this approach has been, despite
large inflows of development assistance, disappointing both in terms
of human resource development and in per capita GNP (Table 3:1).
While population growth rates in the South Pacific states tend to be
high, growth as measured by GNP is generally low. It is perhaps
ironic, and certainly revealing, that of all the countries in the region Fiii
showed a dramatic rise in real GNP of 12.6 per cent in 1989 (after
previously poor annual performances) and has sustained this
performance into 1990, almost certainly as a direct result of a shift to
export and services-oriented policies adopted following the 1987

military coups.
Nonetheless it would be a mistake to place too much emphasis
on slow rates of growth in GNP, especially in relation to the smaller
counbies. In these small, open economies shocks such as cyclones,
political upheaval or international commodity price falls can have
quite profound effects. Similarly, high rates of cash inflows from
emigrants, as in Tonga and Western Samoa, can creatre favourable
balances of payments in economies which suffer from poor export
performance. Budget support from Australia to Papua New Guinea,
amounting to some 20 per cent of public expenditure, has a maior
effect on that country's macro-economic policy decision-making
process. However, although special factors can affect the overall
performance of South Pacific island economiet there is no reason to
judge them as different from islands in other regions with similar
constraints and weaknesses.
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The island states of the region have also put much emphasis
on cooperation. The oldest and, by membership, the largest regional
organisation designed to foster cooperation among the countries of the
southern Pacific Ocean is the South Pacific Commission (SPC). Now
including among its participating members countries north of the
equator, the Commission has a constituency of 22 island states and
entities. Also included in its membership are the former colonial
powers, Ausbalia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, France and the
United States of America. The total land mass of the island states and

entities within the SPC is 55,0fi) sq km. Their population is
approximately 5.7 million people and their maritime boundaries
encompass 29.45 million sq km of ocean (Map a). The numerous
islands which make up these states and entities are widely dispersed.
On a global scale of comparison, this is a vast, mainly maritime area,
with only a small population.
Table 3:1: Growth Rates in Selected Developing Island Countries
Counhy

Area
'000

km2

Population

Population

GMper

'000 Growth Rate

Capih

r98G1989

1988

1988

%

Fijt
Hong Kong
Singapore
Western Samoa

Mauritius
Barbados
Papua New Guinea

Malta

732
5,674

I

2,639

3
2

168
1,048

0

255

462

3,804
345
67
304

0

Kiribati
Solomon Islands
Tonga

Vanuatu

Notes:

1

18

0.7
28
0.7
12

101

l5l

1.9
1.5
1.1

1.0
1.0
0.3

Real GNP
Growth per
Capita

us$ 198G1988 7,
1,540

-2.2

9230

5.7

9,lm

5.8

580
1,810

5.1

5,990

1.4

2.7

no

{).1

-0.9
7.9

5,0s0
650
430

2.8

3.7
1.4
3.2

23

8m
820

0 = Iess than 5fi) kmZ
..

not available

Sources World Bank, Worlil Deoelopnent Reprt,1988, (Oxford University
York 1988); World Banh Thc Workl Atles, (Washington DC, 1989).
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Economic Performance in the South Pacific
The Colonial Background

With the exception of Tonga, all the island states werc at one
tinre under the control of foreign powers. Australia and New Zealand,
once colonies themselves, exercised control over the former Territory
of New Guinea and Western Samoa respectively under a League of

Nations (subsequently United Nations) mandate. The French
territories have a particular subordinate political relationship with
metsopolitan France which denies them the right to seek membership
of the South Pacific Forum. A similar position applied until recently to
the United States Trust Territories north of the equator.
Under colonial rule the political and economic development of
the
social
or
economic
was
paid
to
the
nineteenth century little attention
needs of the indigenous inhabitants. Islands were useful as coaling
stations for merchant shipping or warships but little else. Law and
order was the prime conc€rn of colonial goverrunents, and costs were
kept as low as possible. The productive base was the ubiquitous

the island groups proceeded on broadly similar lines. In

coconut.

Iate in the nineteenth century sugar, rubber and cotton (the
latter two crops failed to thrive) were introduced in Fiii, and rubber,
and later coffee, in Papua New Guinea. The plantation mode of
agriculture predominated and little effort was made to involve the
indigenous population in the monetised economy. The Second World
War was the catalyst for change. The islands were called upon to
provide much-needed raw materials, manpower or bases for their
colonial masters. Money, as a means of acquiring goods and moving
from the subsistence style of life, becarne better understood. The pace
of change slackened in the late 1940s and the 1950s. However, the
'winds of change' that had swept Africa in the Post-war years blew
through the South Pacific in the 1960s and 1970s. Independence was
thrust upon most of the islands, with only limitd regard for their
future.

It would be unfair, however, to suggest that colonial powers
cast their possessions aside without making some provision for their
well-being. In the cases of Kiribati, Vanuatu, Tuvalu and Papua New
Guinea, their low revenue bases were recognised and aid packages
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were inboduced which incorporated budget support, albeit on

a

declining scale. Moreover, all of the fornrer colonies in the region have
been able to negotiate project aid on a continuing basis from their
former colonial powers.

With the exception of those countries having mineral resources
New Guinea and Fiji) or phosphate deposib (Nauru and
Kiribati), the islands at the time of independence were very much
plantation-oriented economies. Coconut plantations predominated
but since independence increasing attention has been given to the
development of cocoa (Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and
Western Samoa), oil palm (Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands),
and coffee (Papua New Guinea). Forestry, fisheries and service
industries, especially tourism, have also been developed, as discussed
below.
(Papua

From Subsistence to Monetised Economies

It is only in the last 40 years, with the advent of the aeroplane
and relatively inexpensive travel, that the frontiers of the South Pacific

shrunk. Parts of Papua New Guinea were inboduced to the
aeroplane before the wheel was known as a form of transport.
Gradually contact with the West has spread, bringing with it the costs
and benefits of 'civilization'as defined in Western terms.
have

A major break with tradition has taken place in agriculture
where subsistence production has often given way to a form of
farming which seeks not only to provide for domestic needs but also to
produce a surplus which can be disposed of for cash. At the same
time, new crops, (cocoa, coffee or oil palms), together with livestock
production, have resulted in the introduction of systems of land usage
which reflect individualism rather than the more traditional forms of
kingroup or communal management. The driving force behind this
change has inevitably been money or, more specifically, the things
money can buy - vehicles, kerosene, beer, Fansistor radios, tinned fish
or rice, to name but a few of the motivating factors.

In the fields of health and education there has also been
change, albeit difficult, expensive and usually slow. Overall the
transition from pre-contact to a modern society has been drawn out.
In Papua New Guinea, for example, some 85 per cent of the population
still lives a semi-subsistence lifestyle. Literacy rates vary widely

N
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throughout the region. Some 55 per cent of the population over 15
years of age in Papua New Guinea is unable to read or write, whereas
in Fiji only 15 per cent of the population is iudged illiterate.

In general terms, the people of Polynesia are iudged to be
better off in Western terms than their fellow islanders, the Melanesians
and Micronesians to the west and north. This is largely a matter of
both history and geography. The eastern states are smaller and were
established as mission centres and trading posts well before there was
any semblance of penetration into the rugged hinterlands of Papua
New Guinea and Solomon Islands. However, the resources of the
western islands are greater and over time parity in social and
economic progress will be achieved. Despite the differences between
countries there is the common thread provided by the perceived
benefits of the cash economy. This widespread attitude will hasten the
breakdown of haditional systems and lead to the emergence of new
lifestyles and customs in the Pacific.
Resources and Exports

When Western systerns of agricultural production were first
introduced to the islands it was inevitable that ownership of the
commercial plantations should also be in Western hands. Capital for
development, knowledge of new husbandry methods, access to
markets were all the prerogative of the newcomers. With political
change, however, has come economic change, and gradually
ownership of both primary and secondary industries is passing into
indigenous hands. For example, in Papua New Guinea some 55 per
cent of agricultural production is now derived from cash crops with 90
per cent of agricultural exports comprising cocoa, copra, coffee and
palm oil. Of these crops, two-thirds are produced by indigenous smal}
holders. In Fiii, the Australian-based Colonial Sugar Refining
Company has long since sold out to the locally owned Fiji Sugar
Corporation, which is the sole processor of cane in that country. Also
the rnaior fish processing corporation in Fiii, PAFCO Ltd, has recently
been taken over from fapanese interests by the government and a
srnall group of local shareholders.

As primary production moves into local hands and

populations expand it becomes increasingly important to identify
options for adding value to existing products before export and to
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develop activities more lucrative than those existing already. While
coconut products remain important both for domestic consumption
and as an export commodity, ageing palms and declining world prices
make this traditional product of the region increasingly less atbactive
to both plantation and smallholder producers. Some countries have
attempted to pursue the value-added route. For example, Western
Samoa has installed costly coconut oil producing facilities, while

Tonga, with extensive Australian aid, has sought to develop a
desiccated coconut industry. Neither activity has proved successful;
inefficient plant, high operating costs and distance from markets have
contributed to low returns on capital. The saving of the schemes, if
this is possible, will only be the result of cheap or nil-cost capital
provided by aid agencies.

An alternative to monorrop coconut plantations is intercultivation with coffee or cocoa or the introduction of cattle, as in the
Solomon Islands. Work, presently at the research stage, on the more
effective extraction of the meat, local processing, and the use of waste
products for electric power generation may iustify expensive
replantingbut the fate of the coconut palm is still to be resolved.
Throughout the region new crops are being considered. In
Papua New Guinea, with its high altitudes, new crops such as
cardamons, tea and pyrethrum have been introduced, but in the other
islands of the region, lowland tropical agriculture must persist. Oil
palms have been grown successfully in Papua New Guinea and
Solomon Islands, but the other islands are outside the latitudes within
which this hee will thrive. Rice, with its qualities of ease of storage,
long shelf-life and portability, has been the target of successive
agricultural experiments in Papua New Guinea and Solomon Islands,
as a substitute for the traditional yam or sweet potato, with quite
dramatic failures. Fiji persists in seeking to be at least partially selfsufficient in rice, but has a long way to go. Sugar will continue to
dominate agricultural production in Fiji. It contributed 21 per cent of
GDP (factor cost) in 1987. Sugar has been introduced in Papua New
Guinea to mcet local nceds, but at considerable cost because of the
high level of protection necded to ensure success.

In Tonga, vanilla and taro have been grown for export with
success. Western Samoa has also developcd a successful taro export
industry, mainly to the USA and Canada. Kiribati remains a copra
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producer, with few options for new agricultural pursuits because of its

atoll characteristics.
Timber has great potential in both Papua New Guinea and
Solomon Islands with the export of local species in log or processed
(sawn or veneer) form. Problems include assuring effective
rurnagement, the (at times) inflated claims of traditional owners, and

the reestablishment of plantations. Fiii, too, has a welldeveloped
forestry industry exporting veneers and sawn timber. An introduced
species, Pinus Canibun, is flourishing on the drier, less fertile parts of
the two main islands and is being exported as chips and sawn timber.
Some timber potential exists in Vanuatu, but forest policy is still being
developed.
Much effort has been devoted to the development of livestock
industries in the island states, for a variety of reasons: as a source of
protein, as having export potential, and as providing import substition.
Cattle, poultry, pigs and even sheep have been introduced with
varying degrees of success. Cattle have been a failure in Papua New
Guinea and, to a lesser extent, in Solomon Islands, where large areas of
croplands were enclosed and scarce extension resources devoted to
tNs new, potentially income-earning, activity. Vanuatu and Fiii have
had more succ€ss, the former count{y developing a modest but useful
export trade while a reasonable degree of import substitution has bc'en
achieved in the latter. Western Samoa, with support from Australian
aid, has tried cattle but success has bcen limited.

At some cost, the broilcr and egg production industry has
done well in Fiii and Papua New Guinea, where self-sufficiency has
been achieved through high levels of protection. Poultry is seen as a
reasonably cheap source of protein, particularly in Tonga and Western
Samoa where (along with mutton flaps) turkey tails and chicken backs
are an important New Zmland-sourced import. Efforts to develop a
home'based industry of reasonable size in these countries have so far
failed.
The adoption of the Convention of the Law of the Sea by South
Pacific governments and the creation of Exclusive Economic Zones
(EEZs) has meant a great deal to the island states, not only in the
development of their domestic fishing industries but also by giving
them the opportunity to trade the rights to fish in such zones with the
mairr fishing nations. Solomon Islands has led the way in exploiting
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the fishery potential of the region. Two local companies operate, one
owned by government on a share basis with a fapanee partner and
the other wholly goverrunent owned. A new fishing port and cannery
was opened at Noro on North New Georgia Island in 1989,leading to
increased production. The Fiji government has recently acquired 100
per cent ownership of the fishing company, PAFCO, and highquality
canned tuna is being produced for the American and European
markets. Kiribati and Vanuatu are interested in fish canning, but in
the latter country the costly failure of one enterprise in recent years
deters future development. Both countries have in the past traded
rights to fish in their EFZs.

Overshadowing all else by way of natural resourc€s in the
region is the vast mineral and petroleum potential of Papua New
Guinea. Copperand gold production has been developed at Panguna
on Bougainville Island (now the subject of a grave political crisis with
the mine closed since May 1989), and at Ok Tedi in the Western
Province. Gold mines are either developed or well on the way to
production at Misma (Milne Bay Province) and Porgera (Enga
Province), and potential for further large gold mines eists. Fiji has
produced gold, mainly from the Vatukoula mine on Viti Levu, for
nearly 60 years. Exploration procecds apace in Solomon Islands, thus
far without any maior mine bcing launched. There is no production in
the other island states. These three mining states owe their gold
potential to the so-called 'Rim of Fire', the collision zone between the
Australian and Pacific crustal plates, from which has emerged an
irregular chain of volcanic islands along the southwest margin of the
Pacific Ocean.

Natural Resources: Is Potential Limited?

Within the limits of tropical agriculture, the Pacific island
states have developed an impressive range of enterprises. Natural
resources have proved the basis for entry to the monetised economy

for those members of their population seeking more from life than
mere subsistence. They have also provided the vehicle for entry to
international commerce. But changes are taking place within the
domestic economies of the islands, dcspite the fairly consistent role of
agriculture as a componcnt of GDP.
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3:2 Changes in Percentage Share of GDP: Selected Countries
ffactor cosb 1980prices)

Table

Year

Agriculture

Industry

Services

Paptn
New Guinea 1980

33

27

40
37

CounEy

Fiii
Vanuahl
Tonga

1987

u

1976

21

20

59

1981

24

l9

57

m

t564
962
943
13

54

gn
1985
7976
1986

29

48
33

29

Source: WorldT&1cs7988-89, (lohns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1989).

The intemational market-place takes little cognisance of the
problems facing developing countries as they strive to improve the lot
of their expanding populations. In their efforts to ensure fair and
reasonable returns to growers, particularly at the village level, island
governments have intervencd in the market-place through the
establishment of commodity boards, which seek to ensure that the
worst c(cEsses of private marketing agencies are avoidcd. Within the
region coffee, cocoa and copra, essentially village-based croPs, are sold
through statutory marketing or commodity boards. lt has not been
established that these do, in fact, offer the protection they aim at.

Inefficiencies in handling and management are known to exist.
Perhaps a factor which contributes to their continuation is the
European Community's price stabilisation scheme, STABEX, which
serves to shield growers from the major disadvantages of the system.
But price support schemes encouraged by STABEX cannot continue
indefinitely, and already in Papua New Guinea it is only through
government financial intervention that the production of coffee, copra
and cocoa has not been seriously disrupted by falling world prices.
Agriculture remains and will be, for the foreseeable future, the
basis of South Pacific island economies. Support for agriculture
through stabilisation funds and STABEX is secn by many as crucial to
keeping the rural community settled and on the farm. The failure of
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agriculture to provide a basic lifestyle could result in a serious growth
in urban populations, with consequent pressure on services and costs
of government. Further, the move to towns and cities by youth,
usually unemployed, creates serious law and order problems, as is
happening in the main centres of Papua New Guinea. This in turn can
inhibit foreign investment and exert a downward pressure on growth.
It is therefore important that the island states and supporting aid
agencies recognise the necessity to ensure the continuation of
agriculture, not at the subsistence level but as a growth industry which
encourages people to remain in rural areas. If such recognition is to
call on financial resources to support extension services, marketing
facilities, credit for new activiticr and training of the farming
community, then the call must be answered not only by governments
but also by the international aid community.

In those countries fortunate to have mining resources - gold,
copper, petroleum - the private sector will inevitably provide the
necessary capital and expertise to ensure development. The role of
government will be to provide the essential infrastructure, both
legislative and physical, and to extract a realistic level of rent. The
effects of a 'booming sector/ in mining must be avoided by drawing off
surplus revenues and acting to sterilise these by dircrcting thern-offshore or using them, within reason, to improve conditions in other
sectors of the economy.
Primary production will always provide a way of life for
island communities, but it is questionable whether it can expand
substantially and continue the role it has played for so long as the
mainstay of island economies. Mining offers an altemative in some
countries, but unless effectivcly managed can create as many problems
as it resolves. The islands must look to alternative growth patterns if
stability and progress are to be maintained.
Remittances: Can They Last?
Two Pacific island countrics in particular, Tonga and Western
Samoa, have been fortunate in the flow of financial transfers
(remittances) from emigrants and have come to rely on them to
maintain their balance of payments position. Faced with growing
levels of imports and declining exports, it is only these lifts of
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conscience' which ensure that the countries do not slide into economic
anarchy.

Table 3:4: Remittances Compared with Imports and Exports: Tong4
Western Sanroa
Counby

Exports

Imports

38.4

8.8

&.5

737

30.5

155.1

Remittances

Tonga
($T

1986/87

mill)

Western
Samoa

($WS)

1988

Sourceer Toaga: Stttisticol Abstract 1982 (Statistics Departmenf Government of Tonga);
tNcstcrrn

funa:

C-cntrol Br,nk Rzporl7988.

The continuation of the flow of remittances dePends on two
factors:

o

the on-going cornmitment of emigrants to suPPort
relatives or institutions, mainly churches, in their
home countries;

o

the readiness of migrant destination countries, chiefly

the United States, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, to accept both short-term and Perrnanent

migrants and to allow the remittance of funds.
There has bc'en much dcbate on the first factor but, while there
are suggestions that the level of remittances is falling, the data fails to
substantiate this unequivocally. Perhaps over a period, as migrants
adapt to their new environment, the traditional sense of obligation will
decline. To offset this is the steady outflow of people, usually young
and well educated, who find ready employment in their new country.
From time to time New Zealand, a major destination, has endeavoured
to reduce the flow of migrants, but the inevitable political back-lash
has been hard to resist and migrant quotas for the South Pacific remain
high.
As yet, migration from the Mclanesian countries (Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu) has been negligible but it
could develop as pressure on land increases and aspirations heighten.
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Fiii, which had already expericnced a steady outflow of citizens
(mainly ethnic Indians) before the military coups of 1987, now faces a
serious decline in its skilled work-force through increased emigration.
However it is not expected that emigrants from Melanesia and Fiji will
make any maior contribution to their home country economies
through remittances. At best, only those two countries already
enpyrng the benefit of transfers, namely Tonga and Western Samoa,
can expect them to continue for the foreseeable future. Overall,
therefore, remittances should not be taken for granted as a means of
maintaining positive balance of payments.
Senrices: The WayTo Go

If the prirnary production capacity of the island states is
limited, both in terms of increased production and value added in
exports, what alternative routes are available to the islands in their
search for sustainable economies? For most, the best option would
appear to be services - mainly tourism.
The potential for the development of a viable tourist industry
well recognised in all the countrics under review, although in Papua
New Guinea the present poor law and order situation is a deterrent.
There is still a great deal of ambiguity among island pcople in their
attitude to tourism. They recognise its value in dollar tcrms and
employment prospects, but at times resent the industry for its
perceived potential ill effects on island culture and morality, especially
in relation to young people. But, in strictly economic terms, the facts
speak for themselves.
is

Regional and local bodies have been established to promote
tourism. International agencies rcrognising the region's potential have
funded a number of surveys aimed at identifying the potential of
individual countries and opportunitics for loans to develop
infrastructure.
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Table 3:5: Contribution of Gross Tourist Receipts to Exports and

Employment
Counby

Gross tourist
reeipts as 7o
of all exports

Tourist generated

errployurmt as a
% of all paid
emplolmlent

al

Fiii

1987

Vanuatu

1984

u

20

Western Samoa

lv79

7GZs

2.7

Tonga

1986

68

2

Solomon Islands

1981

+5

1

31

Note: Tongan tourist figures indude nationals returning on vacation,
Source: Gommonwealth of Austsalia, Joint Committee on Foreigr Affairs, Defence and
Trade, Australia's Rcletbns with tlu huth Pecific, (Australian Government Publishhg
Service, Canberra 79891, p.26.

A maior constraint to the effective development of Pacific
is the inefficient service providd by domestic and

tourism

intemational airlines. If this constraint can be overcome, and if local
people can be persuaded to recognise the industry as a critical feature
of national progress, the future of tourism in the South Pacific seeru;
assurd.
As with tourism, the success of other service industries in the
South Pacific will depend on national attitudes towards the foreign
investor. Political stability, consistent and sensible policies, a realistic
labour market, and good communications will encourage the
establishment of service industries in the region. These could include

finance, communications and investment centres, hub points for
international aircraft and vessels, registries for foreign shipping.
Versatility is important in the development of service centres:
Vanuatu and the Cook Islands are profiting from finance centres;
Kiribati and Tuvalu are training seamen for service in international
shipping lines. These activities are important contributions to the
economic future of these countries.
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Aid: Danger Signals
In the immediate post-independence period, the South Pacific
states relied very much on former colonial Powers for financial
assistance to support both infrastructure and human resource
development. For Kiribati and Vanuatu, budget aid was essential to
maintain levels of public service. In Tuvalu, aid donors have
contributed to the establishment of a Trust Fund, the interest from
which maintains the level of public revenues. Papua New Guinea is
probably the outstanding example of budget suPPort from a former
iolonial power: Australia currently providcs annual grants of l*$275
million to the national public investmcnt Program, as wcll as support
through defence cooperation.
While budget aid (except in the case of Papua New Guinea)
has ceased, proiect aid has continucd. At the same time, new players
have entered the aid field in the South Pacific. These include both
individual counbies (Table 3:6) and multilateral agencies. External
support is welcomed but there could be real danger in an overap-undance of aid, which could distort the economic future of the
islands. In the case of Papua New Guinea, for example, it has been
argued that large amounts of grant aid detract from the nccd to make
macroeconomic policy decisions bcst suitcd to national needs. The
effect of too much aid is akin to that of a 'booming' scctor' Scarce
human resources are drawn into governmcnt service, encouraging
wages and salaries growth in the public sector. High wages then
spread to other parts of the economy, discouraging exports and
encouraging imports. As a result, through the balance of payments,
there is upward pressure on the exchange rate. A major sufferer is the
private sector, which increasingly must be responsible for growth in
the island economies.
The possible negative effects of aid and donor support for the
island economies is not an argument against such support. However

aid as a major
that there be an ongoing

care should be taken to avoid an over-rcliance on

instrument of growth. It is important

dialogue and effective coordination between donors and recipients, to
ensure that aid flows into the most appropriate sectors of national
economies. Planning in the haditional form is not enough and usually
only provides a vision for aid donors of the likely direction of their
support. Short-term plans which take full account of the macro- and
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microconomic needs of the islands, particularly in the promotion of
the private sector, are now essential if these countries are to avoid
perpetual dependency on high levels of external financial assistance.

Financing Growth: How Does It Happen?
The propensity to save in the island states is limited. Domestic

savings

for capital investment are low, and remittances where they

occur are generally directed to non-productive enterprises. Taxation is

not excessive, given the very narrow tax base of these counbies;
indeed, a case could be made for increasing the contribution of
prirnary producers to public expenditure programs. Gaps in public
capital expenditure programs can usually be bridged by international
lending agencies anxious to meet targets set by their management.
Increasingly, however, governments are turning to national provident
funds and pension schemes as a means of reducing depcndence on offshore sources of development finance.

In the private sector, commercial banks play a role in financing
trading operations and domestic housing, but are not maior
contributors to capital-intensive proiects. The role of long-term
investors falls to national development finance institutions or foreign
investors such as the British Commonwealth Development
Corporation. As the island countries come to rcalise that governmcnts
alone are no longer capable of providing the levels of economic growth
necessary to meet the aspirations of increasingly sophisticated
populations, so the spotlight tums to the private sector. Since the
coups of 7987, Fifi has led the way in creating an atmosphere
conducive to private sector development. Not through regulation and
policies which encourage import substitution, but instead through
creating a climate which welcomes the foreign investor. This involves
tax-free production zones, customs concessions, and deregulation as
well as assistance with obtaining industrial sites, operating costs and
trained staff. If export-orientcd policies are to succccd much will
depend on markets, quality of output, and an ability to meet dclivery
schedules.

Funds for on-lending to agriculture, particularly to smallholders, as well as to commercial and industrial firms, are available
through nationally owned development banks. These banks are not

Economic Constraints anil Prospects in the South Pacifk lslanil Stata 43

debarred by statute from lending to foreign-owned enterprises but, in
practice, they will only assist when local demand has been satisfied.
The World Bank and Asian Dcvelopment Bank (ADB) have been mapr
supporters of development banks. Bilateral donors play a useful role
in providing equity and training courses for development banks.
Increasingly foreign direct investment (FDI) is being explored
as a new avenue for development support in the island states. The

International Finance Corporation

is taking a

prominent role in

opening up this method of assisting private sector growth.
The Private Sector

In the island states of the South Pacific, the government has
often been seen as the leader in economic development activity. This
attitude seems to result from both the colonial heritage and from
chiefly and communitarian traditions. Covernment has been expected
to set the pace, creating the sort of social and economic environment
which would lead to the needs of the people being meh adequate
education and housing, suitable levels of income, and a general form
of security similar to that afforded by the village communities of the
past. In this scenario the private sector, commerce and industry, has
been regarded as necessary but playing a secondary role.

But now changes are taking place. The inability of
governments to provide employment for all who want it, to ensure
economic growth, and to support the aged and infirm as traditional

social support systems break down

is

increasingly recognised,

although for many this recognition comes as a shock. Increasingly, the
private sector is being looked to as an alternative leader in economic
development, with governments bcing left to provide the physical and
legal infrastructure.
Recognising the importance

of this

change

in attitudes,

the

Pacific Islands Development Program of the East-West Center, Hawaii,

recently initiated a private sector study in which trade, investment
finance, development banks and small business activity were
reviewed. The findings of the study were discussed in 1990 at the
annual meeting, under PIDP auspices, of island poliry-makers, the
Pacific Islands Confercnce. This mcrting formally endorsed the role
and importance of the private sector in the development of the island
states. Recognition of the nccd to support the private sector is one
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thing, to act positively is another. If the change is to succeed,
cooperation between all scttors of island communities will be
essential, coupled with active support both technical and financial
from bilateral and multilateral agencies. Indications at the Conference
were that this cooperation will be forthcoming, but only time will tell.
Cooperation: Regional and International
Why is C-ooper ation N aa*ry?

The metamorphosis of the economies of the island states from
their relative isolation and self sufficiency in the pre-European contact

perid to

semi-modern economies of the Western variety is
heightening their vulnerability, both in economic and political terms.
Their characteristics of small size, isolation, and limitcd resources
make them less able to withstand both internal and extemal shocks
than when they had virtually no contact with the outside world. The
island countries now have a high level of dependency on others for
food, fuel, medicine, education - indeed all those features of life which
contribute to the quality now so sought aftcr. None are yet selfsufficient, although in time one or two may achieve, to a fair degree,
the ability to survive on the basis of their own resources. This implies
the need to rely on outsiders both for economic aid to support
development programs and for strategic support to deter others from
interference in their domestic affairs.
Economic cooperation between the island states is important
not only for their economic well-being but also as a basis upon which
they can build a framework for strategic cooperation. This cooperation
provides an alternative to the military defence of their frontiers and
interests, given that self-sufficient national self-dcfence is an option
which none (except perhaps Fiii) can contcmplate. While there is little
evidence of any form of military threat to the island statcs, economic
networking which can underwrite sccurity links bctwecn individual
states is desirable to underwrite longer term sccurity in thc complex
and volatile wider Asia/Pacific region.
Is Coopo ation Practical?

If cooperation between the statcrs in economic matters is to
take place, it is essential to understand just where the options lie.
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Small states, while having a voice formally equivalent to that of major
powers in international gatherings, have little clout in the international

economic scene. They are usually price-takers and their open
economies are seldom seen as major targets for the world's exporting
giants. As yet the South Pacific island states have taken few concerted,
united stands on the political front, except to condemn French nuclear
testing in the South Pacific and the use of drift-nets in fishing the
waters of the region. The only specifically political regional body is
the Melanesian Spearhead Group, comprising Papua New Guinea,
Vanuatu and Solomon Islands. Recently the Spearhead Group
admitted to membership the New Caledonian nationalist group,
FLNKS, thus setting a precedent which may have implications for
other regional groupings.
There are good reasons for unity among the South Pacific
island states and, as will be seen, the level of cooperation is high in a

number

of areas. Yet, at the same time, there is a degree of

unrestrained national self-interest and some divisions based on ethnic
background. For example, at the time of Fiji's first military coup most
other South Pacific island states, while not supporting the action of the
military, had an understanding of the pro'indigenous motives which
led to the coup. By and large, where self-interest dictates, cooperation
is readily achieved.
Cooperation inTraile
Because they tend to produce similar prirrrary products, and to

similar secondary industries, trade among the islands is
minimal (Table 3:7). Items haded are mainly foodstuffs. In the case of
Fiji, sugar is sold under a regional agreement to member countries of
the South Pacific Forum. Otherwise no formal agreements exist.
There have been some attempts to identify ways and means of
expanding intra-regional trade by the reduction of tariff barriers
between the islands, but the implications of such a move need to be
very carefully analysed as govcrnment revenues of all the states rely
heavily on import taxes.
a degree have

Regional Organisations

The Pacific island states are served by a large number of
general and specific regional organisations, within which they can
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Table 3:8: SPC Technical Functions
Agriculture:

food crop diversifi cation;
coconut development

Plant protection

Marine r€souresi

Environmental

management:

deep sea and regional fisheries develop'mmt;
regional fisheries training program

South Pacific Regional Environment

Program (SPREP)
Rural development:

integrated rural development programs;

rural developmmt haining
Rural technology
Community health
services:

haining and education; non-ommunicable
prevmtion and control; South Padfic
Epidemiological and Health lnformation
Services; rural water supply and sanitation;
fmd hygiene
disease

Socio-economic

statistical

services:

training in developmmt of regional
statistics; technical assistane and training

in censtrs, demography and population data
Women's programs and activities

Community education training
Regional media centre

Information

services:

library rmources and haining
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cooperate on economic and other matters. The oldest is the South
Pacific Commission (SPC), established after the Second World War to
foster economic and social relations between the metropolitan powers
of the region and their colonies. The SPC has been responsible for a

of regional activities in both a coordinating and
implementation role, as Table 3:8 illustrates. While, as will be seen,
its domination as a regional body has diminished, it still provides a
valuable forum for 22 island member countries from the region as well
as Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, the United States and
wide range

France.

The discussion of political issues within SPC meetings was

specifically

excluded. Accordingly, once they had

gained

independence, an increasing number of countries felt frustrated by
their inability to debate and issue statements on what were considered
crucial regional issues, such as nuclear testing. ln 1971, responding to
their inability to pronounce on political issues, the newly independent

and self-governing island states, along with Australia and New
Zealand, established the South Pacific Forum, also known as the
Forum Island Countries (FICs). This body is serviced by the South
Pacific Economic Cooperation (SPEO Bureau, recently renamed the
Forum Secretariat (FS). The FICs have excluded non-regional states
and dependent territories from membership. Accordingly, the Forum
is seen as a more truly regional body. In addition to developing its
own agenda, the Forum has been invited to act as the coordinating
body for the European Community's South Pacific Regional Program.
The role of the Forum Secretariat is not to comPete with the

but to provide a means whereby the economic interests of
member states are promoted in the international arena. The recent

SPC

reconstitution of SPEC as the FS has resulted in the establishment of a
number of divisions with discrete functions, as is detailed in Table 3:9.

It was inevitable that there should be a clash of interests
between the long-established SPC and the new, assertive, wholly
regional Forum. For several years the debate continued on the need
for a 'single regional organisation' (SRO) to meet the needs of the
island states both in their dealings with each other and the world at
large. Papua New Guinea led the push for the absorption of SPC by
the Forum group, but only with the exclusion of the non-regional

Econunic constraints anil Prospats in the south pacifrc Islanil stata 49

Table 39: Forum Secretariab Structure and Functions
Ivlanagement sctr.lccs

Dioision: acounting property and stores, Infonnadon and pgblic

relations
Econom ic Scroices D ioi sion :

.

Analpis and Ptanning Subdivision, to ollec{, analyse

and

disseminate eonomic da ta;

o
.
.

advise on FIC macro-economic issues;

provide eonomic advice and assistane on projects for the FS, FICs
and aid donors;

Aid Cmrdination Subdivision, to promote the more effecdve us€ of
foreign aid

Polirical anil

ACPIEC

lzgd Dioisbn: support for political activities

unit: to facilitate

the implementation of regional proiects funded by the

European Community
Treile Dioisbn: to assist in the implementation of trade agreements, promote inba- and
inter-regional trade, support private sector development, undertake research and

feasibility studies
FS Proiccts: management

of spcificed

hoc projects

Transprt Dioisbn: deals with regional issues and developments in

sea and

air transport

Teleammunications Dioision: deals with the needs of the region and merrber counhies to
upgrade the overall level of telecommunication services

Energy

Diobbn: supports the development and implementation of projects

and

programs in the energy sector
Tourism Dioisior: promotes tourism in its widest s€nse as a faclor in the development of
member states
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participants. One thomy problem was that continued funding from
non-regional participants would not be guaranteed if they were
excluded from organisational involvement. In the typical 'Pacific
way', consensus was sought to avoid any mapr political disruption
and ultimately a compromise was reached: a new body emerged, the
South Pacific Organisations Coordinating Committee (SPOCC),
which provides an interface between those spcrcifically regional bodies
whose function it is to protect and promote the interests and ambitions
of South Pacific island states in their relations with the international
community.
SIOCC has no mean task. There are already within the region
a number of specialist bodies owing a degree of allegiance to their
founding organisation or to vested intcrests. If external resources (not
in short supply) within the region are to be used to optimum
advantage, cooperation ncads to be carefully and effectively
coordinated. There is a real shortage in the field of human resources
available to attend meetings, participate in the regional decisionmaking pKrcesses and, more importantly, sc.e decisions through to
fruition. In addition to the SPC and the Forum, the following regional
organisations are linked to the SPOCC.
Forum Fbheria Agency GFA)

The FFA is an offshoot of the Forum. On behalf of member
goverrunents it is responsible for, and has done an exceptionally good
iob in protecting, monitoring and negotiating, the exploitation of the
South Pacific EEZs.
South Pacific

Applid Geosciencs Commission

This body, formerly known as the Consultatiae Committee on Oft'shore
ProryectinglSouth Pacit'ic TCOPISOPAC), was established to act as the
regional mechanism for the coordination and stimulation of marine
research in the region. It coordinates scientific research, marine
mineral surveys and baseline coastal studies.
Unioersity of the South Paciftc (USP)

The USP serves all the South Pacific island countries with the
exception of Papua New Guinea. In addition to courses on the Fiji
c.unpus, the University has an agricultural faculty in Western Samoa
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and USP Centres linked by satellite in all participating countries.
While the University is a practical example of regional cooperatio&
there are reservations in some states over its location and the greater
benefits believed to be flowing to the host country.
Pacific lslanils Danlopment Program QIDP)

The Program has, as a major objective, undertaken analytical studies of
issues identified by heads of government appointed to serve on its

Standing Committee. Maior studies now in progress, drawing on
expertise from the region, are concerned with: the role of the private
sector in the Pacific islands; tourism, development, and multinational
corporations; minerals, especially gold; forestry; and processing of
agricultural products. In addition to research proiects, PIDP conducts
and supports training prograrns for Pacific island nationals.
In due course, the SPOCC may also be required to liaise with a

mairr program which has developed under the aegis of the
namely the South Pacific Regional Environment Program.

SPC,

Ttris

program, which seeks to protect the fragile ecology of the islands, also
recognises the need to develop programs to exploit the resources of the
region on a sustainable basis. Recognition of the Program and its
establishment as a regional body in its own right may follow once

there are sufficient signatories

to the South Pacific Regional

Environment Protection protocol.

International Cooperation: The Trade Factor
The island governments have argued that, given the optiory
they would rather trade with aid donors in lieu of direct project or
budget support. They complain that trade balances with major
partners are badly skewed and should be redressed. This is cerainly
the case insofar as trade between the islands and their immediate
neighbours, Australia and New Zealand, is concerned. However, it is
not useful to review trade on a bilateral basis and then attempt to draw
conclusions as to the equity of the relationship. Trade is global, and
while a bilateral review might point up areas where improvements
may be appropriate, an examination of the overall picture of a nation's
trading relationships is the only way to iudge performance in an
export-oriented growth strategy.
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redress at least part of the bade imbalance between

Australia and New Zealand on the one hand and the islands on the
other, the South Pacific Regional Trade and Economic Cooperation
Agreement (SPARTECA) was signed in 1981. This is a non-reciprocal
agrcement under which the two developed countries (Australia and
New Zealand) offer unrestricted or concnssional access on a duty-free
basis to products originating from the Forum Island Countries. The
concessions do not apply to footwear, textiles, motor vehicles, steel,
sugar and clothing (except under quota) entering Australia. Certain
'rules of origin' apply, the maior and most controversial being that the
process last performed in manufacture was in a FIC and that not less
than 50 per cent of factory or works cost should represent the value of
labour or Australian or New Zealand materials. Pressure to relax the
'rules of origin'clauses continues. It has been suggested that, despite
SPARTECA, the balance of trade between the islands and Australia
and New Zealand has worsened from the islands' position.

A specific Papua New Guinea and Australia Trade and
Commercial Relations Agreement GATCR$ existsbetween these two

counFies reflecting their historical relationship. PATCRA is
marginally more generous than SPARTECA, in that clothing quotas
and by-law agreements on coffee and rubber are exclusive to Papua
New Guinea and are not shared, as with SPARTECA.

In addition to these agreements between the developed and
developing FICs the islands are beneficiaries of two other intemational
trade agreements. These are as follows:
Inmi Conwnfion: under this Convention all South Pacific States, with
the exception of Cook Islands, are entitled to preferential entry for
nulny of their products into the European Community (EC). For
example, the benefits derived from the Lom6 Convention apply to
Fiiian sugar and canned fish and to Papua New Guinean minerals,
coffee, cocoa, coconut and palm oil.

Gavraliseil Systmr of kefuenca (GSP): provides for industrialised
countries to grant preferential treatment to imports from developing
countries by way of a reduction or elimination of customs duty. This
is a unilateral system and is of benefit to the islands in selling to
Canada, fapan, the USA and the USSR. Fiji has, under the GSP, been
able to sell manufachrred garments to the USA.
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While there are opportunities for the islands to increase the
volume of manufactured or semi-manufactured exports to developed
countries, the extent to which this has occurred (apart from minerals
from PNG and garments from Fiji) is disappointing. There remain the
natural barriers of distance, size and limited resources. There arc also
constraints such as inadequate quarantine measures, which have
affected shipment of fresh fruits and vegetables to New Zealand and
fapan. Competition from the ASEAN states will have to be faced if
tariff barriers are lowered under pressure from such lobby groups as
the Caims Group.

If the islands are to develop their economies through exports,
and there is scope for this, they will need to use existing concessionary
agreements and develop appropriate niche industries. Horticultural
products, cut flowers, tropical fruits and vegetables, and high-fashion
garments should be able to find a ready market, as the success of the
Tongan woollen sweater factory and Fiii's ginger industry have
demonstrated. But importers are not philantropists and the FICs will
need to ensure that their exports achieve and maintain the highest
standards.

What Scope is there for International Cooperation besides Trade?

International cooperation beyond that available through
trading island products is almost limitless. In terms of finance to assist
development, the range of options is great. Aid donors are ready, as
has been demonstrated, to support almost any worthy project.
Through the UNDP Round Table format, island delegations are
introduced to new European donors on a regular basis. The services of
virtually all the 30 United Nations agencies are cooperating with the
island states in providing training, technical assistance and capital.
The task of describing the range and depth of their involvement is
beyond this chapter, but many of them have regional offices in the
Pacific. To give some examples, mapr UN agencies with offices in the
region include: t N Development Program (three offices);
International Labour Organisation; Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific; Food and Agriculture Organisation; UN
Education, Scientific and Cultural Organisation; LJN Indushial
Development Organisation; World Health Organization; and World
Tourism Organisation.
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Two of the world's mairr financial agencies, the World Bank
and the Asian Development Bank, are active in the region with the
latter having a South Pacific Regional Office in Port Vila, Vanuatu.
Technical assistance and term loans for capital proiects are available to
governments and to the private sector through national development
banks of member countries. In addition, the World Bank has
established a Consultative Group to assist Papua New Guinea in the
identification of funding for its public investment program.
Other agencies active in the region include:

o

the South Pacific Trade Commission, which is funded
as a market promotion body as part of Australia's

contribution to SPARTECA;

o

the South Pacific Trade Office which is the New
Zealand counterpart to the South Pacific Trade
Commission;

o

the Trade Facilitation Office, which is a Canadian
institution s€t up to find buyers for developing
country exports;

.

the Iapan External Trade Organisation, which seeks to
help developing countries' exports enter the Japanese

market;

o

the

Commonwealth Scrretariat Export Market

Development Division, which is designed to promote
the exports of Commonwealth countries; and

o

the ESCAP Trade Promotion Centre, which seeks to
assist member countries in export promotion.

A further set of agencies exists to assist private sector
development. These include the Australian Joint Venture Scheme,
which provides capital for island partners of Australian business
ventures; the Pacific Islands Industrial Development Scheme, which
aims to support new island business enterprises involving New
Zealand entrepreneurs; the Centre for the Development of Industry,
which is funded under the lom6 Convention to assist in technology
transfer, industrial training and provide information on business
activities; the USAID Private Sector Revolving Fund, which seeks to
stimulate business development through the guarantee of loans from
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commercial banks; the Industrial Cooperation Program, which is a
Canadian initiative to provide assistance in the developrnent of
business; the Commonwealth Development Corporation, which is a
British organisation which provides equity or soft-term loans to
business ventures or establishes ventures in its own righq the Overseas
Private Inveshnent Corporation, which is a USA government agency
set up to encourage private US investmen$ the Overseas Economic
Cooperating Fund, which is a fapanese body set up to assist both
private and public sector proiects in developing countries; and the
International Finance Corporation, which is the private sector facility
of the World Bank. The Commonwealth Development Corporation,
for example, is involved in oil palm, sugar, coffee, cattle, cocoa and
sawmilling enterprises in Fiji, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and Papua
New Guinea.
What More Can Be Done?
As the details above indicate, the region has more than enough
agencies anxious to assist development in the private and public sector

but gaps, real or imagined, are said to exist. The Pacific Economic
Cooperation Council (PECO Working Group meeting in September
1989, noted that 'a maior obstacle to economic development in the
Pacific islands region is the absence of entrepreneurial skills,
particularly among nationals'. The meeting argued that opportunities
exist for new initiatives in the island states, but if these are to be
exploited effectively there is a need to enhance practical business skills
and attitudes, and to increase the understanding of finance and
invesFnent. Recommendations were developed to explore ways in
which PECC could assist the development of entrepreneurial skills and
establish ioint business ventures. PECC also expressed general
support for the more effective use of the variety of external resourc€s
now available to the region. In addition, PECC is to investigate the
possibility of establishing a tlearing house' for business ideas. While
these are unlikely to be the final efforts of the international community
to stir the latent entrepreneurs of the South Pacific into actiory they
might have greater success if those involved in the implementation
program are drawn from the ASEAN countries, where considerable
entrepreneurial spirit is evident.
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Condusion
The island states of the South Pacific, although diverse in
heritage, size and natural resources, nonetheless have in common the
economic and geographical characteristics of all small island states.
Accordingly they present a real challenge to the analyst. Not because

the South Pacific island states follow a wide range of political

philosophies - indeed all are aligned to the West and, until recently,
any suggestion of an Eastem bloc resident mission in one of them
created dismay. Instead, the problems and puzzles are economic,
focusing on the evolution and transformation of agriculture.based
economies, which traditionally drew on the bounty of land and sea to
provide a relatively comfortable degree of subsistence affluence for the
bulk of their populations. The challenge is in trying to chart the path
of these micro-states, to determine iust where they might end up in the
next fifty yeani.
The total flows of official development assistance (ODA) to the
island states since they achieved independence have been substantial.
Some of this aid has been put to good use; some has created edifices
which revenue'tight budgets find almost impossible to maintain; some
has been wasted. Progress, if measured by GDP, has been painfully
slow and in some cases negative. Empirical research indicates that
health and education standards are at best static.

Yet, despite the absence of any dramatic evidence of change
which might be attributed to ODA or to political self-determination,
the South Pacific remains one of the world's areas of seeming calm.
Two military coups in Fiji saw no bloodshed. Elections are held

regularly and power shifts with remarkable equanimity. Natural
disasters and falls in world commodity prices have a very real impact
on island populations, but when this occurs they go about their
business with a degree of calm and an apparent lack of resentrnent.
But, notwithstanding this air of calm, the Pacific is changing.
Pressures from without, as represented by the number of external
agencies, countries and companies active in the region, will play their
part, but essentially change will come from within. The Bougainville
crisis in large part reflects dissatisfaction by landowners with their
share of the income flowing from their traditionally owned land. In
Fiji, recognition of the lack of participation by the indigenous
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inhabitants in the monetised economy has led to a great expansion in
lending for investment by the local development bank since the coups
of 7987. Tonga now has a minority in parliament questioning the
rights of nobles to have priority access to the factors of production.
These examples, and others, underline the presence of pressures for
change.

As depressing as it rnay be, perhaps PECC has got it right:'A
malrr obstade to economic development in the Pacific island region is
the absenca of entrepreneurial skills, particularly among nationals'.
Until now, governments have drawn off the resources of growth, both
domestic and foreign. The bureaucracy has expanded, recmiting the
best and brightest young people, who have conbibuted to quality
administration but not to economic growth.
To change will not be easy; to redirect resources to productive
enterprise will be challenged; to dismantle comfortable barriers of
protection behind which sit inefficient industries will create dismay; to
slim bureaucracies will lead to industrial dispute. But it can be done
and must be done soon if the Pacific is to remain pacific. Resources
provided by the international community are there, but the political
will can and must come from within. Cooperation within the region
and with the world at large will ease the way.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE FOREIGN AND DEFENCE POLICIES OF
THE SOUTH PACIFIC STATES
Stephen Henningham
This chapter, against the background provided by chapters
two and three, focuses on the foreign and defence poliry stances of the
sovereign island countries and of the quasi-sovereign, self-governing
island countries which play a part in regional affairs. It also discusses
the policies towards the South Pacific of the two 'regional powers',
Australia and New Zealand.

General Policy Orientations
Because military threats to national sccurity have largely been
absent, and because of their economic problems, the island states have

given the concept of sc'curity a broad definition which emphasises the
economic and other non-military challenges to national sovereignty
and well-being. This notion of security has bc'en described as 'small "s"

security', to differentiate it from the more traditional concept of
military and strategic security. I

As discussed in Chaptcr Three, the island counhies are
gravely handicapped by their distances from the market-places for
their produce, by poor transport and communications links, by their
limited ranges of exports, and by the lack of scarcity value in what
they have to offer. They are pricc.'takers not price-makers. In resPonse
to long-term downward tendencies in commodity prices, combined
with upturns in the prices of fuel and other essential imports, earlier
hopes about the economic prospccts of the island countries have
turned to pessimism. Even the most successful of the island
Tony Siaguru, 'Small "S" Security for Small Island States' in David
Hegarty and Peter Polomka (eds), Tlre Securi$ of Ocania in the
1.990s. Volume 1: Views from the Region, C-anberra Paper on

Strategy and Defence No.50, (Strategic and Defence Studies
Cen tre, Austral ian Na tional Un i versity, 1989), pp.l9 -24.
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of Fiji, is highly dependent on prcfercntial market
under [om6 and other trade agreenrenbS Most of the other
island countries are also members of [om6. As a group they seek an
extension of special arrangements to provide assurcd markets and
economies, that
access

good returns.

Accordingly, in their orientation to the wider world, the island
counhies have been inclined to regard North/South issues of
economic power and wealth distribution as more central to their
concerns than East/West political or strategic issues. This tendency
has been further encouraged by the relaxation of East/west tensions
and the changes which swept the Eastern bloc during the final years of

with few exceptions, island leaders are disinclined to accept
the argument that the South PacifiCs freedom from major confliis
owes a considerable amount to the stable political and strategic
circumstances maintained in the Asia/Pacific region by a strong
American presence.
the 1980s.

The island states have put special emphasis on the actual or
potential resources of their 20Gmile Exclusive Economic Zones, to
which they have exercised claims since the adoption of the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1979. The Law of the Sea
gave the governments of the island countries sovereignty over
extensive areas of sea and the right to the marine and other resources
therein (Map 3). Because of high costs and the vagaries of the
migratory movements of tuna and similar species, early hopes about
returns from fisheries have not been fulfilled. Meanwhile, undersea
mining faces major technical difficulties, and is unlikely to begin
before the early decades of the next century. It will require massive
capital investment to become practicable so, rather than exploiting the
resources directly, the most the island countries can hope for is a
modest rental returns on these resources.3
The fisheries question remains of central importance. Fish and
other seafoods have always been central to the livelihood of atoll and

Michael Taylor (ed.), Fryi: Future lmpnfect?, (Allen & Unwiry
Sydney, 1987), pp.l -13.
R.Gerard Ward, 'Earth's Empty Quarter? The Pacific Islands in a
Pacific Century', The Geographical Jourml, (Vo1.155, No.2), Iuly
7989,p.244.
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coastal peoples, and on the larger islands were taded inland. Because

of strong traditional and emotional orientations towards the sea, and
because maritime resources offer prospects of economic retums,
fisheries questions are higNy sensitive.
Non-acceptance

by the United

States

of the Law of the Sea

Conventiory and the cavalier approach of the US tuna industry, led to
strong concerns in the early 1980s about US tuna piracy. Only the
negotiation of a multilateral fisheries agreement between the United
Sates and the island countries repaired the strains in relations
between the island countries and the United States. More recently the

island countries, along with Australia and New Zealand, have
condemned drift-net fishing by |apanese, Taiwanese and other
trawlers, because of its devastating impact on marine life.
The dispute over US tuna fishing in island country EEZs both

illustrated and reinforced the ambivalence felt by island countries
towards the United States. Island govemments look to the United
Sates and its Western partners for aid and other assistance. Yet they
are also resentful of the greater size and wealth, and the associated
influence, of these powers.

During the Cold War era the island counbies implicitly
formed part of the Western association of nations. Strong Christian
traditions encourage firm anti{ommunism. But this Christian
heritage can also discourage pragmatism and encourage an idealistic

and at times moralistic approach to problems and issues.4 The

Concerning French nuclear testing

in

French Polynesia,

M.Georges Lemoine (DOM TOM Secretary of Sate in the French
Socialist Government of 1981{5) has argued that an
unbridgeable gap exists between scientific arguments over
whether or not testing is safe and the 'metaphysical' absolutist
anti-nuclear position of the Protestant churches in French
Polynesia and elsewhere, which regards all nuclear weapons and
anything associated with them as evil and completely
unacceptable. He has a point although, as discussed below, antinuclear sentiment in the region also has an important anticolonial dimension. Georges Lemoine,'Ouverture des Travaux',
in Paul De Deckker and Pierre lafayette (eds), Efafs et Pouaoirs
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historical experience of the island countries has been nostly with the
Western powers, so memories of exploitation and iniustice do much to
shape present attitudm to, and relations with, these countries.

The perception is widespread that the Western powers are
inclined to put their own broader economic and strategic interests
ahead of those of the island pmples. With a new generation coming
into power in the island countries, one that has fewer ties to the
colonial past, and with island governments seeking to expand and
consolidate their sovereignty, a new independence of mind and
assertiveness has become evident.

Island leaderships believe that donor states have an obligation
to provide aid so as to right historical wrongs and to cprrect present
imbalances. Yet they also resent the dependence of their countries on
aid. They want their countries to diversify their aid and hade
partners. In part, the aim is to increase the level of assistance, in order
to bolster ailing economies and, as far as practicable, help underwrite
economic development. But island leaderships also believe that they
can increase their freedom of manoeuwe - and hence the genuineness
of their independence - by avoiding overdependence on any one aid
and trade partner.
Aware of their economic difficulties, and that they have some
commonality of interests in relation to the wider world, island
countries have sought to increase their economic well-being and
prospects through regional organisation and cooperation. There are
limits to what can be achieved within the region, because island
economies lack complementarity. Nonetheless island counbies have
seen advantages in scientific and technical exchange and cooperatiory
in developing aid proiects on a region-wide base to permit economies
of scale and facilitate handling of particular problems, and in seeking
to present a united front to the wider world.
Because

of their small sizes and limited individual inlluence,

the island states have scren advantages in uniting to present a conunon

front on political and security (as well as economic) issues.

Indigenous traditions favouring the consensus resolution of disputes
view. Island leaders have referred to a 'Pacific

have encouraged this
dans

la Territoira

pp.14-15.

Francpis du Pacifique, (L'Harmattan, Paris, 1987),
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way', whereby issues are talked through in an unhurried fashion in
informal nreetings, with the objective being an optimd compromise
acceptable to all involved. Meanwhile, the emphasis of the island
countries on regional cooperation and on pursuing obiectives through
regional organisations and meetings has been reinforced, because their
lack of resourc€s precludes them from establishing a network of
diplomatic posts and pursuing extensive bilateral diplomacy.

The two key organisations have been the South Pacific
Commission and the South Pacific Forum. The South Pacific
Commission was founded in 7947 by the colonial and administering
powers, Australia, France, Great Britain, the Netherlands, New
Zealand and the United States. However the Netherlands withdrew in
1961, after Irian Jaya's incorporation into Indonesia. The Commission
now incorporates all the independent, quasi-independent, and
dependent entities in the region, with the exception of Irian |aya and
the Torres Strait islands (Map 4).

France and the Netherlands, it was
established from the outset that the Commission should not concern
itself with political questions. When several of the island countries
attained independence, from 1962 onwards, their leaders expressed
frustration with this constraint. ln 7977, the independent island
countries formed the South Pacific Forum, inviting Aushalia and New
Zealand to inin. The Forum has operated through yearly meetings of
the Heads of Government in the region, at which issues of concern
have been discussed informally. Between meetings the Forum
Secretariat provides continuity and acts on Forum decisions.

At the insistence of

These regional organisations have mainly dealt with economic

cooperation and development, but defence and strategic issues have
surfaced on the Forum's agenda and have been discussed in the
corridors at South Pacific Commission meetings. Nuclear and
decolonisation issues have athacted continuing attention. Until 1961,

when their tests were shifted to Nevada in the United States, the
United States and Great Britain conducted atmospheric nuclear tests in
the region. France tested in the atmosphere from 7966 to 1975, and has
since then continued its tests underground on the isolated atolls of
Mururoa and Fangataufa. As well as opposing nuclear testing, island
leaderships also have opposed plans to dump nuclear and other toxic
wastes in the region.
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Opposition to testing and to the prospect of dumping was
expressed in the Treaty of Rarotonga (also known as the South Pacific
Nuclear Free Zone Treaty). This treaty was signed by most memberc

of the Forum at the 19&5 meeting of the Forum in Rarotonga, the
capital of the Cook Islands, and has since then been ratified by the
signatories.

France has reduced regional conc€rns to sonre extent by
offering neassurances that the testing program entails no trealth or
environmental risks, by inviting regional leaders to French Polynesia
for briefings on the tests, and by providing information to the official
delegation, known as the Atkinson Mission after the New Zealand
scientist who led it, which Australia, New Zealand and Papua New
Guinea sent to French Polynesia in 1983.

But concerns over health and environrrental risks persist,
particularly because the Atkinson Mission warned of the long-term
possibility of radioactive materials leaching into the sea. Island
leaderships are inclined to argue: 'If the tests are safe, why not
conduct them in metropolitan France?' They regard the tests as a
colonial question. They take this view because the tests take place in a
former colony, which was acquired by a European power in the
nineteenth century and which is inhabited by a people of mainly
Polynesian descent who have not been permitted to express their
opinion of testing in a referendum on the issue.
Concern over the possible environmental risks

of nudear

testing forms part of a wider emphasis on environmental questions.
These questions have come into sharp focus through the discussion of
the so<alled 'greenhouse' effect. Should the predictions of rising sea
levels prove to be well founded, a challenge will emerge to the very
survival of those countries which are mainly or entirely made up of
low-lying islands. The highest point on Kiribati, for example, is only
some five metres above sea level. Other countries threatened would
include Tuvalu, the Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Tokelau, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas.
Meanwhile those countries in which most of the population is
on higher volcanic and continental islands could suffer
severely from an increased incidence of storms and cyclones. In these
countries most of the population lives in coastal regions, with most of
the rest on either outlying or offshore islands, which are often only a

located
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few metres above the present sea level. Maior movements of

population may become necessary.S Increased antar'€ness of the
potential problems which rnay be posd was shown by the attention
given to the Greenhouse Effect at the 1989 meeting of the South Pacific
Forum. Environmental issues were again the centre of attention at the
1990 Forum, with island leaders expressing conc€rn over the
environmental risks associated with the destruction of chemical
weapons on |ohnston Atoll by the United States.

For the island states, proud to assert their own political
independence, decolonisation has also been an important issue.
Coping with the challenges of independence has proved more difficult
than earlier expected, leading to frustration and disillusionment.6
Island leaders are conscious that continued dependence has resulted
in a generous flow of funds, permitting a higher average standard of
living in some dependencies than in their independent neighbours.
But they are also conscious of the sharp inequalities in the distribution
of wealth in the dependencies, particularly insofar as their indigenous
communities are relatively disadvantaged. And they are concerned by
the adverse social and cultural effects of continued dependence.
Island leaderships strongly support the rights and interests of
indigenous communities. This ties in with their emphasis on
independence and their opposition to colonialism and its legacies. The
longer-term reaction in the island countries to the coups in Fiji in 1987

was generally favourable. The Forum island country governments
deplored the first coup. Yet, once it had succeeded, most of them took
the view that the new administration in Fiii should be left to grapple
with its problems, without external pressures being applied. They
generally saw the coup as a reassertion of indigenous rights and
Harold Brookfield, 'Global Change and the Pacific: Problems for
the Coming Half-Century,' The Contemporary P*it'c, (Vol.l,
Nos.l and 2), Spring and Fall 1989, pp. 1-18; and Muriel
Brookfield and R. Gerard Ward (eds), Nnt Directbns in the South
Pacific: A masage t'or Australia, (Academy of the Social Sciences in
Australia and Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1988), p.58.
See, for example, Albert Wendt,'Western Samoa 25 Years After:
Celebrating What?', Pacific Islands Monthly, (Vol.58), |une 1987,
pp.14-15.
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interests against what were regarded as the encroachments of the
immigrant Indian community. In most countries, this reassertion was
rcgarded as taking precedence over dernocratic prirrciples and the
rights of non-indigenous nationals. In Papua New Guinea, a senior
official named his new-bom son Sitiveni after coup leader Colonel
Sitiveni Rabuka, and similar sympathies wereexprcssed elsewhere.

In Fiji the stress on indigenous rights targeted the immigrantdescended (albeit several generations ago) Indian community.
Supporters of the coups argued that the Indians had been imposed on
the indigenous Fijians by British colonial rulers in pursuit of British
commercial interests. But'local' versus'immigranf tensions also exist
between distinct groups of islanders. Conllict often focuses on rights
to land. Examples include the conflict between the'blackskins, (the
locals) and the'redskins' (Papua New Guineans from elsewhere in the
country) on Bougainville; tensions within the Melanesian community
and between Melanesians and Wallisians in New Caledonia; and
tensions between the native Polynesians of New Tealand, the Maoris,
and the Polynesian immigrants to that counfy from the Cook Islands,
Western Samoa, Tonga, Tokelau and Niue.
While essentially local, conflicts such as these can impinge on
international relations within the region. The New Caledonian
conflict, the Fiii coups, and the secessionist revolt in Bougainville have
all posed problems for regional diplornacy. In the Fiji case, Australia
and New Zealand condemned the coups, but found that their outrage
was not shared in most of the island countries. In Vanuatu, in May
1988, tension arising in part from conllict over land between the
indigenous residents of the Port Vila area and outsiders from
elsewhere in the countr)' led to a political crisis. Prime Minister Father
Lini requested and received Aushalian support in the form of riot
control equipment, and further Australian intervention came under
consideration.T

Local/outsider tensions could also create problems between
particular island states. With economic development laggrng behind a
rapid increase in population, and with urban drift heightening

7

Sc€ Stephen Henningham, 'Pluralism and Party Politics in a
South Pacific State: Vanuatu's Ruling Vanua'aku Pati and Ib
Rivals', Conflict, (Vol.9), 7989, pp.77 7-195.
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competition for land and putting distinct communities side by side,
local/outsider tensions are likely to heightery with implications for the
relations between the states of the region.
Concern over decolonisation focused on the Anglo-French
Condominium of the New Hebrides until that entity became
independent in 1980, and subsequently on the French overseas
tenitory of New Caledonia. In the New Hebrides, Britain was
agreeable to, but France resisted, an early transition to unitary
independence. The Forum sympathised with, and gave diplornatic
support to the nationalist Vanua'aku Pati (Our Land Party), which
commanded the adherence of the majority of the population of the
archipelago, and welcomed Vanuatu as a Forum member.

In the mid-1980s, the constitutional evolution of the successorto the United Sates Trust Territory of Micronesia also
attracted aftention and some criticism.E But concerns werle allayed
because the two new 'shtes in free association' of the Marshall Islands
and the Federated Sates of Micronesia were self-governing and had a
reasonable capacity to implement Forum decisions. Accordingly they
were accepted as credible actors in regional affairs, and were invited
to pin the Forum.

entities

In New C-aledonia conflict has developed between the
indigenous Kanaks (Melanesians), who comprise 45 per cent of the
population, and who mostly favour a transition to independence, and
the non-indigenous communities, the members of which mostly
oppose independence.9 The issue was first brought to the attention of
the Forum in 1978 by a Front Inddpendantist (Independence Front)
delegation. The Forum gave a cautious welcome to the reform policies
for the territory of the Socialist government which held power from
1981 to 1985, and did not support the proposal that New Caledonia be
tabled before the United Nations Committee of Twenty-Four on
Decolonisation. But when the subsequent, conservative French
goverrunent of 1986 to 1988 reversed some of its predecessor's
policies, the Forum decided to support the UN reinscription of New
8
9

Firth,'Sovereignty and Independence', p.81.
See Stephen Henningham,'A Dialogue of the Deaf: Attitudes and
Issues in New Caledonian Politics', Pacit'b At'fairs, (Vo1.61, No.4),
Winter 1 988-89, pp.533-552.
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Caledonia. This resulted in the criticism of Frendr policies by a
maprity of UN members. However the Forum responded positively
to the Matignon Accords of mid-1988, whereby a new Socialist
goverrunent established an interim peace settlement in the teritory.
New Caledonia has accordingly receded in importance on the Forum
agenda, and attracted only modest attention during the 1989 and 1990
meetings. But the future of the territory would again become an
important question at Forum meetings should conflict resurface.
At the annual Forums and in other meetings, the South Pacific
counhies have displayd an ability to achieve consensus and to
pursue common goals. But consensus has not always been easy to
achieve, and sharp differences have emerged over obiectives and over
the best means for pursuing them. To understand the reasons for these
differences, it is necessary to consider the stanc€ of both particular
groupings of countries and the individual countries within these

groupings. Accordingly, the four sub.groupings within the region
(Melanesia; Fiii and Polynesia; Micronesia; and the regional powers Australia and New Zealand) will now be reviewed.

Melanesia
The policies of the three independent Melanesian countries of
Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu in part reflect the
sense of common Melanesian identity which has emerged among

these countries. This consciousness

is

based

on ethno<ultural

similarities and common historical experiences. It has been facilitated
by the presence of the various forms of 'Neo-Melanesian', a pidgin
English which combines an essentially English word-stock with an
Austronesian syntax. This language is known as Tok Ptsfr in Papua
New Guinea, Pijin in the Solomon Islands and Bislarna in Vanuatu.

The sense of common Melanesian identity has been
shengthened by a range of personal contacts, including church
by young people while studying
abroad, notably at the University of Papua New Guinea in Port
Moresby and at the University of the South Pacific in Suva. It was
given expression by the formation of the Melanesian Spearhead Group
in 1985. Initially the Spearhead was intended as a bloc to lobby
at meetings of the South Pacific Forum, but it has assumed a
connections and the links formed
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mor€ general role as the embodiment of what are seen as shared
Melanesian interesb.

The Melanesian societies are more volatile, and less
conservative, than the other Pacific island societies.lO Some
Melanesian areas were subject to external contact and colonial rule
and exploitation relatively later, so initial contacts and conflicts often
re-main strong in local tradition. The interiors of some of the larger
Melanesian islands were not 'opened uy' to the modern world until
the 1940s and 1950s. Their colonial experience was highly varied, but
overall the Melanesian societies seem to have resisted more and
suffered more than the Polynesian societies during the colonial era.
This heritage and perception shapes present thinking.ll In additiory
Melanesian cultures seem to be more inward-looking and suspicious
of outsiders and external influences than those of Polynesia and
Micronesia. In Polynesia, those of mixed Polynesian and other
ancestry are generally accepted as part of the Polynesian community,
whereas this is not always the experience of those of mixed ancestry in
Melanesia.

The Melanesian countries attained political independence
relatively later than their Polynesian counterparts and Fiii. As a result,
the intellectual formation of their leaderships was inlluenced by the
more liberal and radical sentiments of the late 1960s and the early
1970s in the wider world. And as new players in the regional g.une,
aware of a Polynesian inclination to patronise them, they mal have
felt the need to act more independently and assertively.
Conbasts in approach between the Melanesian countries and
the other Forum island countries can be overemphasized, but it is clear
that the Melanesian countries have taken a consistently more militant

line than their Polynesian and Micronesian neighbours.
expressed reservations about the decolonisation process
10

1t

They

in American

See RJ. May,'Political Style in Modern Melanesia', in R.|. May
and Hank Nelson (ds), Melanaia Bryonil Aoersity, (Research
School of Pacific Studies, Canberra, 1982), Vo12,pp.639449.
Keynote address by Mr George Keioa, Finance Minister in the
Solomon Islands Government, to the Ausbalia/Pacific
Conference at the University of New South Wales, 2 December
1988.
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with the
the Treaty of

Micronesia, although ultimately they decided to go along

regional consensus.lz They were also critical of
Rarotonga, which instituted the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone,
believing that the treaty was insufficiently radical in scope and aims.

In addition, they have taken a strong line on issues relating to
the French presence, giving these issues prominence in their foreign
policies.l3 As well as conderrming nuclear testing and the handling of
New Caledonia, they have also condemned the French presence in
itself, arguing that its continuation is an anomaly.
The Melanesian stance on New Caledonia reflects the strong
sympathies felt by many in the independent Melanesian countries for

the campaign of their Kanak 'brothers'. In their views on New
Caledonia, the Melanesian countries give little attention to the rights
and interests of the non-indigenous cornmunities, regarding them as
interlopers.

Concerning French testing, the Melanesian countries :re
shongly critical even though they are located further from the test
sites, and hence further from any immediate risks, than the Polynesian
countries, some of which have been more equivocal. However the
Melanesian countries oppose testing not merely because of possible
health and environmental risks, but more importantly because they
regard testing as expressive of, and integral to, what they see as
continued French colonialism in the region.

The position of the Melanesian counhies on the French
is important to them as a matter of principle. It may also
fulfil a psychological purpose, by providing a set of issues on which
these three counhies can agree heartily. In doing so they can overlook
their dissimilarities and also their disagreements - for example the
different stances of Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu on the OPM, a
movement which received diplomatic support from Vanuatu until
recently - while expressing that sense of distinctive Melanesian
identity which is central to their self-images. But despite the
presence

72
13

Firth, 'Sovereignty and Independence,' p. 82.
For discussion of the more conservative stance taken by other
South Pacific countries, see my'Keeping the Tricolour Flying: The
French Pacific into the 1990s' inThe Contattporary Pacific, (Vol.l,
Nos 1 and 2), Spring and Fall 1989,pp.97-132.
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similarities between the foreign policies of the three countries, there
are also some important differences and nuancesPapua New Guinea's approach has been influenced by the
conviction of its leaders that their country should play a leading part
in regional affairs. They have assumed that this role naturally falls b
papu"a New Guinea beciuse in size, population and poEntial wealth it
dwarfs the other Pacific island countries.
Papua New Guinea's wish to exercise leadership also in part
reflects iti intention to demonstrate the genuine nature of its
independence from Ausbalia, its former colonial and administering
po*it. Aushalia is by far Papua New Guinea's mapl-aid donor'
Wtrur, Papua New Guinea becanre independent in 1975, aid from
Australia provided 40 per cent of the new Sovernment's_ incorne.
Nowadays, it provides iround 25 per cent. Australia is the rnaix
supplier of Papua New Guinea',s imports and inveshents, and there
are ouut 10,000 Australians resident in Papua New Guinea'

ln

response, successive Papua New Guinean governments

have sought to assert their independence against the risk of
overwhehiing Australian influence. At independence, Papua New
Guinea adopted a poliry of 'universalism', by which i! wls meant that
the country shouid hive relations on an equal- fgti"g-. with dl
countries with whom such links could be muhrally beneficial. This
policy evolved into one of 'active and selective enSlgerr]elf. .!apu1
irlew- Guinean governments have sought to diversify their aid and
trade contacts, to reduce dependence on Australia. In additiory in the
mid-1980s the government of Prime Minister Paias wrngti p-ut Papua
New Guinea's ielationship with Aushalia on a more formal footing, asa partnership between equals in terms of sovereignty, by means of
treaty arrangements. These arrangemenb, known as the loint
Dec6ration of Principles, were ratified in

1987.14

In an expression of its wish to break with the pasland to lead
the island countries towards a nKlre assertive stance, Papua New
Guinea has been disapproving of the south Pacific commissiory
regarding it as an outrno-ded colonial institution. The location of the

14

on 'Foreign Policy,' in Mark Turner, Papu Nao
The Clwllarye of lnilrynilmce, (Penguin Australia,

See chapter

Guinu:

Melbourng 1990).
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Commission's headquarters in Noumea, the capital of the French
tenitoqy of New Caledonia, is a particular irritatiory and has
encouraged fears of undue French influence.
To replace the Commission, Papua New Guinea has called for
a 'Single Regional Organisation', which would combine the functions
of the Commissiory the Forum and other regional organisations. It has
been envisaged that this new body would consist exclusively of island
counbies, although it is expected that funding would come from the

present and former administering powers and from other donor
countries. Proposals for a Single Rqgional Organisation have not won
lupport. However, since 1987 the Forum has responded in part to
Papua New Guinea's concerns by expanding the role of the Forum
Secretariat and by restructuring an earlier coordinating comrnittee to
improve liaison with and coordination of the various regional
bodies.ls
Attitudes to the Forum have varied, but Papua New Guinea,s
interest was strongest during the early post-independence years, at
which time Prime Minister Michael Somare had a good working
relationship with Fiji Prime Minister Ratu Mara.
The stance of Papua New Guinea has also been shaped by the
aw.ueness that it fringes on Southeast Asia. Papua New Guinea sees
itself as the'bridge' between Southeast Asia and the South Pacific. It
has set out to develop constructive links with Southeast Asia and to

avert conflicts with Indonesia over the OPM and the border. It has
made special efforts to develop good relations with the ASEAN
counFies, in part to help insulate iSelf against Indonesian pressure.
As well as attaining the status of observor at ASEAN meetings, it has
welcomed investment from the ASEAN countries. Negotiations with
Indonesia resulted in a Treaty of Mutual Respect, Friendship and C-ooperation, ratified in 1987. This treaty is intended to provide the basis
for the defusing of tensions and the peaceful negotiation of
contentious questions.

ls

This new body is entitled the South Pacific Organisations Coordination Committee (SPOCC). Its first meeting was in Suva in
February 1989. See Richard A. Herr, The Region in Review:
International Issues and Events, 79[38', The Contutrporary Pacific,
(Vol.l, Nos 1 and 2), Spring and Fall 7989,pp.1424.
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In their relations with Indonesia,

successive Papua New

Guinea governments, despite popular symPathy in -P-apua New
Guinea for the cause of the oPM, have felt constrained from giving
political expression to such sympathy. Papua New Guinea',s-approach
iras been cbnditioned of its awareness of its economic and military
weakness relative to that of Indonesia. ln view of this restraint, tlre
support by Papua New Guinea for Kanak independence in New
Cal6donia-has i domestic dimension. The two sets of circumstances
differ greatly, but support for the Kanaks could be construd in part as
,disp-lacement effecf, expressing frustration at an inability to tale a
a
different line on Irian JaYa.l5
Like Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu has aspired to a leadership
role in the Souih Pacific, but on grounds of ideology and morality
rather than of scale. The policies of vanuatu were shaPed in pa{ by
France's obstruction of independence, and by the support by local
French officials for the santo secession attempt in 1980. As in other
parts of the Third World, but in contrast to the peaceful transition to
independence in the other South Pacific island states, a difficult
proclss of decolonisation has left legacies of bitterness and suspicion.
Vanuatu has directed antagonism at France in particular, but it has
also generalised its stance by strong criticism of colonialism and neocolonialism and by suspicion of the western association of nations.

As a result Vanuatu, although its radicalism should not be
exaggerated, has generally taken a more radical position on-foreign
polict issues thanlhe other countries of the reggnt l_t-is the only
bo"tt Pacific country to have become a rrrember of the Non-Aligned
Movement. It is also the only South Pacific country to have diplomatic
relations, albeit rather insubstantial ones, with Vietnam and Cuba,
which these cpuntries gave to the
based on the moral suPPort
nationalist Vanua'aku Pati ryP) during its camPargn for
independence. In addition, in 1987 Vanuatu showed considerable
interbst in the prospect of developing relations with Libya, and also

ttiot,

although circumstances in
it rnay

Bougainville differ greatly from those in New C-aledonia,

be noted that the Papua New Guinea goverrlmmt does not
regard the ethnic nationalism of the inhabitanb of Bougainville as
legitimate, whereas it supports Melanesian ethnic nationalism in

New Caledonia.
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conducted a fishing agreement with the Soviet Union. In relation to
the superpowers Vanuatu has sought to be even-handed, although
relations with the United States improved during the late 1980s.
Vanuatu has taken an absolutist line on nuclear issues, expressing
deep reserations about the Treaty of Rarotonga, which it has declined
to sign.

Vanuatu's stance has also been affected by the domestic
political implications of its relations with France. Before
independenc€, France supported the Francophone and lhstom parties
which coalesced into the UMP(Union of Moderate Parties). Since the
Santo Rebellion and the attainment of independence, the UMP has
suffered politically because of VP charges that it is subversive and proFrance. This domestic dimension interacts with broader questions of
principle and national interest in the shaping of Vanuatu's foreign
policy.

Despite the domestic political advantages that criticism of
France can bring, and despite the scars of decolonisatiory the
importance of French aid to Vanuatu has constrained the Vanuatu
goverrunent. In 1980, the VP favoured the idea of letting the New
Caledonian Kanak independence movement set up a 'Provisional
Govemment' in Vila. But it changed its mind after the French
government warned that if this step was takery French aid would
cease.lT In 1980{1, a schism emerged within the VP leadership. Some
leaders urged a complete break with France, if necessary at the cost of
no more aid, whereas others, because of the importance of the aid
conhibution, favoured reaching a compromise. Eventually, those
favouring compromise won the argument, and French aid
continued.lS
Vanuatu's relations with France were sporadically difficult
throughout the 1980s, especially because of Vanuatu's strong support
for Kanak nationalism in New Caledonia. Relations deteriorated
17
18

Father Uni, interviewed in Nants Drum,18 January 1980.

Bill Standish, Melaneshn Neighbours: Tlu Politics of Papw Nao
Guinu, the Solomon lslands anil the Reryblic of Vantutu,
Parliamentary Library Legislative Research Service, Regional
Survey No.1, (Department of the Parliamentary Library,
Canberra,1984).
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sharply in late 1987, when the vanuatu government stated that it had
prool that France was funding the opposition UMP.19 Vanuatu
expelled the French Ambassador; France cut its aid spending; Vanuatu
etpetrca further French diplomats; and France reduced its aid even
further. The size of the French mission dwindled from over thirty
expatriate staff to only two, with the Vanuatu government declining to
accord diplomatic status to the head of the mission.
Normalisation of the relationship with France was delayed by
a bitter political conflict between the governing VP, led by Father
Walter Lini, and an alliance between the UMP and a small, dissident
group of former VP legislators led by Barak Sope. In late 1988, having

ionsolidated its positiory the Lini Government set out to reduce
tensions with France, although Vanuatu remained critical of French
testing. At the United Nations General Assembly in October,Vanuatu
commended France on reaching a settlement in New Caledonia. A
few weeks later the Vanuatu Foreign Minister tavelled to France for
talks. Vanuatu needed French aid. In addition, the Vanuatu
government may have wanted to avoid the charge of being antiFrench in forthioming by-elections, so that it could reduce local
francophone suspicion.

In an interview with the New Caledonian daily lzs Nouaelles
cal,donienna in early March 199O Prime Minister Lini said that he
wanted the re.installation of a French Ambassador in Port Vila and a
return to normal relations. He emphasised the prospective
importance of renewed French educational, technical and financial aid
to Vanuatu, and noted that while Australia and New Zealand were
supplying aid according to what was feasible for them, France had a
targei economy than these countries. His remarks indicated
Vanuatu's need for aid because of its economic problems. However
they probably also resulted from a wish, by improving relations with
France well before the late 1991 national elections, to counter Mr
Sope" suggestions, that a renewal of French aid would depend uPon a
viCtory by Mr Sope and his supporters and allies in the elections.20

19

20

Age (Melbourne), 9 October 7987, p.6.

Luc Dellanoy, lilalter Uni
Cal4donienna,lT March 1990, p.5.
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Despite this progress towards normalisation, relations
between Vanuatu under a VP govemment and France are likely to
remain difficult. On the other hand, if the UMP, perhaps allied with
Sope's group, eventually gained power (which could happen in the
1991 elections), Vanuatu would have closer and more cordial relations
with France, which would be a maior breakthrough for France in the
Melanesian part of the South Pacific.
Consistent with the improvement of relations with France,
there were indications that, by the end of the 1980s, Vanuatu had
opted for a more cautious and pragmatic foreign policy.2t Certainly
some of the adventurous initiatives of the government seemed to have
involved more costs than benefits. Thus Vanuatu's interest in Libya
had waned when hoped-for aid did not eventuate, and when the
connection caused intemal dissent and had an adverse impact on
investor confidence and tourist arrivals. Meanwhile Mr Barak Sope,
the politician most associated with the Libyan connection, had become
a notable rival to Prime Minister Lini. And the Vanuatu government
may have been chastened because, during the political disturbances of
1988, it had been obliged to explore the possibility of support, if the
situation got out of hand, from Australia and New Zealand, the two
counbies which it had condemned in earlier years for alleged neocolonialism.

Unlike Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu, Solomon Islands has

not aspired to a leadership role, although in 1984 Prime Minister
Mamaloni, in one of the initiatives that contributed to the eventual
formation of the Mclanesian Spearhead Group, did call for the
formation of a separate Melanesian grouping. Solomon Islands
comprises the third most populous of the island states (after Papua

New

Guinea and Fiji) and has, after Papua New Guinea, the secondlargest land area. It also has a wide range of natural resources, and
considerable potential for economic development. But infrastructure
and services are poor, living standards are low, and governments have
been preoccupied with development problems.

Against this background, the approach of Solomon Islands,
although it has been broadly similar to that of its Melanesian
neighbours, has generally been more cautious and measured. A mid-

27 See Huffer, Politique Ext4rieur BlongVanuatu.
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on foreign policy comments that, as a srnall country
dependent on, and vulnerable to, changes in the world economy, and
laciing military power, the Solomon Islands has adopted '-..a broadlybased-multidirnensional approach to foreign policy which seeks to
develop equal parbrerships bilaterally, regionalty and multi-l{gall/'
Accordingiy, the Solomon Islands has supported the United Mtions
and the Commot *ealth, and has endeavoured to be '...both selective
and cautious' in opening and developing diplomatic relations with
other countries.
The Solomon Islands has taken a firm stance against nudear
testing and the dumping of nuclear and other toxic wastes. It has
oppod 'all forms ofcol-onialism'. However, in a formulation which
ii notable for its caution and its indication of an awareness of the
political obstacles involved, the foreign policy document states that
ihu Solo-otr Islands has set out to do 'whatever b possible anil *nsible
to assist the colonised peoples in the South Pacific region to gain their
independence' (my emphasis) .22
19&5 statement

Polynesia and

Fiji

The policies of the Polynesian states and Fiii have contrasted
are
generally smaller in scale and more cohesive than those of Melanesia.
-ompared with their Melanesian counterparts, they have beensubiect
for alonger period to modern and Western influences, especially from
the churches. rney attained independence or self-government earlier,

with those of tne Melanesian states. The societies of Polynesia

environment less influenced by criticisms of
colonialism and charges of neo-colonialism. Chiefly systems and
respect for elders help maintain social discipline and encourage
conservative policies. Outsiders are viewed with less suspicion than

in an intellectuai

in Melanesia.
The Polynesian states are wary of Melanesian pretensions to
regional leadership, whether based on size (Papua New Guinea) or on
moral authority (vanuatu). They were irritated by the formation of
the Melanesian Spearhead Group. They believe that the formation of

,, S"l"t"r" bt""dr Mit ttry of Foreign Affairs, Foreign Policy of
Solomon Islands, (Government Printer, Honiara, 1985), pp. 1-6.
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within the Forum is not conducive to consensus, and resent the
assertion of Melanesian independence via the Spearhead group. In

blocs

response, Polyneian leaders have given some thought to the
suggestion that the Polynesian countries and entities form a
Polynesian community or confederation, as a counter-weight to the
Spearhead.23

As smaller countries with narrow resource bases, the
Polynesian countries are inclined to caution. They display a positive
attitude to the South Pacific Commissiory because it provides a forum
in which smaller countries can be heard and because it unites
sovereign, self-governing and dependent entities in a single
organisation, permitting a strengthening of cultural ties and friendly
links - for example, those between Western Samoa and American
Samoa - which hanscend differences in constitutional status and
political organisation. Compared with the Melanesian countries, and
despite strong concems over nuclear testing and New Caledonia, the
Polynesian countries, along with Fiji, responded more positively to
France's aid and diplomatic drive from 1987, which was intended to
contain and reduce opposition to the French presence.
Neut Zealand Herald,23 |anuary 1988; Secretary of State for the
South Pacific, A Letter from the Minbtq for tlw South Pacific,
Papeete, November 1987, p. 5.
The more cautious Polynesian stance on the French preeence was
illustrated in the comments made by Tupuola Efi, Western
Samoa's Dep.rty Prime Minister, during a stopover in Auckland
while returning from Paris in late October 1987. After calling for
a calm dialogue rather than the maintenance of rhetorical
positions on New Caledonia, he also comrnented that 'The
French, who have a Polynesian Minister [i.e., Gaston Flosse],
which in itself is a considerable step ... are talking with states of
the South Pacific outside their naditional sphere of influence, in a
way they did not before. In the Cook Islands and in other
countries, they are offering their aid constructively'. He added
that differences over nuclear testing and other issues remained,
but that France, if it intended to play a more positive role in the
region, should be permitted to do so (Radio New Zealand
Interview reported in Secretary of State for the South Pacific, A
kttu from the Minbter for the South Pacific, Papeete, November
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The most conservative Polynesian state is Tonga, which was a
British protectorate until 1970. Tonga is a constitutional monardty in
which the parliament is dominated by the chiefly dass. The Tongan
govern-ent has adopted a conservative foreign policy. It has refused
to sign the Treaty of Rarotonga, which it regards as compromising
western strategic interests. It has given cautious suPPort for Forum
country stanc€s on nuclear testing and New Caledonia, but rnainly for
the sitce of preserving regional consensus and with strong
reservations. But despite this conservatism, the at tinrs idiosyncratic
influence of the King and the Crown Prince can endow Tongan
policies with an unpredictable character.

The former New Zealand colony of Western Samoa is also
relatively conservative, but is more Pragmatic in style and orientation
than Tonga. Western Samoa is a representative democracy in-whic\
until uniiersal suffrage was implemented following a referendum in
late 1990, only those or cnieny rank were entitled to vote and to hold
office. It his close links with the neighbouring United States
dependency of American Samoa. Although Western Samoa is glag-b
be'independent, there is some envy among westernsamoar$ of the
materiai benefits eniryed by the American Samoans because of their
American connection.

A similar attitude towards the French territory of French
Polynesia is held in the self-governing, quasi-independent, _associated
sAie of the Cook Islands. Because of close kin and cultural links, the
cook Islands has been keen to develop connections with French
Polynesia, and has also been positive in its attitude to the French
presence. Indeed, as of early 1990, the C-ook Islands government was

a treaty of friendship with France. Cook Island
governments have encouraged the Forum to take moderaE positions
on New Caledonia and, while opposed in principle b French nuclear
testing, Cook Island leaders have also expressed resenrations and
qualifications.
negotiating

The final Polynesian state is Tuvalu, which is one of the
world's smallest and most aiddependent states. It has a population of
1987). For discussion

of France's diplomatic impact in the region
Tricolour Flying',

the late 1980s, see Henningham, 'Keeping the

in
pp.11T722.
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8475, a land area of 26 krn2, and a per capita GDP of US$325 (as of
1985). Per capita aid to Tuvalu in 1988 was US$ 1,585.25 Yet even the
smallest of the South Pacific countries display pride and a wish to
increase their self-reliance. In an effort to escape perpetual
mendicancy and to increase its freedom of manoeuvre, Tuvalu has
successfully negotiated with its main donors the establishment of the
Tuvalu Trust Fund. This is an investment fund of some US$ 25
million. It is intended that the fund produce sufficient interest to
permit Tuvalu to cover its basic costs. If this experiment succeeds,
other island states may seek to follow the example. However it would
be difficult to stimulate donor-country interest if a larger scale initial
investment were involved.

Fiji has come under strong Polynesian influences, particularly

in the development of its chiefly system. Indigenous Fiiian culture
combines Melanesian and Polynesian elements, with Polynesian
influence strong in the eastern parts of the island group. Fiii attained
independence relatively early, and assumed a Ieadership role in the
Forum and other regional organisations and initiatives. This role
resulted from Fiji's standing as the second most populous island state
after Papua New Guinea, from its relative economic strength, and

from its central location in the region. Fiji generally has taken

a

conservative, strongly pro'Western stance. The brief exception came in
early 1987, when a mildly radical government won a narrow election

victory. This government, which was led by the late Dr Timothy
Bavadra, was deposed by Lieutenant-Colonel (now Brigadier€eneral)
Rabuka's first coup on 14 May 7987. Accordingly the elected
goverrunent did not have the opportunity to implement its policies,
which in practice probably would have been milder than some of the
election rhetoric of its spokesmen had suggested.

Successive Fiiian governments have expressed a strong
commitment to the Forum and other regional activities, but have also
tended to have wider horizons than some of the other island country
leaderships. In part this is because of Prime Minister Ratu Sir
Kamisese Mara's experience as a delegate at the negotiation of the
lom6 Conventions. It also results in part from the deployment of
Fijian troops in peacekeeping duties in the Middle East.

25

Pacrfic Economic Bulletin, (Vol.4, No.2), December 1989, p.58.
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Fiji's formerly close relations with Aushalia and New Zealand
cooled as a result of the condemnation of the coups by these countries.
Fiii respondud by developing closer links with France and the United
States and by seeking to diversify further, including links with the
ASEAN countries.

Micronesia
Like the Polynesian countries and Fiii, the Micronesian entities
also have taken a cautious, generally conservative position. Like the
other smaller countries, they tend to put considerable value on their
membership of the South Pacific Commission, both as a useful forum
for the smaller countries and because it brings the full range of Pacific
islanders together. In the South Pacific Forum they support consensus
positions, and generally do not exPect to play a leading role. They are
strongly pro-Western in orientation.

In
agreement

1985, the government of Kiribati reached a fishing
with the Soviet Union, despite the concern of Australia,

New Zealand and other powers that the agreement could open the
path for further Soviet expansion in the region. But the Kiribati
government was neither attracted by the Soviet 'model' nor interested
in developing a more substantial relationship.26 Instead, its motive
was to increase its self-reliance by taking advantage of the generous
fees offered. In addition, it was keen to assert its independence of
judgement and exercise its sovereign$r, so external criticism
strengthened rather than reduced its commitment to the deal.
Irritation with 'tuna piracy' by US trawlers was also a factor. Kiribati
did all it could to ensure that the Soviet Union honoured the
agreement to the letter, and declined to renew the agreement when the
Soviets did not agree to continue to pay a high premium.
The sense of Micronesian identity, although Present, seems to
be less welldeveloped than the senses of Melanesian and Polynesian

identity. This is explicable in part by the differences between the

26

and Self Determination', in
Ranginui Walker and William Sutherland (eds), The Pacific: Puce,
Security anil the Nuclear lssue, (Z& Books, london and New
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Micronesian entities. There is a great contrast, for example, between
the two independent Micronesian states, Kiribati and Nauru.

Kiribati, a collection of widely dispersed atolls, is a very poor
333. Its key resource
in colonial times, phosphate, had been exhausted before independence
was granted. It has sought to be as self-reliant as possible, including
by means of the fishing deal with the Soviet Union mentioned above,
but for the foreseeable future will continue to depend on aid even for
basic services and infrastructure.

country. As of 1986,its per capita GNP was US$

In contrast Nauru, which still had rich

phosphate reserves
became independent, is at present one of the world's richest
states, although its prospects are uncertain. Its per capita GDP (as of
1984) was US$ 20,000. This wealth, the fact that much of its population
has given up work to live on the proceeds of phosphate, and the grave
ecological damage to the island, all make Nauru a special case, even
though its culrural and political links with the other states and entities
of the region have been maintained.
when

it

The other Micronesian entities are either dependencies of the
United States (the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, Guam,
and Palau), or else are quasi-independent, self-governing states in free
association with the United States (Federated States of Micronesia, and
the Republic of the Marshall Islands). They are all tied closely to the
metropolitan power through substantial aid and subsidies and
through rights of immigration to the mainland. In additiory in the
case of the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the
Marshall Islands, they are bound by treaty arrangements which leave
defence and other aspects of sovereignty in the hands of the United
States.

These two states in free association became members of the
South Pacific Forum in7987,on the basis that they were self-governing
and had a reasonable capacity to implement Forum decisions within
the region. However their history as former fapanese possessions,
their geographical locatiory and their economic linl$ with Asia incline
them to give the South Pacific a low priorig. They are yet to make a
particular mark in the Forum, but their approach seems likely to be

like that of their Commonwealth
Micronesian counterparts, Nauru and Kiribati, to the south.
cautious and conservative,
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The'Regional Powers': Australia and New Zealand
On the world stage, Australia is a small or at most a medium
power. New Zealand's profile is yet more modest. But in the South
Pacific their standing is much grcater. Indeed, because of the great
disparity in wealth, size, level of economic development and military
power between Australia and New Zealand on the one hand and the
island countries on the other, these two countries have the Potential to
exert the influence of 'big Powers' within the region.

The two countries have close historical, cultural, ecnnomic,
personal and other links. Australian diplomats have noted that it is
difficult to operate a conventional 'foreign Poliq/ towards New
Zealand because of the extent and strength of the connection. Instead,
political leaders and senior officials tend to deal with rnany issues
iirectly over the phone or during personal visits rather than working
through foreign affairs channels.
In the South Pacific, Australian and New Zealand interests
and policies have shown considerable convergence. -Their main
economic relationships lie elsewhere, and their trade with the
counhies of the region is minimal. In 1987-88, for example, Australia's
exports to the South Pacific countries (excluding -N-"*. Zealand)
amounted to only 2.7 per cent of its total exports, while Australia's
imports from theie countries comprised only 0.57 of its total imports.2T
But in defence and security terms the two countries have seen
advantage in encouraging stability and peaceful change in the region,

They are maior aid- donors to the region, both bilaterally and
muliilaterally through the South Pacific Commission and other
international organisations. Australia's aid to Papua New Guinea
comprises onequarter of that countrS/s annual governrnent-incorne,
whil-e Australia traditionally has been the leading donor to the other
countries of the region.

Australia and New Zealand also assist the island states
through defence cooperation. They cooperate in the aerial and naval
surveiUance of island country EEZs. In addition, to assist the island
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countries in the patrolling of their maritime zones, Australia has given
them nine patrol boats, with six more to be provided, and is helping
cover the maintenance and running costs involved.2E

Until the mid-1980s the key theme of Australian and New
Zealand policy for the South Pacific was that of the shategic denial of
the region to powers which could potentially be hostile to, or which
were likely to act against, broad Western interests. This approach was
expressed in efforts to keep the Soviet Union from developing
diplomatic and other connections within the region and in concern
over Libyan activities. However this stance has been modified because
of the changes in Soviet policy during President Gorbachev's era and
in response to an awareness that the island states have become Iess
amenable to advice about how they should conduct their extemal
affairs.
The experiences of the Fiji coups, the 1988 tensions in Vanuatu
and, more recently, the conflict on Bougainville have brought home to
both countries a clearer sense of the limits of their power and influence

in the region. Nowadays, their

emphasis is on demonstrating and
implementing a constructive commitment to the region by acting as
friendly and supportive partners to the island countries.29

In regional forums and initiatives, Australia and New Zealand
have sought to play a constructive and moderating role. To some
extent both countries have seen themselves as go-betweens and
caretakers, representing South Pacific interests in the wider world
while also bringing the interests and concerns of the wider Western
association of nations to the attention of island country leaderships.
Australia played an important part in helping tailor the Treaty

of Rarotonga so that it reflected a regional consensus while not
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conflicting with what the Australian Soverrunent regardd as essential
United Stites and broader Western interests of high sea Passage and
entry into friendly Ports. While critical of continued French nuclear
tests, Australia and New Zealand also took the leading part in the
Atkinson Mission. This mission made an official visit to the testing
sites in october 1983 and produced a report whiclu while it expressed
concern over the possible longer term leaching of radioactive
materials, did not give support to the more drarnatic claims about the
health and environmental risks of French testing.3{)
on decolonisation issues, Australia and New zealand have
favoured a moderate approach. They have welcomed the Micronesian
selfgoverning associaied st"tes, which formerly were p9{ of the
Unitid States Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, as participants in
the Forum and in regional affairs.
Concerning New Caledonia, they have sbongly e1{oped the
approach of the Rocard Government, whereas the Melanesian
counries have expressed shong reservations. Earlier, they had ioined
with the Polynesiin countries in supporting a measured approach on
the reinscrip-tion of New caledonia by the united Nations committee
of 24 on Decolonisation, notwithstanding Melanesian pressures to
move quickly. Reinscription was first proposed to the Fonlm in7978'
but in the early 1980s the Forum postponed action-because of
indications of progress in New Caledonia. However in 1986, when the
newly elected ton-servative government of M. facques Chit{ reversed
some of the reforms of the preceding socialist goverrunent, the Forum
felt obliged to support reinscription. In the reinrription Process
Australii and New Zealand, which have diplomatic resources far
greater than those of the island states, provided .substantial
idministrative support to permit the implementation of the Forum's
policy.

But despite their converging interests and traditions of cooperation in the-south Pacific, the policy stances of Australia and New
z'ealand are by no means identical. The most important difference
concerns policy on port visits by potentially nuclear-armed or nuclear-

a Natt 7'ulanil, Attstralian,
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Papu Nal

Government Printer, Wellington, 1984).
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powered ships. In 1984, the newly elected New Zealand labour
government led by Mr David Lange decided to implement a policy
banning visits by such ships to New Zealand ports. The New Zealand
intention to decide in advance whether a prospective visiting ship was
nuclear-armed or powered was, in practical terms, in conllict with the
United States policy of neither confirming nor denfng the presence of
a nuclear capability.

US naval visits to New Zealand were infrequent, and of
meagre importance in themselves to US naval operations. But the
Reagan (and subsequently the Bush) administration was concerned
about the possible demonstration effect, on countries and regions of
more direct importance to US and Western strategic arrangements, of

any acquiescence in New Zealand's new policy. After conciliation
efforts failed, those provisions of the Australia-New Zealand-United
States (ANZUS) treaty relating to New Zealand ceased to be operative,
and New Zealand ceased to be regarded as an ally of the United
States.

The policy on nuclear ship visits was popular with the New
Zealand electorate. It drew attention away from the painful
restructuring of the New Zealand economy undertaken by the Lange
Govemment. In a response to the electoral popularity of the policy,
and with an eye on the national elections due in late 1990, the New
Zealand opposition National Party shifted position in February 1990,
and now also supports a ban on nuclear ship visits. Accordingly the
return of New Zealand to active partnership in ANZUS is unlikely.

The differences between Australia and New Zealand over
nuclear ship visits reflect the underlying conhasts between the two
countries.3l While probably apocryphal, the remark attributed to a
United States official, that 'New Zealand is a dagger pointed at the
heart of the Antarctic', nonetheless underlines the remoteness of New
Zealand. This isolation from the potential centres of rnajor conflict,
and New Zealand's relatively harmonious history, despite a recent
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heightening of racial tensions between New Zealanders of immigrant
at

d' inaigenous stock, has encouraged an idealistic trend, with

isolationist overtones, in foreign Policy.

New Zealand's stance also has been shaped by its location in
the south Pacific, by the fact that 72 per cent of its population is of
either indigenous Maori or immigrant Polynesian stock, and by tfe
attenuation of its links with Britain, especially since Britain pined the
European Community. New Zealand increasingly hal cor-ne to regard
itself as a South Pacific country. In a speech given in October \9U, for
example, Prime Minister Lange said: 'We not only accept !{{ebrate
whatihe map tells us - that we are a South Pacific nation'.32 But this
perception ii not endorsed by island country leaderships-, which
iegard New Zealand, along with Australia, as external to the inner
circle of Pacific island countries.

in Australia think of Aushalia as being a South Pacific
country. The clichd is that Australia is gmgraphically part of Asia.
politic;l and opinion leaders have urged Ausbalia to expand its
economic and cultural links with Southeast Asia, and to tie itself in
more closely with the economic dynamism of Northeast Asia'
Few

Australia's economic orientation to |apan, the European Community
and the united states is complemented by its military and strategic
links with the United States, especially through ANZUS, and by
cultural and family links to Europe.

Australia's closest neighbour, Papua New Guinea, is only a

few hundred metres from the northernmost of the Torres Strait

islands. Darwin, Australia's northernmost city, is only a few hundrcd

kilometres from the closest parts

of Indonesia.

Australian

goverrunents have been conscious of the vast land area and extensive
maritime zone of their island continent, and thus of the enonnous
difficulties in defending 'a coast too long'.33

Only a mapr Power would have the capability to invade
Australia, and suctr an invasion seems highly untikely. But regional
powers conceivably could put lower level Pressure on Australia by
32
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of raids on isolated settlements and facilities and by the

interdiction

of lines of

communication. None

of

Australia's

neighbours is at present perceived as a threat. Yet memories persist of
Indonesian bellicosity during the Sukarno era, and decision-makers
are conscious of the possibility of rapid change, in ways harmful to

Australian interests, in the Asia/Pacific region.

Against this background, Australian governments have
emphasised the central importance of Australia's close alliance,
expressed through the ANZUS treaty and in other ways, with the
United States. The alliance, which includes the siting of key joint
Australian/US facilities on Australian soil, acts as a guarantor of
Australian security. It also gives Australia privileged access to senior
levels of American leadership, and to American intelligence and
assessments, and increases Australia's international profile. In
contrast, even before the rift in ANZUS because of New Zealand's
stance on nuclear ship visits, New Zealand's relationship with the
United States was less close and less substantial.
The

rift within ANZUS

created tensions between Australia

and New Zealand, and concerns were expressed in Aushalia that New

drift towards isolationism. However the Australian
and New Zealand governments have worked to maintain the
relationship. In late 1989 the New Zealand government decided,
despite lively domestic criticism, to participate with Australia in a
ioint frigate'building program to increase its blue water naval
capability. This decision was taken as confirmation in Australia that,
notwithstanding its differences with the United States, New Zealand
intended to cooperate closely with Australia in pursuing mutual
Zealand could

interests, especially in the South Pacific. Difficulties between Australia

and New Zealand are likely to recur, and their traditional friendly
rivalry will now and then be taken to excess. But they will continue to
work closely together in the South Pacific.

CHAPTER FIVE
THE EXTERNAL POWERS IN THE SOUTH
PACIFIC*
David Hegany
It is ironical that in the last gasps of the Cold War - on the eve
revolution in East-West relations - the South Pacific,
a
dramatic
of
which for most of the time since the Second World War had avoidd
the vagaries of international politics, was rediscovered by some of the
world's leading players. The Soviet Union, the United States,IaPan,
China and India were attracted to the region as were some of the notso-grand powers, including Libya and Israel. At the same time the
Souttr Pacific, once a bastion of Third World political stability and
constitutionalism, began to show signs of instability and turbulence.

I do not want to exaggerate the extent or significance of this
resurgence of interest by external Powers in the South Pacific. On a
scale of one to ten, perhaps the level of attention has been notched up
to three. The South Pacific remains a peaceful part of the world.

Decolonisation there was a gentler affair than elsewhere. There were
few recriminations, and relationships between former colonies and
metropoles were good - although in Vanuatu there were difficulties.
In the first years after independence, the island countries concentrated
on adapting the colonial structures they had adopted, on establishing
political legitimacy, and on economic development.
The South Pacific Forum was established in 1971 to engender
regional solidarity for the new states and to provide a coherent voice in

international affairs. Interestingly, and reflecting both the state of
economic dependence of the islands and the degree of harrnony in
regional relations, both Australia and New Zealand were invited to be
founding members of the Forum.
'External Powers in the South PacifiC, presented
Tir .I,""t"t d*ws on a paper,
'lniernational

to the

Affairs, Wellington in ftober-I98E, and on a
New Zealind lnstitute of
chapter entitled The South Pacilic and Papua New Guin-ea'in Demond Ball and Cathy
Do*nes (eds), Security and Defma: Pacific otd Glohl Perspctius, (Allen & Unwin,
Sydney,1990).
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As the 1970s came to a close, however, the 'pattern of islands'
Arthur Grimble described the Gilbert Islands) began to change.l

In the mid-1980s the barometer of external power interest in
the South Pacific rose. Diplomatic attention to the region by the two
superpowers increased, following the Soviet Union's offer of fishing
and commercial deals to most Pacific island countries in 1984 and the

rupture in ANZUS in 1985. Visits by highJevel delegations from
Asian counhies, including fapan, China, Singapore and Indonesia;
from Europe; and from as far afield as Libya and Israel attested to the
rise of the South Pacific's international profile. Increased activity by
Franc€, the region's rernaining colonial power, and a rejuvenated focus
(though for quite different reasons) by Australia and New Zealand on

their relations with island states, were additional indicators that the
region was being drawn back into the international arena.
Events within the region also attracted intemational attention.
The most dramatic, t}l.e coup il'Etat in Fiii in May \987, reverberated
throughout the Pacific and beyond. In a different way, the declaration
of the Treaty of Rarotonga in 1986 (the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone
Treaty) required the attention and response of larger international
powers. Regionalism, carefully nurtured since the formation of the
South Pacific Forum in 1973, came under some pressure. Flarmony
amongst the Forum states was occasionally disturbed not only by
irritations in relations between the island states and the two major
regional powers, Australia and New Zealand, but by the trend
towards the formalisation of Melanesian and Polynesian caucuses or
blocs. The continuing maturation and diversification of the islands'
foreign policies also appears to have had an effect on the character of
regionalism. It became possible to draw a foreign policy continuum
between those island states pursuing or tending towards nonalignment and those with a strongly pro'Western orientation.

Two security 'hot spots' in the region - the conllict in New
Caledonia, and the tension in the border area between Papua New
Guinea and Indonesia - turned sour at various points in the 1980s.

Both issues continue to carry potential for strife and for further
external power involvement in the South Pacific. The United Nations'
attention was drawn to the region by the successful rrnve by the
Arthur Grimble, A Pattern

of lslands,

(fohn Murray, Londory 1952).
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Forum states in 1986 to reinscribe New Caledonia on the UN's list of
territories to be decolonised, this despite the best efforts of France to
resist the move. The United Nations, however, was not aftracted by
the pleas of the guerrilla independence movement, Organisasi Papua
Merdeka (OPM), for a reopening of the UN-sanctioned Act of Free

Choice which had transferred the former Dutch tenitory of West
Papua to Indonesia. In addition, a new area of conllict came to
prominence in the late 1980s, when the secessionist revolt broke out on
Bougainville in Papua New Guinea. Flowever, so far at least, external
power interest in this conflict has been absent.
What these developments add uP to is a change in the political

and strategic complexion of the South Pacific. The beginnings of
superpower competition for influence, the import of extra-regional
disputants and of countries with no intrinsic interest in the region but
attracted by such events as a coup, and the increasing possibility of
domestic instability in the island states are all important ingredients in
a changing security outlook. But by the end of the decade the balance
of factors that go to make up the region's security outlook were
shifting from those relating to scternal Power interests to those
concerned with internal security and stability.

How best then to analyse the changing South Pacific?
Traditional concepts of international relations used to analyse regions
are often inadequate when applied to the contemporary South Pacific.
The particular mix of small and larger states, of their vulnerabilities
and fragilities, of the patterns in their relationships, of the degree of
change currently under way and the range of endogenous and
exogenous factors affecting that change, does not easily lend itself to
characterisation by the usual terminology.
The South Pacific is clearly not a zone of conflict, despite the

rather startling prediction by Libya's Colonel Gaddafi early in 1987,
apparently intended as propaganda against the United States and
France, to the effect that when the Third World War comes it is likely
to break out in the South Pacific! Nor is the South Pacific a region of
turmoil or revolt, to mention terms which were liberally applied to
Southeast Asia in the 1950s and 1960s. Balance-of-power analyses
when applied to the South Pacific are not particularly instructive,
because the hegemonic influence iry and the general orientation of, the
region is decidedly Western. The notion of a power vacuum also
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seems unhelpful, although a number of French commentators have
aqgued that a French withdrawal from the region would leave such a

vacuum which the Soviet Union might attempt to fill. Comparative
studies of regional politics - 'subordinate state systems' - offer some
useful insights, but are often overwhelmed by the elaborateness of
their dassification systems. It is therefore difficult to disagree with
Buzan's assessment (and challenge) that in the field of international
relations, a focus on global rivalry between the superpowers has left
the study of local security subsystems sorely neglected.2 Buzan offers
his own framework in which patterns of enmity and alliances define
the security complex and the region's security identity.

In this chapter, however, I do not argue through the notion of
an analytical framework. My task instead is to review the mosaic of
external power interests in the South Pacific, with an emphasis on
developments in the latter half of the 1980s.
The chapter is based on research and analysis conducted in the
1986-89 when the author was a senior research fellow in the
SUategic and Defence Studies Centre. Even in the short perid since, a
considerable amount has changed concerning external powers and the
South Pacific. The focus of regional security concerns has shifted to a

perid

considerable extent from the role of external powers (and their
competitive, destabilising activities) to questions of intemal domestic
security, intra-regional relations, and the impact of broader economic
and environmental changes. Nonetheless, the activities of the external
powers clearly remain important and, although some changes have
occurred, continuities can also be seen. The chapter focuses on the
79W7989 perid, but concludes with a review of more recent
developments.

Barry Buzan, 'A Framework for Regional Security Analysis', in
Barry Buzan, Gowler Rizvi ef aI., South Asian lnsecuity and the
Great Powers, (St Martin's Press, New York, 1986), pp.3-36. For a
'subordinate system' approach, see louis I. Cantori and Steven L.
Spiegel, The lnterflntional Politics of Regions: A Comparatioe

Appruch, (Prentice.Hall, New fersen 1970D.
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a

descriptive/survey approach, see Colin Clarke and Tony Payne
(eds), Polifics, Security and Danelopment in SnuII States, (Allen &
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The Soviet Union

I will begin with the Soviet Uniory because in many ways th9
soviet union's interest has been a catalyst for that of other external
powers. In 1984 the soviet Union renewed its interest in the south
i'acific by offering fishing and commercial agreements-to most of the
-atso
s.rlstatttially lifted its diplomatic effort in the
island siates. tt
region. Mr Gorbachey's eastward-looking tP"*l trr l"9iy*tok in
r_egion
Jul"y rfaO elaborated Soviet interesb in the Asia/Pacific
in
a decade the Soviet
first
time
for
the
that
indicated
but
ieieralty,
fJnion would focus specifically on the island states.3 The term Mr
Gorbachev used wai that Moscow would lend dynamism' to its
relations with the small, newly independent island states of the Pacific,
most of which he mentioned bY name.
since then, official and semi-official statements from the soviet

Union have reiterated five themes. Firstly, there was criticism of
American efforts to terminate the trusteeship of the Trust Teritory of
the Pacific Islands, or Micronesia. The soviet union alleged that the
us was effectively denying the Micronesians the option of
independence. In 1990, however, the soviet union considerably
softened its position on this issue. Secondly, Soviet statements have
indicated suirport for New Caledonia's independence, although the
soviet union has not confronted France directly on the issue. Thirdly,
strong statements have been issued in sup-port of the South Pacific
NuclJar Free Zone Treaty and, after initial strong reservations, the
soviet union has signed the Protocols to the Treaty. statements in
support of the New Zeahnd government's anti-nuclear-policy colPl+
with condemnation of the ANZUS alliance have been a fourth
standard theme. Fifthly, and to a lesser extent, there have been official
Soviet statements supporting the notion of equal security in the South
nichard A. Herr, The Soviet Union in the South PacifiC, in
Ramesh Thakur and Carlyle A. Thayer (eds), Ths Sooiet Union as
an Asian-Pacific Power,(Wlstview Press, Boulder and London and
Macmillan Australia, Melbourne, 198n, pp.13F152. David
Hegarty, The Soviet Union in the South Pacific in the 1990s', in
Rois Iiabbage (ed.), The Soaiets in the Prciftc in the 7990s,
(Pergamon-Brasseys, Sydney 1989).
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Pacific. That is,

if

the islands region is to have one superpower

presence, Moscow suggests that it is better to have both.

Recent Soviet activity in the Pacific has amounted to the
negotiation of fishing agreements with Kiribati and Vanuatu (in
addition to a long-term fishing agreement with New Zealand); visits
by trade delegations; and the establishment of a Soviet mission in port
Moresby., A fishing deal with Papua New Guinea is also being
negotiated.
The 1985 fishing agreement which the Soviet Union had with
Kiribati, and the fact that it was terminated in 1986, are well known.
The Soviet Union claimed that it was not catching sufficient fish to
iustify the expense. The Kiribati government said 'well, this is our
asking price - you either meet it or leave'. The agreement negotiated
with Vanuatu in january 1987 provided the Sovieb with a yeay's
access to Vanuatu's fishing grounds for eight Soviet vessels for a fee
payment of about US$1.5 million. Unlike the Kiribati agreement, it
provided the Soviet Union with port and shore acc€ss for provisioning,
rest and relaxation, transshipment of the catch and repairs. The
Soviets appear to have caught few fish and to have paid only two calls
to Vanuatu's ports. As in Kiribati, the Soviet fishing agreement with
Vanuatu caused a degree of dissent and some concern within domestic
politics. As well, both agreements gave rise to considerable alarm and
a degree of scepticism about Soviet intentions in the region at large.

The level of Soviet diplomatic activity was also stepped up
during the second half of the 1980s. Soviet diplomacy has been more
sophisticated, less 'bullish', and less aggressive than that which
characterised its approaches to other Third World countries in
previous years. The positive image of President Gorbachev and his
reform program has reduced regional suspicion of the Soviet Union.
More frequent visits have been paid by Soviet diplomats to the regiory
and there have also been reports that 'soviet front' activig has
increased in the South Pacific.
What can be said about Soviet interests beyond what we see
on the ground? There is a case to be made that the Soviet Union is
simply interested in fishing. But I think the more obvious point to be
made is that the Soviet Union has sought to develop a degree of
political influence in the region. As a superpower, albeit one with
grave internal problems, the Soviet Union would claim to have the
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right of access of all parts of the globe, and would argue that there is
t J reurot why the South Pacific should be any different'
The Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr Shevardnadze, in a visit to
canberra early in 1987, said explicitly that he gxpecled -political
influence to follow the establishment of commercial ties, but he ruled
out any moves for a military base in the region. It would seem that the
Sovietis basic interests lie in establishing some form of Political
constituency in a region where its influenc" huq previously been
minimal; in reducinglsland states' apprehension of the soviet union;
and in attempting to counter Western influence.
Specific Soviet strategic interests, however, remain a puzzle apart from an obvious intereJt in the US/Australian foint Facilities and

such NZ defence communication networks as that at Tangimoana.
The following suggestions are offered for the sake of discussiory even
though they-may be of declining relevance in an era of East-west
ititenle and in view of Moscow's domestic preoccupations.
One line of speculation is that the Soviet Union is interested in
a presence in and/oi access to the waters of the regron-.to improve its

geography and its knowledge of the Pacific Ocean and
^ititury
seabed.a bver the past 15 years there has been a Soviet oceanographic
and hydrographii reseaich effort; of modest scale, but still

neverthelesJtaiger than that of any other power. Tradition4Y m"
Soviet Union hai aimed at improving its military intelligence globally.
Of course, in recent times the possibility of war between the Soviet
union and the united states has receded greatly. Nonetheless, in the
event of a conflict the Soviet Union would want to know where
American ships and submarines are, although US naval forces in the
South Pacific are minimal. It also has been speculated that the Soviet
Union is interested in gaining an island foothold with an interdiction
capability along the sel lit ei of communication between the United
States, Australii and New Zealand. One wonders whether ornot that
would be a prime objective of the Soviet Union in the region given
'USSR Discovers Strategic Value of Pacific Islands', United States
Information Service (USIS) Wireless File, 8P3140910, 10

September 1986, -pp.2*29. (Text of Statement by Rear-Admiral

E.B. Baker

(Jr)

to US Congress, House Foreign

Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs.)
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that, in a conflict situation, the North Pacific is going to be much more

important to both superpowers than the South Pacific. It has been
suggested also that a land presence would assist the Soviet Union in
monitoring the Kwaialein missile testing site and SDI research, but the
Soviet Union manages to accomplish that with ships stationed
regularly off-shore from Kwajalein.

In similar vein, there has been a suggestion that the Soviet
Union might install an array of underwater acoustic monitoring
devices off the coast of Vanuatu, under the guise of monitoring
shipping and fishing but with the intention of monitoring military and
other traffic in the South Pacific.S Ten years ago it was suggested that
the Soviets had an interest in placing listening devices off the coast of
New Caledonia, perhaps in an attempt to track American submarines
transiting the great southern route through the Southwest Pacific and
southern Australian waters to and from the Indian Ocean. Australian
defence and strategic specialists find these suggestions implausible. A
further line of conjecture holds that the Soviet Union may be interested
in some sort of satellite tracking/space communications point or
facility in the South Pacific. Professor Desmond Ball, who has
conducted research on Soviet signals intelligence methods, considers
this a long-shot possibility, but suggests that the Soviets have effective
telecommunications and other intercept facilities in their embassies in
Wellington and Canberra. In sum, it appears that an extension of
political influence is the Soviet Union's major goal in the South Pacific
rather than hard strategic targets.

The United States

years,

American policy has been elaborated clearly over recent
Soviet diplomatic initiatives.6 In 1985

in part in response to

Marc Liebman, 'More Soviet Activity in the South Pacific', Armeil
Forcc lournal Intrnationnl,luly 1987, p.28.
)ohn C. Dorrance, Ocunia anil the Uniteil Statc, National Security
Monograph Series 8G5, (National Defense University Research
Drectorate, Washington, DC, 1980). Robert G. Sutter, 'Australia,
New Zealand and the Pacific Islands: Issues for US Policy', US
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Gaston Sigur of the US Sate Deparhnent characterised American
foreign policy obiectives in the South Pacific as follows. He said that
American policy is aimed:

r
.

firstly, at the denial of the region to the Soviet Union;
secondly,

at ensuring American operational ability

and access to the region in times of crisis;

o

thirdly, at securing the support of dependable allies in
the region; and

o

fourthly, at encouraging friendly democratic governments and a generally harmonious environrnent for
Western interests in the South Pacific.T

Ironically, in view of the fourth aim listed above, an important speech
by Secretary of State Shultz on the need to strengthen Asian/Pacific
democracies was delivered on 74May 1982 the day the coup occurred
in Fiji.

The United States has significant strategic interests in the
region, particularly in support of its alliance relationships with
Australia and its continued need for maritime mobility. It also has a
territory in the centre of the South Pacific (American Samoa) and
important interests and a continuing Pressure in the American
Micronesian entities, just north of the equator.

But questions have been raised as to whether the US would
!o to the wall' for its interests in the South Pacific. The answer would
obviously depend on how strategically important the South Pacific
assets were to the US at the time. In the event of conflict in the North
Pacific, some Pacific islands, particularly those close to the equator,
represent in a sense the rear flank of America's maritime strategy as
applied in the North Pacific.

Conglessional Research Service, mim@, updated
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Gaston Sigur, The Strategic lmrytance of the Emugrng Pacific,
Current Policy No.871, (US Department of State, Bureau of Public
Affairs, Washington DC, October 1986).
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Despite official statements of objectives, American policy in
the South Pacific has been characterised as one of indifference, on the
grounds that the United States has left the defence of Western interests

over the years to Aushalia and New Zealand. The amount of
American aid to the Pacific is small and there are few lobbies on behalf
of the Pacific in the US. The US government's attitude to the 2OGmile
exclusive economic zones of the island states, particularly with regard
to migratory species of fish, and the activities of the American
Tunaboat Association, generated antipathy to the US.

The US has also irritated the region by refusing to sign the
protocols of the Nuclear-Free Zone Treaty, and by its apparent tacit
support for French colonialism in the region and for continued French
nuclear testing. In Melanesia, the US has come under attack for what
is perceived as a 'bullying' attitude toward New Zealand over the
ANZUS dispute.

Despite this antipathy in some quarters, a pro-Western
sentiment remains strong. Recent American policy responses to
change have been measured. The multilateral U$South Pacific
Fisheries treaty signed in early 1987 with the Forum Fisheries Agency
has gone a long way towards alleviating tensions in that sphere.
Dplomatically the US has raised slightly its level of activity and more
staff have been assigned to embassies in the region. Fiji and Papua
New Guinea have begun to receive more attention, although since the
coup the US has cut its aid to Fiii. There has also been a surge of
writing in official and semi-official iournals in the United States about
the South Pacific.

Meanwhile the American response to Soviet activity in the
region has similarly been measured. On a visit to the region in 7987
the US Ambassador to the UN, Vernon Walters, said in effect that the
security'problem' in the short term seemed to stem more from Libyan
involvement than from Soviet activity. It seems that the Americans are
in the process of defining the 'acceptable limits of Soviet behaviour' in
the South Pacific. Although sorre competition between the
superpowers has occurred, neither is interested in promoting largescale rivalry, especially in view of promising developments in arms
control and in the reform process in the Soviet Union and Eastem
Europe.
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Other Powers
The next power

in this mosaic of external power-inbrests

is

of parliamentarians and officials from France
France. In 1986 a group
-aiscussed
nudear issues with an Australian
visited Ausbalia ina

Parliamentary committee. on their return to Paris they issued a
staternent, pirt of which read: '... France belongs in the Pacific as
Ayers Rocli belongs to the centre of Australia'. That statement sums
ui much of the afitude of the Chirac Government, whidr was in office
from 1986 to 1988, and possibly other sections of the French
community as well. After a-change of government in France in mid1988, the new Rocard Governmeniadopted a less combative approach.
Nonetheless, France remains strongly committed to its South Pacific
Presence.

During its Period in office, the Chirac Government made clear
its determination to continue its nuclear testing Progrirm at Mururoa,
to remain in the region, to stabilise the situation in New Caledonia,
-keep
New Caledonia off the political agenda in
and to attempt to
metropolian France. chirac reversed the tentative steps of the
previous socialist government, which apparently-were directed toward
i for of indipendence-in-association' with France for New
caledonia. To counter island country action at the united Nations,
Chirac held a referendum in New Caledonia (in September 1987) on
the question of independence. In this poll 98 per cent of the 591xr cent
of N'ew Caledoniani who participated voted to rernain part of France.
However, very few of the Kanaks, who comprise 45 per cent of the
population, took part, and tension continued between the acutely
contributed
iniarised Kanak and settler communities. Neither move
to a political solution for the problems of the territory.

for remaining a South Pacific Power are
numerous.S They include reasons, Or at least argumentS, about
France's reasons

empire and the mission cioitistrbe,access to strategic minerals and to
potbntial oceanic resources, the need for a nuclear testing site to
maintain France's independent deterrent posture in global affairs,
Franc€'s contribution to regional security via its military and political

Respect
Scholars,

n the Pacific: Global APProach or
Regional Agendas?', Bulletin of C-oncuneil Asian
(Vo1.18, No.2), April-fune 1986.
for
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preoence, and a desire to have a role

in the rapidly growing Pacific

area economy.

In the face of regional criticism of the policies of the Chirac
Government France counter-attacked. Gaston Flosse, Chirac's Junior
Minister for South Pacific Affairs, conducted vigourous'cheque-book'
diplomacy to some effect, especially in the eastern part of the region
Out to the cost of former Solomon Islands Prime Minister, Sir Peter
Kenilorea, who was toppled for accepting aid from Mr Flosse). One
result has been to sharpen the divisions between Melanesia and
Polynesia over France's role.
Under the new Socialist government of M. Michel Rocard,
has
there
been some progress towards a resolution of the New
Caledonian problem. A tri-regional, federal system has been
established, with a referendum on independence to follow in 1998.
The prospects for a smooth transition to a peaceful resolution are
modest, but a less combative approach from Paris has permitted some
accommodation between the island countries and France, although
French testing remains a contentious issue.

Libya's interest in the South Pacific has created considerable
alarm throughout the region and some controversy over the
seriousness of Colonel Gaddafi's intent.9 During 1987 senior
Australian politicians and officials (along with Ambassador Vernon
Walters) suggested that the Libyan threat was potentially more
dangerous in the short term than that of the Soviet Union. However
the then New Zealand Prime Minister, David l-ange, took a different
view. He suggested that, while a matter of concern, the Libyan foray
was containable. Mr lange made that statement following a dramatic
night flight to Ohakea by Australian Foreign Minister, Bill Hayden, in

May 7987.

The gist of the Libyan connection is that in recent years
contacts have developed between a militant faction of the New
Caledonian Independence Movement, FULK and Tripoli. In 1984
seventeen Kanaks visited Libya for seorrity training, and in late 1987 a
similar number of Kanaks underwent such training. Those early
David Hegarty, Libya and the South Pacific, Working Paper No.127,
(Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, October 1987).
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trainees did not play a significant role in the disruptions that occtrned
in 1984{5, although some of the later trainees were allegedly involved

in the traumatic killing and kidnapping of gendarmes at Ouvea in
April-May 1988.10 Libyan contacts also develoPed with sone
memberc of the ruling party in Vanuahl. Through that link, cpntacts

were established between Libya and some exiles from the OPM
Movement - the small guerrilla movement whidr operates in the
PNG/Indonesia border area. A small number of Ni-Vanuatu have
also received a short course in todyguard/security'training in Libya.
Some Libyan cash has found its way into the region (the press has
mentioned about US$100,000), much of which would aPPear to have
been consumed in havel and related activities. But there is no
evidence of rnateriel being provided to the independence nrovernents
of the region. It would appear that the tactics employed by the Kanaks
in their independence struggle derive mostly from local knowledge
and from French army training during conscription rather than from
external influences.

Libyan interest and activity appeared to be on the increase in
early 7987. Representatives from New C-aledonia, Vanuatu, the
Solomon Islands, the OPM, and Australian Aboriginal groups, along
with delegates from revolutionary nxlverrtents in Southeast Asia and
North Asia, attended a conference in Ubya in April. The Vanuatu
goverrrrnent appeared likely to allow the establishment of a Libyan

Feople's Bureau in Port Vila. But the closure by the Australian
goverrunent of the Libyan People's Bureau in Canberra in May, and
Father Lini's decision to defer the establishment of a Bureau in
Vanuatu, produced a lull in Libyan activity. However, statements
from Tripoli, supporting the Fiii coup for example, indicated a
continuing interest. Concerns were exPressed throughout the rcgion
about Libya's interest. Essentially they revolved around the problems
associated with the possible import of terrorism into the region and the
possible destabilisation of domestic island politics. l,ater in the 1980s
Libyan interest apparently waned, in part because of turmoil in the
domestic politics of Vanuatu leading to the ouster from the ruling
party of Barak Sope, the politician most associated with Ubya.
Nonetheless the connections between Libya and Yann Uregei, of the

l0

Helen Fraser,

p.472.

A

Deadly Stnrggld, Sunilay Star

(NZ),l May

1988,
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New Caledonian FULK, have been maintained. But although Ubya is
an especially interesting new player on the regional rene there are
other, more important players whose interests should be canvassed.

japan is an increasingly important element in any South
Pacific equatiory because of its growing economic strength and
increased interest in the region. It made a rapid response to increased
Soviet interest. The Kuranari Doctrine, announced in Suva in early
1987 proposed a considerably expanded aid program, technical
training, support for regional initiatives and the encouragement of
peace and stability in the region. (Sc'e Table 5:1 for Foreign Aid to the
South Pacific.) |apanese officials point out that this poliry had been in
the incubator for some time and was not simply a knee.jerk reaction to
the increase in Soviet interest.
Japan is in the process of adjusting to its economic superpower

status. It has an obvious interest in the security of the South Pacific,
which represents a southern flank, and more generally wishes to
assure the security of sea lines of communication. Should |apan go
ahead with a plan for a satellite/space corununications facility on
Christmas Island in Kiribati, that security interest will shengthen. But
despite its influence in the economies of the region, Japan has
difficulty in adjusting to the'smallness' of the South Pacific. One sign
of a new fapanese awareness of island concerns has been the decision
to phase out drift-net fishing.
The United Kingdom remains an important aid donor and,
despite a decline in its interest in the regiory still remains as a
stabilising element, as witnessed to some extent during the trauma in
Fiji. There are signs that the decline in British interest in the South
Pacific has been arrested.

China has had quite strong diplomatic representation through
the region for a number of years, but it has maintained a low profile.
There are some signs now that China is becoming more active, in
response

to the changing security environment of the South Pacific.

China has embassies in Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Western Samoa and
Kiribati. It is motivated by diplomatic rivalry with the Soviet Union
and Taiwan, and wants a secure environment in its strategic'middle
distance'. Taiwan also has been active in the region, seeking support.
from overseas Chinese communities.

7M
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Indonesia is a recent player. It has a mix of interests related to
the region's burgeoning Melanesian nationalism as well as to the
activities of the soviet union and china. It is conscious of broad
Melanesian sympathy for the OPM rebels in Irian faya. Indonesia
worries about an unstable and/or an adventuristic papua New
Guinea. It sees Vanuatu as a source of criticism of its policies in East
Timor and Irian Jaya, and as a potential backer of dissidents.
Indonesia's military assets near the region include four battalions
stationed in Irian Jaya. The Indonesian navy may have an interest in
the former US base on Manus Island.

Indonesia's approaches for some form of participation status
at the Forum are likely to be turned down, but the coup in Fiji has
provided the opportunity for military contacts with Fiji. Indonesia has
also criticised French rule in New C-aledonia, where there remains a
small Indonesian community of some 5,000, on the grounds that
France is alienating pro-Western island opinion.
Singapore and Malaysia also have shown an interest. They are

pursuing commercial and investment opportunities, especially in
Papua New Guinea. They want stability in the region and have been
concerned about Soviet and other'meddling'. Interestingly, ASEAN in
some respects offers a model for the South Pacific Forum.

India's interest in the region has been sparked by
in Fiji and by concern about the future welfare of the
Indo-Fijian communiqr. At the 1987 Commonwealth Conference in
developments

Canada, Prime Minister Gandhi spoke out about the coup in Fiji and its

likely impact. India continues to be critical of developments in Fii and of Aushalia's pragmatic response to them. In May 1990, Fiji
closed the Indian embassy in Suva. Indian naval strength and reach is
increasing.

Israel has also shown a new interest. ln 7987, Israeli
diplomatic and other activity became noticeable. Israel established an
embassy in Fiji in 1988. Richard Herr has suggested that this initiative
is related to contacts between Israel and the Fiiian armed forces in the
Middle East, where Fijian forces have taken part in peace.keeping. But
it seems equally likely that Israel has decided to respond to Libya's
interest in the region, in an effort to head off negative publicity.
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Postscript
The foregoing has reviewed the interests and activities of the
extemal powers that have had and are having some impact on the
South Pacific region. As of 1990, outside interest as well as

competition for inlluence in the South Pacific has undoubtedly
increased. A process of internationalisation' has taken place in recent
years involving an interaction between increased external Power
interest and increased interest by South Pacific countries in
diversifying their external relations. The political temperature of the
region has risen and the security (or insecurity) assessment has been
notched up several points. This carries defence and foreign Poltcy
implications not only for the two regional powers, Australia and New
Zealand, but also for the Pacific island countries.
This is not to suggest that the South Pacific is a likely zone of
conflict, or a potential 'flash point' in world affairs, or a region on the
point of disintegration. But it is true that the region is now much less
settled than at any period since the Second World War, and that the
sense of a South Pacific community is under some challenge. It is also
quite clear that Grimble's 'pattern of islands' is changing yet again.

The decline

in tension

between the superpowers which

occurred late in the decade of the 1980s took the edge off extemal
power competitiveness in the South Pacific. Nonetheless the interest
and activity of those powers in the region continues. The Soviet Union
established its first embassy in the islands region in Port Moresby and
successfully concluded a fishing deal with Papua New Guinea. In
Soviet 'new thinking', Australia's role in regional affairs has assumed
importance as that of an honest broker, enpying a unique status as a
middle power with steady contacts with both the US and the Soviet
Union and with an understanding of the reality of Asia/Pacific affairs.
Soviet thinking thus views Australia as an 'agent of influence' through
which Soviet diplomatic momentum in the Asia/Pacific region might
be increased.ll
The United States'incrementally paced policy attention to the
region continued, although not without problems. The use of facilities

11

Andrew Clark, 'soviets Make Pacific Plans', Australian Financial
Rsuiew, 9 fanuary 791, p.8.
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on |ohnston Atoll for a chemical weapons destruction program
fACADS) provokd regional consternation. However, an
unprecedented summit in Honolulu in October 1990, in which US
President Bush met with all Pacific island heads of government,
assuaged much of the anti-US feeling.l2

Iapan diversified its relations throughout the islands region
and trebled its aid to US$93 million in 1988, making it the largest
donor alongside Australia.t3 France increased its aid to selected island
goverrrments, doubled the staff in its embassy in Fiii, and became more
alert to island concerns over the future of New C-aledonia.l4 India
announced that it would undertake an international campaign against
Fiii for its 'racial discrimination' against Indo-Fijians, and continue to
block Fiji's re-entry to the Commonwealth.l5 Taiwan, exercising its
'elastic diplomac/ and attempting to capitalise on the cooling of
relations between the PRC and the international community in the
wake of Tiananmen Square (fune 1989), lobbied throughout the region
for wider official contacts. The PRC lifted its diplomacy in a countermove.l5 Israel concluded diplomatic relations with all island
goverrunents. Libya's interest and inlluence apparently declined.

A mairr advance in regionalism occurred from 1989 onwards

with the institution of a post-Forum dialogue process between the
Forum and its maior donor partners (excluding the 'traditional'
partners, Australia and New Zealand). The Aushalian government, in
its search for a framework of relations with the South Pacific for the
1990s, produced a maior document, Australia's Regional Securtty, wtile
the Australian Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence

and Trade produced a report on Australia's Relations with the South

'Bush Promises Safety

in Deshoying

Chemical Weapons', USIS

Wireless File, East Asia and Pacific, 29 September 7990.

l3

Sadaaki Numata, Japan's Cooperation with the South Pacific
Region', Prcifrc Economic Bulletin, (Vol5, No.2), December 1990.

14

Stephen Henningham, 'French Spending

in the South

Pacific',

Pacific Economic Bulletin, (Vol.4, No.2), December 1989.
15

'lndians to Target Fiji for Racism', Weekenil Australian, T2-13 May
79fr,p.73.
Thomas V. Biddick, Diplomatic Rivalry in the South Pacific The
PRC and Taiwan', Asian Suntey, (Vol.D(X, No.8), August 1989.
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Pacific.tT New Zealand also reviewed

ib relations with the region, in

a

report entitled Touarils a Pacific lslands Community'r8

4

Departsnent of Foreign Affairs and

Suuity;

oj

the
Affain,
Foreign
on
Commonwealth of Ausftalia, foint Committee
Defence and Trade, Australia's Relations with tlrc south Pacific,
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, March

Trade, Australir's Regional

1989).

18 New Zealand Prime Minister/s

Parliament

Departrnent, south Pacific Po_licy
eacific lslanils c-ommunity, [the

Review Group, Towards a
Henderson Reportl, (NZ Government Printer, Wellingto& May
1990).

CHAPTER SIX
FRANCE IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC
Yves Pimont
The word TacifiC, as understood in France, encompasses
three different concepts. First, the Pacific is the world's largest (rcean
(175 million km2, three hundred times larger than France) to which is
linked the history of the great navigators and a whole imagery
developed by literature.
Second, the Pacific is also the Pacific Basin, comprising both an
Asiatic and an American shore. It is to this second notion that most
studies and discussions relating to the Pacific refer.l The fact that the
USA, the Soviet Uniory Iapan, China, Indonesia and the newly
industrialised countries form part of this basin confers an outstanding
interest to every project related to it including, for example, the notion
of a Pacific Basin Community.

Third, the word Pacific corresponds to the traditional
designation of the fifth continenh Oceania. We also speak of the
Oceanian Pacific which includes, dispersed over the vasbtess of the
ocean (12500 km at its widest part), micro'states or insular territories2
which are, for the most part, unknown to the general public in France
and Europe. This Oceanian Pacific, which includes several thousand
islands, is divided into three main parts which correspond to distinct
cultural and geographical areas: Micronesia, Melanesia and Polynesia.
They meet each other roughly around the double separation made by
the international date line and the equator. It is thus possible, in
travelling from one point to the other, to go back from today to
yesterday, as well as to change hemisphere and, consequently,
abruptly change season.

H.

Coutau-Bdgarie, G4ostratigie du Pacifique, (Economica, Paris,

798n.
and f. Bonnemaison, Atlas da IIes et Etats ilu
Pacifique Suil, (GIP Reclus/Publisud, Paris, 1988).
See B. Antheaume
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the equator as a line of divisiory

it

quickly
becomes obvious that the northern Pacific comprises fewer territories
than the southern Pacific and that it is a zone where American
influence is largely dominant. There we find: Hawaii, a federated state
of the USA and headquarters of the US Military High Command for
the Pacific and Indian Oceans, famous for its base at Pearl Flarbor;
Guam, a non-incorporated territory under the control of the US
Departrnent of the Interior, on which are located t-p"I_*! aircraft and
tarr"l basus; the Northern Marianas islands, in which Washington is in
charge of foreign affairs and defence; the Federated states of
Micrinesia, and fhe Marshall Islands, where the US is responsible for
defence; and, lastly, the Republic of Palau, which is completely
dependent on Ameiican aid and has an unsettled relationship with the
USA because of its anti-nuclear Constitution.3

If we regard

In the southern Pacific are a larger number of

states and
be classed
must
Zealand,
New
and
Australia
territories. Two of these,

separately. Australia (7.7 million km2 [more than twice the surface
area of tndial, 15 million inhabitants lthe same as Holland], and an
army of 70,000) is thought of as the ?acific 8ianf,4 whicf naturally
etr"o,rt"g"s it to play therole of policeman in the region arrd-to-exercise
authoritltive powei in every sphere. New Zealand (25p,7m km3, 3'4
million inhabiants and a 13,00Gman army) cannot claim the same
influence, especially when it is threatened with economic decline and
confronted with the Maori problem.
France is present in this part of the southem hemisphere' But,
before discussing the issues linked to the French presence, it is
necessary to review the characteristics of the nineteen states and island
territories of the South Pacific.s Beside those two imPortant members

io
4
5

these we can add Wake and ]ohnston islands plus,
southern hemisphere, American Samoa.
X. Pons,

Iz

in

the

Gdant du Pacifique, (Economica, Paris, 1988).

Guam, the Northern Marianas and the Micronesian states,
geographically located in the norttr, are Politically llked to the
iouth and are, for example, part of the South Pacific Commission
(sPc). Accordingly, thefigures quoted in the text include these
three territories and refer t-o the 22 states and insular territories of
the South Pacific, to which must be added Australia and New
Zealand. This figure of 24 becomes 25 in some papers when
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of the Commonwealth

already mentioned, the pacific islands in

question have a surface area which is slightly larger than that of France
(55$g4a km2) and a population close to 6 million inhabitants
(estimated to increase to 7.5 million by the year 2000). Among them,
Papua New Guinea appears as a major state,as it possesses two-thirds
of this total population with 3.4 million inhabitants, and four-fifths of
the whole area with 462,243 kmz. At the other extreme are Tuvalu,
independent since 1978 (26 km2 and 8,500 inhabitants), or even the
British territory of Pitcairn (5 km2, 100 inhabitants).5

As well as small populations, the South Pacific islands have
very few natural resources, and these are limited mainly to the

phosphate of Nauru, New Caledonia's nickel and the copper of papua
New Guinea. Additionally, where commerce is concerned, it is
necessary to take into account the huge distances that separate these

island countries from mairr markets, and not to forget their
dependency on a few products, or even just one, assuming that the
main resources of the country are not limited to 'the sun, the wind and

part of the Pacific Ocean'. Lastly, their employment problems ane
perhaps still more acute since over 40 per cent of the population is less
than 15 years old and the average age is between 16 and 20 years.
The result is a vulnerability on the part of these small island
countries, increased by exposure to a regularly hostile natural
environment and by a strong dependence on external aid.
Independence has, for them, no meaning in the economic sense.

On the political level, the image of the 'peaceful Pacific' has
often been evoked. In this way, ten years ago, the political leader of a
state in the region declared before the General Assembly of the United

Nations that 'our islands are located in a part of the world where
serenity reigns'. At the beginning of the last decade the idea of these
'blissful islands' seemed well established, since one could testify at
that time that there had never been any revolution, coup or military
regime imposed by force in the South Pacific. Since then, events in Fiii
and Vanuatu have given the lie to these affirmations. In May and

Norfolk Island - an Australian territory located between New
Caledonia and New Zealand - is specifically included.

5 All statistical

data are taken from South Pacific CommissioO
No.lO 1986.

South Pacific Economie Statbtical Summary,

'1,12
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September 1987, two successive coups brought Lieutenant{olonel
RaUuta into power in Fiji, and inevitably shook the whole region, even
if their undeilying reason, the existence of two seParate communitiesT
equal to eactr othJr in size and showing no integration with each other,

wis specific to Fiii. In Vanuatu, a political crisis resulted in an
attempted coup in 1988, led by the head of state himself, which

resulted first in his imprisonment and then in his replacement.
Despite these few disturbances to its serenity, the South Pacific

remains a region where serious conllicts are unknown. One
commentator wrote in 1983 that ',the Pacific islands are not very
important to the indushialised nations because their resources are
tirnited, their financial capacities are ridiculous, and their strategic
value is insignificant'.8 This opinion is reflected in J.F. Noiville's later
description of an Oceania that 'remoteness, lack of any real eco:romic
and sirategic worth, and the general antipathy of its po^pulations to
whatever 6rtr"s from outside, keep in a state of isolation'.9 One could
also cite the recently published document 'Geostratfgie- et D6fense',
where the South pacifii is not given any special mention.l0
One should obviously be pleased at finding an area of reduced
political tension in the world. Yet some believe that the Pacific will be
it th" '."t t e of the world',ll the future location of major interests, and
that serious consideration should be given to Marx's prediction that
the Pacific Ocean will assume the dominant role first played in history
by the Mediterranean and secondly by the Atlantic Ocean.

7
E

10
11

At the end of 1988, the indigenous community numbered Y2,965
and the Indian communitlr 340,127.

L. Kavalidu, une

Strat6gie

du D6veloppement des Iles du

Pacifique', Puspectfua du Pacifique, (Port Vila, 1983),pJ76.
af
f.F. Noiville, 'ks Multiples Visages du Pacifique', in Lesourne
(Seghers,
Paris, 1985).
aI.,Ia Fin da Habituds,
I-6 Cahiers Fran7ais - I-a Documantation Frangix, (No.241),
Maylfune 1989.
Insiitut du Pacifique, b Pacifque, Nouoeau Centre du Monile,
(Berger-Lewault, Nancy, 1986).
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The Pacific definitely does not deserve to be forgotteryr2 and
none of the malrr powers, including France, ignores it. ihe future is

the ocean in the centrc of which you live', -proclaimed General de
GaulleinTahiti in196f,.

For its own part, France occupies a similar position in the
south Pacific, inasfar-as_is possible, as the united statls does among
the island entities of the North pacific, with the fundamental differenc6
however that France is not thereby itself. It is thus appropriate, taking
into account the environment described, to consider itre two followin[

questions:

o

.

What, for France, are the effects of its presence in the
South Pacific, evaluated as much from the point of
view of the advantage it might gain as of the
difficulties it might face?

What, fur the South pacific, arc the effects

of the

sovereign$r exercised by France over certain territories
in the region?

In order to seek to answer these questions, this crrapter reviews the
different issues and problems, national on the one h-and, regional on
the other, which arise because of the French presence in this plrt of tt e
southern hemisphere.
The French Presence

France exercises its authority over a number of islands
grouped into three Overseas Territories (TOM): New C-aledonia and
the islands associated with it (article 4 of the legislation of 9 November
1988), French Polynesia, and the territory of the wallis and Futuna

72

In a book published under the title La Troisiime Gume Mondiare,
(Belfond, Paris, 1979), a translation of General Sir Iohn Hackett ef
al.,The Thiril Worlil War A Future History, (Sidgwick and fackson,
Londory 1978), the author does not grve any role to the pacific in
the imagined scenario. He merely points out at the end of the
work, in a chapter on The Beginning of the Future,, that
'Ausbalia and its neighbouring islands will be among the
pleasant places to live in the era of telecommunications,.
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islands. In 1980 it recognised the independance of the New Hebrides
(now called Vanuatu), ifter having iointly exercised sovereignty there
in a condominium with Great Britain for more than seventy years
(from 1906 to 1980). The French presenae is thus spread over several
thousand kilometres between the toasts of Australia and America.l3 It
since 1853 in New C-aledonia, 1824-1880 in French
has been in place
Polynesia,l4 188G1887 in Wallis and Futuna. These three teritories
occupy very unequal and relatively small land areas: 19,103 km2 in the
case of New Caledonia, 3,265 krn2 for French Polynesia, and 255 km2
for wallis and Futuna. Their respective populations ate 164,773,
188,814 and 16,100 inhabitane. The French Presence thus o4y
concerns 400,000 persons spread over a little more than 22,500 km2 of
emerged land.
Each of these territories is subject to a legislative statute which

is by definition both specific and evolutionary._ The legislafion of
z9lily 1951 defines the status of Wallis and Futuna, the law of
5 Sep[ember 1984 that of French Polynesia, this latter being presently
undlr revision for purposes of 'modernisation'. I-astty, the territoryo_f
New Caledonia is orginised on the basis of the referendum law of 9
November 1988, 'preparatory to selfdetermination in 1998'. Without
entering into the constitutional details defined by tlese texts-, it will be
recalleJ that all these statutes involve membenhip of the French
Republic. This condition was freely accepted by theS september 1958
constitutional referendum for New Caledonia and French Polynesia,
and by the 27 November 1959 selfdetermination poll for wallis and
Futuna, which was previously a protectorate. As a result, thee three
territories come under Article 74 0f the c-onstitution of 1958, and
experience greater or lesser degrees of autonomy. In each case, foreign

74

Clipperton Island, in the high seas off the Medcan coast, in the
northern hemisphere, has been a French teritory since 1858. It is
administered by the High Commissioner in French Polynesia'
During a debaie on the 1984 statute, the senators proposed an
amendment to recognise the island as belonging to French
Polynesia and 'to give legal recognition to a realig/. This
amendment was not adopted.
The Marquesas were annexed in 7il2, the Windward Islands
(Tahiti and Moorea) in 1880. Annexations continued until 1901.
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affairs, defence and the administration of primarily sbategic issues,
among others things, remain under the iurisdiction of the French state.
By way of example, however, we will note that Article 88 of
C-aledonia gives some
international iurisdiction to the presidents of the Congress or of the
provinces, and that the plan for French Polynesia anticipates granting
the president of the territorial government the power 'to negotiate
agreements in matters concerning the territory or the state in the
Pacific region'.

the above.rnentioned 1988 bill on New

From these 'mooring-points' in the South Pacific, France
maintains a presenc€ more than a century old. We can try to
appreciate the various issues raised by this presence before making
some corunents on the specific problem raised byNew Caledonia.
The lands under French sovereignty

in

this part of

the

southern hemisphere can be regarded as being a fundamental element
of the power and prestige of France. In fact, the Pacific is the only part
of the world where the major economic and political powers find
themselves gathered together, whether they are located on the edges of
the basin and have their major interests there, or whether they are
there in the capacity of metropolitan power, administering an island
territory, however small it may be.15 Being present in the Pacific thus
means being sure of a place among the major powers and participating
in the decisions affecting a zone whose gmstrategical importance is in
no doubt. For Francr, in addition, its position in this 'Anglo-Saxon
lake'where certain Asian countries such as |apan, South Korea and
Taiwan exercise their influence, provides another opportunity to play

a part in international political life and to occupy a place in
Asia/Pacific region,I5 whose evolution
trends of the twenty-first century.

will largely

the

determine the

Reinforcing this nonquantifiable aspect of shength, which
results from its mere presenc€, France is, because of the exclusive
economic zones, the world's third greatest maritime power, after Great
Britain and the USA, with more than 11 million km2 under its conhol.
15

The example of Great Britain, present on the 5 km2 of Pitcairn, is

t6

significant.
In the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Asia and Oceania are
grouped together under the same deparbnent.
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of the French possessions in the Pacific
represent by themselves Z6(X),0(X) km2.l7 Even if exploration of
economic zones does not always seem to have met expectations, we
can predict that fishery and aquaculture resources will be more and
more sought after, especially by Asiatic countries. France thus owns,
by virtue of its positions in the Pacific, an important bargaining
element for future negotiations with |apan, the Soviet Union or
The maritime domains

Korea.18

Power must also be considered from a military point of view.
In this case, the Pacific appears as the bceanic theabe' that
complements the three others where France is present (the Atlantic, the
Indian, and the Mediterranean).
Consequently, as rnilitary authorities point out, there

is

a

cohesiveness to be maintained. The presence of France in every Part of

the globe demonstrates, through the string of bases which allow
French ships to go around the world and regularly find themselves in
France again, the world-wide role it is still able to play. Moreover, it
will in future also be necessary to take into account the importance
assumed by the land of the sovereign nations of the Pacific in the
support and control of activities in space. The exploitation of space
requires ground facilities, and the wide distribution of French
possessions in the Pacific allows the maintenance of a word-wide
telecommunications network.

The French presenc€ must also be understood from the
viewpoint of our nuclear deterrent. This is a sensitive subiect for the
states of the region, and one that we will have to return to. It is in fact
in the Pacific that all our nuclear tests are carried out, and the Pacific
Experimentation Center, established in 796f,, is essential for the
independance and credibility of French deterrent power. In a debate
Without its Overseas Departrnents and Territories (DOM-TOM),
France would fall from 3rd to 45th rank.
The draft revision of the French Polynesian statute anticipates that
The State concedes to the territory the exercise of powers in the
exploration and exploitation of natural resources, biological or
non-biological, in the deep sea, of the sea bed, of its subsoil and
of the overlying waters'. (French Polynesia comprises more than
5,000,000 km2 of EEZ.)
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which is always difficult, one must put forward, from the French point
of view, the necessity of keeping up with our nuclear tests as long as
the superpowers maintain their arsenals and while other countries
have access to nuclear arrns, as well as the need to keep in check, by
our presencga potential military threat to the Pacific. Thus we can
affirm that our deterrent arms tested in French Polynesia are a
conhibution not only to peace in the region, but also to world peace.
Security in the South Pacific has for a long time been assured by the
ANZUS treaty (Australia, New Zealand, USA), signed in 1951. This
alliance is now in question because of the anti-nuclear attitudes of
New Zealand. Hence, the French presence is perceived, especially
from the American side, as a help in shengthening security and a
guarantee to the stability of the region.
To this description of diplomatic, maritime and military power
accruing to France by virtue of its presence in three Pacific territories
must be added the prestige of a 'certain idea of France'. The French
territories are, in the South Pacific, those which have the highest
standard of living, along with the American island of Guam,l9 nnd

travelling in the Pacific allows rapid verification of the quality of
public facilities and the individual standard of living in the French
territories. This reality cannot be dissociated from the presence of
France which is, because of the sums contributed to its territories, the
principal donor to the states and territories of the South Pacific (495
million Australian dollars in 1986, as against 445 for the United States,
390 for Australia and 41 for New Zealand).2O The French 'shop
window' shows very well the effects of the French presence in the
three territories in economic and social terms.

Further authority accrues to France because it is viewed, in the
region, as a defender of basic democratic values. It would without
doubt be improper to ignore certain behaviour in certain
circumstances. Nonetheless, France has never tried to systematically
eliminate the populations already established on its territories.

More than 77,400 Australian dollars gross national product per
capita for French Polynesia, and more than 6,000 for New
Caledonia as opposed to 2,500 for Fiji, 1,100 for Papua New
Guinea, 1200 for Vanuatu, and 800 for the Solomon Islands.
South Pacific Commission, South Pactfic Economies Statistic.al
Sumnury,No.lO 1986.
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Accordingly France (unlike other countries of the region, according to
some accounb) can uphotd the respect for minorities upon which
democracy is based. In the sanre way, by agreeing to acknowledge
selfdetermination and to consult populations through referenda,
France shows its readiness to follow the will of the maiority.
Lastly, France disposes in the Pacific a cultural capital which
enables it to confirm its prestige. The Presence of research
organisations such as ORSTOM, the Pasteur Institute, CIRAD,
IFREMER, as well as the creation in 1987 of the French University of
the Pacific, based in Noumea and Papeete, adds to the list of
advantages that France draws from its Presenc€ in the Pacific.

But the various arguments describing a France that is
powerful, distinguished, a protector of the West and a guardian of
democracy, must today be balanced against the difficulties it
simultaneously faces because of its presence in the South Pacific. In
fact, it is also denounced there as a colonial Power, European to boot,
and is arraigned before international authorities. Once more, since the

end of the Second World War, France has to face the problem of
decolonisation - this time in New Caledonia. It is thus useful to
recapitulate a debate where the question is that of a partial
disengagement of France in the Pacific, as from 1998.

France has been present in New Caledonia fot 137 years. The
various advantages to be gained from this Presence have been
continually discussed during the last few years. The strategic interest
should be considered first. It is appropriate that we should recall the

role played by the territory during the Second World War, and
particularly during the battle of the Coral Sea in May 1942. The
location of the archipelago, considered as an hircraft carriey', is in the
centre of two major lines of communication, Australia-Japan and
Australia-USA, the importance of which would be considerable in the
case of the Indonesian straits being closed. In addition, as nuclear
submarines are not able to pass through these straits underwater at
sufficient depth, New C-aledonia could also serve as a base from which
to monitor the routes between the Indian and Pacific (rceans.
Observation post, checkpoint, gateway - New Caledonia has
been described through the use of these epithets as being sbategically

important for France. Yet these views must be qualified by an
established fact France does not seem to want to play a maior role in
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the defence of the Pacific. It feels less concerned by the region than do
the United States, fapan or, obviously, Australia. The abandonment of
the project to sbengthen the milita4y base in Noumea, announced in
fanuary 1985 by the President of the Republic, clearly demonstrates
this. The strategic interest of New C-aledonia thus seems to be

essentially negative, since it prevents the progress
enemy, in this case the Soviets.

of a

potential

The possibility of a fundamental change in the status of New
Caledonia gives rise, however, to worries about a 'contagion', or chain
reaction, leading to questioning of the presence of France in French
Polynesia. The argument is particularly serious since it is indisputable
that the CEP bases represent a strategic capital stake for France in the
South Pacific and that on this point no unfavourable transaction will
be entertained. However, the fear of an automatic triggering off of
political demands across the ocean appears unfounded. Pro'
independence sentiment in French Polynesia does not bear comparison
with that sentiment in New Caledonia. Five thousand kilometres
separate the two territories, which belong to quite distinct zones of
influence and to different cultural areas. The two territories are not
linked in their futures, and this is indeed clear from the presently
recognised status of each of them. From the strategic viewpoint New
Caledonia is not, unlike French Polynesia, indispensable for France's
defence poliry. It is thus excessive to present New Caledonia as a
keystone which, breaking apart, would destabilise the zone, especially
the francophone part, and facilitate the establishment of Soviet client
states. In this sense, the visions of a 'mini€uba' feared by some
authors2l do not constitute serious hypotheses for the future.

In the economic sphere, the value of New Caledonia is
evident. It is therefore all the more rernrkable that France gains
hardly any economic advantage from its presence in the Pacific.
France's overall positions in this regard are inferior to those of the
principal European countries. Nevertheless, New Caledonian nickel
production is a source of revenue and of currency when exchange
rates are, as at present, at high levels.

2r C.

Zorgbibe, Geopolitique Contemporaine', Que

(No.693),

19f!,6,

p.720.

Sais-je?,
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SUategic value for France (that for sonc people is connected to
a 'fantasy' of power) and economic value (that principally profib the
teritory rathei than the French state) cannot be politically and morally

acceptable arguments for preventing the development of New
Caledonia in the way desired by the rnaiority of its population. One
should not forget that neither the reserves of gas and oil, nor the
military base of-Reggane, sufficed to ensur€ maintenance of the French
presenie in Algerii. Aware of this, the anti-independentists talk also
ibo,rt the gmgraphy of the zone, to demonstrate the traPs of
independence and to r€ason in comparative terms. The economic
diffiiulties encountered by sorrc neighbouring counFies that have
become independent, the political confrontations that take place there,
ar,e taken aJ a prete*t to iustify France's continued Presence- It is
becoming established in some people's minds that France has an
incontrovertible duty to be present, because without it the Southwest
Pacific region would fall under a Soviet hegemony, while some Castrolike figures would not rest until all Western influence is eliminated
from the zone. what France would reap from this situation would be
not only its own decline but also the blame, before the community of
free peoples, for an abandonment that would strike first and foremost
its own nationals. Once more we find threatened the apocalyptic ritual
that accompanies all decolonisation. we know in advance all the
excesses tfrit it contains. Yet dthough the experiences of history and
the constraints of geography should not leave us indifferent, they
should be remembered more in order to construct than to impede.

will

The present political climate leads us to conclude that France
be able to retain its interests within a new, cooperative framework.

22

Introductory speech at the meeting of senior French civil servants

The French policy of cooperation, despite some failures, has shown
that the pow-er and prestige of France could be maintained, under the
double cbnditions ttrat ni recognition of ib sovereignty rests on the
definition of a future that is based on consensus and is not the result of
a brutal separatiory and that this metropolitan presence would be
accePtd in the region as a collective safeguard. This is wh,y the
French Minister of Overseas Deparbnents and Territories was able to
declare that it is now necessary, in the Pacific, to recognise 'the need
for France as an agent of enrichment of the region, as much on the
cultural as on the economic and social levels'.22 This is to underline all
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the care that France should give to the relations that it maintains
the community of South Pacific states.

with

France and the Regional Organisations

In the South Pacific, the position of France should be
considered in its relations as much with the existing regional
organisations of Oceania as with the sovereign states of the region.
However, it is necessary to note that the international environment,
when not openly hostile to France, is not always favourable.
Moreover, all the advantages that France gains for itself and its allies
from its presence in the Pacific can be simultaneously reduced to
nothing by the attacks that have been made on it and that have on
nuny occasions put it in an isolated situation or have had it declared
undesirable.
France and

its three Pacific territories belong to the South

Pacific Commission (SPC), the headquarters of which are in Noumea.

The idea of such a commission originated with Great Britain, before
being adopted by Australia and New Zealand in 1944. The convention
founding the Commission was finally signed in C-anberra on 6
February 7947, and entered into force in July 1948 after its ratification
by the six parties concerned, the dominant powers of the Pacific:
Australia, the United States, France, Great Britain, New Zealand and
the Netherlands. To this Commission, confined to these six countries

and set up as a decision-making body, was added a Conference
associating 'representatives of local populations and official
institutions'. Initially only the territories located completely or partly
south of the equator and east of Dutch New Guinea, including this
latter territo4/ were involved. An initial amendment to this statute
was made in 1951 by the introduction of the American territories of the
north Pacific (excluding, however, Hawaii and Wake Island) to the
zone of action of the SPC. A second modification was made in 1964 to
recognise the withdrawal of the Netherlands, after the transfer in7962
of the territory of Dutch New Guinea to Indonesia, under the name of
West Irian. The development of the organisation was subsequently
characterised by the progressive hansfer of power from the
metropolitan countries to the island states and from the Commission to
in theSouth Pacifig Noumea,1G12 February7989.
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the Conference. Western Samoa was the first island state to become a
full member of the Commission in October 1965. ln 7974, the two
bodies pined together, thus conferring control of the organisation to
the island countries. After this, several newly independent states
became members of the SPC, which today includs 27 states and
territories, among them France, the United States and Great Britain, the

metropolitan powers.23

The apolitical role of the Comrnission allows a general

gathering of the states and territories of the zone, but in parallel has
also led to a certain disenchanhnent with an organisation that aPPears
indifferent to the maior potitical problems of the region. Thus socio-

economic development is the maior preoccupation of the largest
regional organisation in the Pacific. All questions relevant to
education, training, health, pollution, miuurgement of the marine
environment, etc., are addressed by it. The usefulness of the
Commission is thus not in question, and one can only be pleased at the
existence of an organisation preoccupied by the search for solutions to
concrete economic, social and cultural problems. France (the fourthranking state of the organisation after Australia, the United States, and
New Zealand, based on the percentage of its financial contribution)
demonstrates, not only by the funds contributed24 but also by the
activities of its specialists, a dominant presence, linked to those of its
three territories.2S

In addition to the South Pacific Commission there has existed,
since 192, the South Pacific Forum. Created at the initiative of the
newly independent island states of the period, Western Samoa, Nauru,
These three states by themselves make statutory contributions of

more than 45 per cent of the Commission's budget, Australia
nevertheless remaining the major contributor with more than 33
per cEnt.
It is necessary

to add to the statutory contributions the 'extrabudgetary contributions' which allow the financing of certain
prograrrunes (plant protection, South Pacific Regional
Environment Programrne, etc.). In total, for 1990, France will
place at the SPC's disposal8503,011 French francs.

Certain French institutions also sit as observers at the General
Conference the Pasteur Institute, ORSTOM, the French
University of the South Pacific,IFREME& and CIRAD.
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Fiji and Tonga, it was opened to Australia and New Zealand.
However, France was not admitted since these states wished to
convene out of the presence of metropolitan powers from outside the
region. The existence of the Forum has not been ratified by a treaty. It
operates as an association of the heads of government of independent
and autonomous states, which presently number fifteen. Unlike the
SPC, this new organisation is open to political debate, and this is often

to France's cost. Papua New Guinea (independent since 1925) and
Vanuatu (independent since 1980), supported by Australia and New
Zealand, have stirred up an anti-French campaign. Particularly with
regard to New Caledonia, the Forum recognised 'the efforts of the
Kanak people to achieve selfdetermination and independence by
peaceful methods' (Rotorua meeting in August 1982) and later agreed
to support, at the initiative of Vanuatu, a request for the inscription of
New Caledonia on the list of countries to be decolonised. The Fomm
countries, all members of the UNO, in this way became mandated to
defend the resolutions adopted by the 41st and 42nd sessions of the
UN General Assembly in Dcrember 1986 and 1987.
The activism of Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu can be
explained by the fact that,like these two states, New C-aledonia forms
part of the Melanesian whole, and constitutes the only part which has

not achieved independence. This area of the Southwest Pacific is
furthermore subjected to two neighbouring local powers: Australia
and New Zealand. An inevitable relationship has thus been
established there between the geographical and cultural context and
intemational politics.
The Melanesian states (Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu, Solomon
Islands) have formed among themselves the Melanesian Spearhead
Group, the first formal conference of which was held in Port Vila in

1988. The constitution of an internal grouping within the Forum
likely to compromise the Forum's cohesion, even if the new
group undertook to limit its activity to the problems of New
Caledonia.26 France could thus hope for a weakening of the Forum
appeared

26

Since the meeting that was held in March 1990 in Honiara the
Spearhead Group has co-opted the FLNKS in the capacity of
observer. A strongly critical reaction was expressed by the
representatives of the European Community in New Caledonia.
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and could detect the signs of some internal disagreement in the Forum
about New Caledonia.

There is no doubt that this politically oriented Melanesian
organisation embodies a cleavage, the merits of which are iust as
difficult to establish for its members as for the entire grouP of South
Pacific states. This assertion is even more true because the
establishment of the Spearhead Group took place at the very moment
when there was developing a movement supporting the establishment
of a unique regional organisation that would put an end to the
distinction between the states or territories belonging to the SPC and
those belonging to the Forum. The members of the Forum who
promoted the idea had been feeling for several years that the South
Pacific Commission had lost its usefulness, following the creation by
the Forum in 1972 of SPEC (the South Pacific Bureau for Economic
Cooperation), which in 1988 became the Forum Secretariat. The two
organisations had in fact the same aim of promoting the economic
development of the region.
Behind the arguments, that focused on the need to avoid any
waste, overlap or duplication of effort in the work carried out, there

was also an inclination to exclude from the regional debate the
meuopolitan Powers, among them France, or at least to reduce them to
the rank of observers. At the initiative of the Forum's General
Secretariat, the South Pacific Organisations Coordinating Committee
(S[OCC) was established and the SPC decided, during its general
Conference in Guam in 1989, to participate fully in the work of this
committee.

Although it is not necessary to develop here the diverse
questions relating to the way regionalism functions in the Pacific, we
can query the position of France in this area. The refusal of France to
participate in organisations that do not seem to correspond exactly to

the defence of its own interests would doubtless Put

these

organisations in a position of losing substantial financial suPPort, or
even make them inoperative in certain areas of their activity. But it
would also lead France into isolation and alienate it from the countries
of the region.

The pre'eminent role that France plays in the South Pacific
Commission thus justifies its Presenc€ within all regional
organisations, where it must at the same time be careful not to be
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involved in a reduction of its powers. This is why its representative
has put the accent on the necessity of preserving equality in plans for
the restructuring of regional organisations in the Pacific. In fact, the
SIOCC counts no less than five members deriving from the Forum,27
as opposed to the SPC alone. Neither France nor its territories are
members of these organisations. As a result of this unequal
relationship Australia, in particular, present in all six organisations,
could acquire too marked a preponderanc€ over the zone as a whole
under the pretence of a single regional organisation. A poliry of
excluding non-regional mehopolitan powers would oblige Australia to
accept responsibilities that it is not able to fulfill by itself. Such
concerns have led France to try to re-establish the SPOCC proiect as a
'gentlemen's club where regional problems could be debated in an
amicable manne/.28 It remains to allow the new Coordinating
Committee (where it is planned to have an annual rotation of
presidency, of meeting-place, and of secretariat services betrfleen the
Forum and the SPC) to function, before we can evaluate the real
intentions of one and all.
France and its Pacific Neighbours

As a result of its presence in the three territories of the South
Pacific, France has to maintain neighbourly relations with other states.
Three categories can be distinguished here: the metropolitan powers
comparable to France, which are the United States and Great Britain;
the regional powers such as Australia and New Zealand;and lastly the
island micro'states.
The United States is bathed by the Pacific Ocean (11,000 km of

shoreline) and has a predominant presence in the North Pacific, along
with the USSR, China and ]apan. The Pacific thus has a primary

27

28

As well as the SPEC, these include the Forum Fisheries Agency
(FFA), the South Pacific Applied Geosciences Commission,
formerly called the Committee for the Coordination of Offshore
Prospecting in the South Pacific (CCOP/SOPAC), the University
of the South Pacific (USP), and the Pacific Islands Development
Program (PIDP).
Statement of the Representative of France at the Guam
Conference of October 1989.
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strategic interest for the US: fifty per cent of its naval forces are
deployed there and more than sixty per cent of its corps of marines.
However, an American parliamentary delegation visiting Noumea in
August 1989 declared that 'after a long period of indifference, indeed
even negligence, the United States is starting to interest itself in the
realities and in the particular rights of the South Pacific region'. In
truth the United States has been able, up to now, to entrust Australia
with the role of defending Western interests in the zone. But the
gtowing interest in the region shown by the Soviet Union, and the
development of less favourable feelings towards the West in some
Pacific countries, have led it to revise its position.
Concerning the French presence specifically, this seems to be

well perceived by the Americans. They have, moreover, brought
Atlantic solidarity into play during votes on New Caledonia in the
United Nations in 1985 and 1987, and have declined to condemn
French nuclear testing, which itself has been viewed by several Pacific
countries as a refusal to recognise the rights and aspirations of island
states rather than a wish to support France.

Like France, the United States has not signed the protocols of
the Rarotonga beaty, or SPFNZ (South Pacific Nudear Free Zone),
which came into force on 11 December 79f36, although the Soviet
Union and the People's Republic of China have signed the protocols.29
In fact, the countries that are signatory to the protocols undertake not
to fabricate, store or test nuclear arms and not to us€ them, or threaten
their use, in that part of the world. Nevertheless, its attitude towards
France sometimes causes the United States embarrassment, because
support for France tends to create a rift with the micro-states and to
tarnish US relations with New Zealand and even Australia.

29

The Chinese goverrunent has made it known that its signature
was directed less against France than against the USS& which is
too active, in China's view, in the region. Vanuatu, Papua New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands, the 'Spearhead Group' states,
were critical of the treaty since they felt that it does not go far
enough towaids denuclearisation. Vanuatu has neither signed
nor ratified the treaty, although both Papua New Guinea and
Solomon Islands eventually signed and ratified it.
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In this context France, as the cause of these quarrels or
frictions, is accused of reinforcing, by the effect of its presence, antiAmerican tendencies. It is starting to be viewed as an 'enemy' of the
Western camp because of its behaviour, since some US allies or
sympathisers are disappointed by US votes of solidarity and apparent
complicity with France. In this light, we can understand the very
favourable welcome given to the Matignon agreement on New
Caledonia in |une 1988 by the United States. France sees a necessity to
vindicate (in the eyes of American politicians) the political, military,
economic and cultural role of France in the regiory to counter certain
circles (intellectual and journalistic) that appear to have adopted a
definitive position of hostility towards France.
The United Kingdom has granted independence to various
territories that were subiect to its sovereignty: Fiji and Tonga in 7970,
Tuvalu (formerly the Ellice Islands) and the Solomon Islands in 7978,
Kiribati (previously the Gilbert Islands) in 1979 and Vanuatu in 1980.
Its only remaining presence is located, as already stated, on the tiny
island of Pitcairn in the Southwest Pacific, which gives it the right to
belong to the South Pacific Commission. Over and above this, we
should not forget that the members of the Commonwealth, including
in particular Australia and New Zealand, continue to have the Queen
of England as Head of State, and that this link is not simply a matter of
form, as was testified by the Fiji affair. This being the case, for Great
Britain the presence of France in the 'Anglo-Saxon lake', in the heart of
an English-speaking and protestant environment, may be seen as an
irregularity that European solidarity, even diffidently expressed, forces

it to tolerate.3o
Accepted by the two metropolitan powers, France should
perhaps concern itself more with its 'neighbours' since, in the
geopolitical context of the South Pacific, relations with Australia and
New Zealand assume an importance of the highest order.3l

31

The sum of British aid to Pacific countries is hardly a tenth of the
total of French aid.
These two states have Consulate-Generals in Noumea, which also

exercise iurisdiction over French Polynesia and Wallis and
Futuna.
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The reconciliation of Australian and French interests has often
proved difficult and their relations have undergone periods of extreme
tension, as for example at the time of the expulsion of the Australian
Consul4eneral from New C-aledonia on 10 January 1987. However,

Australia is not fundamentally anti-French. Having said that, the
French presence frustrates Australian wishes on two grounds, since
Australia first intends to affirm its superiority in the zone and second
wishes to maintain peace and stability there.

With its presence in New Caledonia, France rePresents a
competing power less than 2,000 km from Australian tenitory
preventing Australia from being the sole 'policeman' of the region.
The effects of this rivalry are felt even more because Australia has not
fully succeeded in imposing its influence on the region as a whole,
despite a fairly homogenous Britannic tradition. The basic concern of
Australia seems to be not to confront the independent countries of the
nearby zone, which brings it to support the positions taken in
particular by Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu, which go against the
interests of France. To this major preoccupation of not displeasing
immediate neighbours is added Australia's anxiety about the
appearance of areas of turbulence caused by issues raised by others,
especially by France. Destabilisation is dreaded as much for the
consequences it might have in Australia itself (resurgence of the
Aboriginal question) as for the risk of seeing a new expansionist power
(USSR, China, |apan or Indonesia) or a state with unclear intentions
(Libya) appear in the region.
In the final analysis, Australia prefers the French presence to
the possibility of the presence of one of these states, but at the same
tine reproaches France for maintaining the two principal issues of
confrontation that destabilise the region: the New Caledonian question
and nuclear testing. Australia thus accuses France of ignoring
Australian interests and of providing the enemies of the Western

which Australia wants to be seen as the qualified
representative in the South Pacific, with arguments which threaten
camp,

of

Australian security. This being the case, it orients its politics according
to egocentric interests. A brief analysis of Australian positions
regarding questions raised by the presence of France will illustrate that
they are not free from ambiguity.
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Australia has pronounced itself in favour of independence in
New C-aledonia, but has always wished that this independence, judged
to be inevitable, should occur by peaceful means32 (even if a rumour
circulated in 1985 about the creation by Australia of a special military
detachment of a thousand soldiers ready to intervene in New
Caledonia). We find in this position the combination of the double
concern raised earlier: not to displease 0re neightnuring Melanesian
states,a! already very radical about the subject, and to preserve peace
in the area by eliminating all reasons for conflict. Thus Australia has
greeted the Matignon agreements favourably to the extent that, as they
are likely to lead to independence, they will also mark an end to
violence. It continues to show its interest in New C-aledonia.3a The
difficulty in theyears to come will perhaps be to make Ausbalia accept
that the place of France is not available for occupation by Australia,
that France intends to remain in one form or another, and that the
cooperation of the two states would be more profitable to the region as
a whole. On this point, it is necessary to recognise a well-known
evolution of Australia's position which recognises that France will
have a constructive and useful role to play in the region if it knows
how to find solutions to the problems that concern Aushalia.35 Such a

32

33

See,

for example, the opinion expressed in 1983 by the Minister

for Foreign Affairs, Senator Evans, published in 'Australian
Practice in International Law 1981 to 1983', The Australian Year
Book of lnternationnl Law, Yol.l0, (Faculty of Law, Australian

National University, Canberra, 1987), p.279.
We recall as an example the iustifications given by Australia after
the signature of a maritime boundary delimitation treaty with
France in 1982. The Australian government at that time informed
the governments of the South Pacific that this did not in the least
alter its well-known policy regarding the future of the Pacific
territories, and in particular New Caledonia, and recalled that
several South Pacific states had themselves engaged in
discussions or signed agreements with France.lbiil., p.339.
See Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australi+ Ioint
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Rqort on a
Visit to Nant Caledonia, (Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canbena, May 1989).
See Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia Ioint
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, Australia's
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recognition is obviously equally valuable to France, who should be
fully conrious of the fact that Australia is incontestably a presence in
the region and that the interests of the two states are identical in the
long term.
The question of nuclear testing at Mururoa is the secondof Franco-Australian dispute. Even though the
Experimentation Centre is located more than 2000 km from Australia,
this latter country has not ceased to exPress its opposition to the tests,
without attempting to take into consideration the fact that France
belongs to the same camp or the seriousness of French studies on
environmental protection. On this point, gmgraphic solidarity has
prevailed over 'Western' solidarity. Thus Australia finds itself
subscribing to 'the comfortable angelic position to which the states of
the South Pacific abandon themselves' on this subiect, to quote the
French Minister for Overseas Departments and Territories.

ranking cause

Australia is, however, called to account for its anti-nuclear
position by those who criticise it for supplying uranium to France at
the same time, and the explanations given by the authorities affirming
that the uranium provided can only be used for peaceful, non-military
purposes, as always in such cases, do not convince all the states of the
region. The mapr criticism that they have is related to their fear that
Australia might have on its territory nuclear rcactors 'liable to be taken
as targets by the Soviet lJnion', and that the fallout from a nuclear
attack on Australia would exterminate the island populations of the
Pacific.35

All things considered, the protestations of Australia about
nuclear testing do not prevent the development of growing bilateral
relations with France and without doubt are not so sensitive as those
that concern New Caledonia. This is perhaps due to the fact that they
have not received the endorsement of the United States and that the
security of Australia depends primarily on this latter power.
France's second heighbour' state in the Pacific is New
Zealand. Relations between the two states were, as is known, highly
compromised by the Psinbow Wanior affair in 1985, linked to the anti-

x

Relatiots with the South Pacific, p.782.
Interview with the Prime Minister of Vanuatu, Walter Liru, The
ACP Couier,EEC No.76, November-December 1982.
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nuclear position of New Zealand. Belonging to the Polynesian grouP,
New Zealand seems to keep a more attentive eye on French Polynesia,
where the nuclear tests take place, than on New Caledonia, although it
is closer. It is true that the strong Maori minority (107o of the
population) forces the New Zealanders to be more reticent, and that
their influence in the region is hardly reinforced by an economy in
difficulty. The intransigence of New Zeatand on anti-nuclear issues
has nevertheless led it to put into question the ANZUS heaty, of which
the aim is to maintain peace in the Pacific, by prohibiting port acc€ss to
American ships which ruy be carrying missiles (the Buclumn
episode).

This attitude has also inspired New Zealand in its Pressures
regarding the signature of the Rarotonga treaty, offering in this way an
opportunity for the penetration of the Soviet Union into the region.
The attitude is all the more surprising since, in the case of a maior

conflict, the United States could not remain indifferent

to

the

protection of New Tnaland and Australia would inevitably support its
near neighbour.
We thus have the impression that in this area New Zealand is
following a very questionable policy that it does not have the means to
enforce. In fact, its weakness makes the country dependent on
economic pressure from the states that it wishes to oPPose. At the time
of writing, some would argue, we even have to go so far as to ask
ourselves about the country's survival as an independent entity,
especially in view of the relative absence of national identity and the
risks of economic decline. For the moment, relations with France
remain lukewarm, conhary to those that exist with Australia.3T It is
for this reason that, as of late 1990, the French Prime Minister had not
yet made a visit there; but the normalisation of relations, even if it can
never be complete, should be pursued by France in the near future.
The recent declaration of Mr Lange, former Prime Minister, affirming
his desire to 'turn the page' and allowing that the Presenc€ of France
could be 'welcome and useful', marks an important reversal of feeling.

37 The government representative, High

Commissioner of the
French Republic in New C-aledonia, made an official visit to the
two states during the last quarter of 1989.
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Finally, the island micro-states of the South Pacific rePresent a
group of states particularly concerned about the presence of

third
France. We will not undertake a detailed description of France's
relations with each of these Polynesian, Micronesian, or Melanesian

states. France comes into contact with them regularly within the South
Pacific commission, and maintains diplomatic relations with them
through its embassies established at Suva (Fiii), Port Morg{y (Papua
Neweuinea) and Port Vila (Vanuatu).38 In addition,7986 saw the

creation of the south Pacific council. At present this council is
directed by the Permanent Secretary for the South Pacific, Ambassador
philippe liaude, who was appointed by order of the President of the
nepdUtic on 5 December ig8g' Earlier, in April 19S: ft9 Chirac
Government entrusted the post of Secretary of State for South Pacific
Affairs to Mr Flosse, who was at the time also President of the
Govemment of the Territory of French Polynesia. The presence of
France in the region is thus not limited to activities within its sovereign
teritories.
As regards vanuatu, which France iointly administered until
1980, and *t ict is New Caledonia's closest neighbour, several
observations can be made. Vanuatu has often expressed its hostility to
the French presence. The marks of a difficult decolonisation, in 198O
the 'invasiorr' of Hunter islet in 1983,3e the repeated expulsions of
French ambassadors in 1981 and 1987,CI all stand out as landmarks in
3E

39

Vattt at.r, French representation is presently at the level of a
d'affaires after more than two years of suspension'
charg6
"French
case is that Hunter Island has been part of the
The

It

territory of New caledonia since the decision, which

also
convened
included Matthew Island, of a Franco-English tribunal
in 1965. However, since it became independent Vanuatu has
reclaimed these two islets, and a commando even went there to

raise the national flag in March 1983. A plaque fixed on these
islands recalls today that they are places of French sovereignty
and a permanent military presence has been established there
ever since.

1981 the Ambassador was rqges-ted to leave
Vanuatu aiter at incident involving New C-aledonia, and in
October 1987 he was accused of providing financial assistance to a
francophone opposition PartY.

40 In February
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the short history of relations betwecn the two states and are also some
of the issues affecting internal politics, insofar as the opposition tends
to be more francophile. Vanuatu, which even in the words of its own
Prime Minister, Mr Lini, is considered 'as a curious state, appearing to
be something of a freak', is in fact the only state of the zone to have
subscribed to the non-aligned movement, where it came into contact
with Cuba and Libya. It also signed a flshing agreement with the
Soviet Union in 1987 which lasted one year and which has not been
renewed. The difficulties with France result from the fact that
Vanuatu has acted as the most radical international spokesman for
Kanak independence, not only during meetings of non-aligned
countries, which is of minor harm, but also within the Pacific Forum
and the Spearhead Group, and in the United Nations.4l In addition,
Vanuatu has adopted an immovable political position with regard to
nuclear tests and, declaring itself a denuclearised counbr'5r, found the
Rarotonga treaty, which it refused to sign, too 'soft'. Its foreign
policies regarding these positions have been qualified as idiosyncratic
by the Australians themselves.

The Matignon agreements, welcomed with satisfaction by the
of the zone, have put an end to the main issue which Vanuatu
higNighted on the international scene, to the point where it is
attempting to put them in doubt by playing on the ten-year time
perid planned as a lead-up to the referendum on selfdetermination.
Mr Lini has in fact wished 'to see independence at the earliest moment
possible'. Although this position follows the logic of anti<olonial and
Third-World activism, Vanuatu has also shown a return to realism by
seeking to establish good-neighbourly relations with France. 2 France
is particularly well placed to help Vanuatu, whose future is linked by
geographic proximity and culhrral connections to that of New
Caledonia. It should not be forgotten that Vanuatu is also the only
state of the zone where French is an official language. Verbal excesses,
and anti-French attitudes which do not always reflect public opinion,
cannot take precedence over the interest that France has in promoting
states

4r

f.-M. Tjibaou was part of the Vanuatu delegation at the UN
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General Assembly.
Recently, Mr Uni declared that "We wish to obtain more financial
and technical assistance from France'. La Nouaella Cal4ilonienna,
17 March 1990.
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a policy of co-responsibility with all the states of the region, among
whose ranks Vanuatu has been able to take an original if discordant
place.

Finally, among the other island states, Fiii, the second most
important after Papua New Guinea by virtue of its population and
resources, represents another example of the relations maintained by
France with the independent countries of the zone. Belonging to the
Anglo-Saxon group, close to Australia and New Z.ealand, Fiji aroused
the hostility ol these regional powers after the two coups d'6tat inMay
and September 1987. The proclamation of the republic in October 1987
cut its constitutional ties with Great Britain and led to its exclusion
from the Commonwealth.
For France, events in Fiji have offered advantages in several
ways. The former Bavadra Government was anti-nuclear and antiFrehch. Accordingly, from our point of view, its replacement by
General Rabuka's administration would not be harmful to our
positions. This was all the more so because the coups il'6tat led
Australia to suspend all its military aid and to impose economic
sanctions before realising its powerlessness to influence the new
military regime, and undertaking an 'empirical' reevaluation of its

policies. The Fijian government sought new Parhers,-among whom
'F
atrce occupies a choice position, as is indicated by the doubling of
French aid between 1985 and 1988. Cooperation between the two
countries was reaffirmed with the visit of Prime Minister Rocard to
Suva in fune 1989.

Apart from this reanangement of the position of France in the
region, thi events in Fiji have also aroused interest regarding the New
Caledonian question. Both New Caledonia and Fiji are populated by
two communities of approximately equal numerical importance, one
among which claims the primacy of first occuPant and focuses first
and foremost on the problem of land rights, while the other supplies
the largest proportion of skilled workers in all sectors of activity.
Although we must refrain from comparing too closely the Indian
community of Fiji with the Caldoche/EuroPean community of New
Caledonia, we understand that this latter community has some
concern about plans that tend to exclude the 'non-indigenous'
community from decisions relative to Fiji's future. Developments in
Fiii cannot, therefore, leave the French political authorities indifferent,
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since the coups have comforted both France
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in the region and the

independence movement in New Caledonia.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have to remain circumspect on the question
of whether the Pacific is destined to be 'the centre of the world' and to
become the focus of the maior confrontations linked to the key issues
of the third millenium. In any case, France must ensure its future
there. It will do this, not so much by defending, against the laws of
political evolution, an area of sovereignty that was established in the
last century, but by modifying its own public image. It has too often
up to now aroused a troly union' against her,43 s6t6r.t from the two
problems already discussed: the New C-aledonian question and
nuclear testing. They have fuelled mistrust, criticism and unfriendly
behaviour towards France. The first, considered to be the most
important, will be resolved by universal suffrage. The second has
started to be addressed by the commitment France has demonstrated
to environmental protection and by the decision to reduce the number
of tests per year to six.

As regards the grievance against France for illegitimately
occupying island territories, this should also concern the United States,

Great Britain, New Zealand and Australia, and it is not clear why
France should be the only one to have to justify itself. Meanwhile, its
permanent contribution to the establishment of a system based on
democratic values, its active participation in reinforcing security in the
region, and its unstinting support for economic, social and cultural
development have shown that France is a power in the Pacific. To
remain so, with everyone's agreement, it will have to express a clear
and firm political resolve to stay.
The definition of objectives that go beyond the rivalries of the
French administrations that are responsible for the Pacific (Foreign
Affairs, and Overseas Departments and Territories) is certainly among

43

F. Godement, 1-a France et le Pacifique Sud', Rwue Politique
Etr angire, (No.l ), 1 987.
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the conditions neaessaq/ for that resolve.'l4

A firm

to the establishment of a poliry of

approach should

long-term Presence
independent of the changes that affect metropolitan political life,

lead

involving commitments from France based on mutually advantageous
cooperative agreements. In this way the irreversible idea of the 'need
for France'can be built in this part of the southern hemisphere.

4

See

P.

C-ousseran's

remarks

in

L'Annie Internatiotule

(HachetteClassiques, Paris, 1990), P.%2.
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CONCTUSION
Stephen Henningham
Compared with most of the other regions of the world, the
South Pacific has been and is likely to remain relatively peaceful.
Compared with many other Third World countries, most of the states
and entities of the South Pacific have reasonable living standards,
functioning democratic institutions, and adequate governments and
administrations.

But conflicts within the region are likely to increase, because
economic prospects, demographic Pressure and

of bleak

environmental degradation, ethnic divisions and separatist tendencies,
and the difficulties of adapting traditional societies and values to the
modern world. The main focus of these conflicts will be domestic, but
some of them will have external implications.

The new assertiveness of the island countries is likely to
continue. These countries are also likely, in pursuit of greater selfreliance and increased freedom of manoeuvre, to seek to expand their

of diplomatic and economic relations. Over the longer term,
external powers without previous associations with the region are
likely to continue to develop their connections with the island
countries even if their level of interest will ebb and flow because of
range

other preoccupations.

The South Pacific will also be increasingly affected by the
rapid and diverse changes which are under way in the broader
Asia/Pacific region. These changes include the growing economic
strength of Northeast Asia, the new economic dynamism of several
Southeast Asian counhies, and the growing military strength and
reach of the Asia/Pacific countries.

Meanwhile, because of budget reductions and in response to
superpower d6tente, some reduction in United States strength in the
wider Asia/Pacific region is likely. In additiory an eventual United
States withdrawal from its Philippines bases is in prospect. This
probably would result in the redeployment of some United States units
and facilities into American Micronesia, although these deployments
would be on a much smaller scale than those in the Philippines. And it
seen$ to be only a matter of time before ]apan's economic strength is
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more directly reflected in military Power. These various changes are

likely to have ripple effects into the South Pacific.
The South Pacific counhies

will continue to pursue common

goals through regional cooperation, Particularly through the South
Pacific Forum. But consensus on some issues will probably prove more
difficult to achieve. Meanwhile individual @untries, and sub-groups
of countries, will be less reticent about pursuing their own interests by
whatever means they deem appropriate. Hence, relations within the
region and between the regional countries and the wider world can be
expectd to become more complex and at times more difficult.
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During the 1980s, the South Pacific was characterised by bitter
internal conflicts in several countries, a new assertiveness by island
country leaderships, and increased interest in the region by external
powers. Economic problems worsend in nrost island countries and
the South Pacific was affected by trends in the broader Asia/Pacific
region. The implications of these developments for regional security
provide the subiect of this Canberra Paper.
Topics discussed include trends and prospects in the broader
Asia/Pacific security environnrenf the South Pacific security and
defence environmenb economic characteristics ard prospects of the
South Pacific island states (with particular reference to the role of
regional cooperation); foreign and defence policies of the South Pacific
islands states; the part played by Australia and New Zealand in the

region; aims and activities of external powers; and the
associated with the French presence.
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